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Dedicated to President Eugene 
4 
B. Elliott 
After 18 y ar,; of -;e rvice tc E t, rn M chi­
g n UnivPis1ty, we of the Aurora <.taff would 
hKe to <led1c tE our yearbo k to you IJr. F,u 
ene B. El .ott. Uncle v< ur !earl hip, f,a tern 
has sprun 'rnm TJl 11 • 
dive um er •v 
despite •h0 mJn:') • 
Eastern's p-rowt 
reat 0n of m ny ddit1 
r cognition as a unive 
b 1ld ngs u ..i.cl<l , t 
mc.r t I nt cum to nll t 
With your retir m n. tl-i 
>v this tr 
but w ' 
Videnc d \' thP 
rtm nt n,l hy 
lQSQ. A new 
, m >re n I 
Jun Dr Elho•t 
you le VE' a contmJ n tni1t10n of xc llence m 
the fi 11 >f higher cl c •1 . A� Dr �ponbe g 
takes over the le1.dnsh1p ot f.MU h will bn 
greatly e nh,rnced >y th rruun<lwork wh1 h h ., 
been I id 1'y yo..ir adrr. n · tr ti m 
It ts, then, with pfrl •h t wi> c: oc� to h ,n-Jr 
you, Dr. El�1ott, m rccc mt1on ot the d u1cdt d 
service you havC" iven us. 
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thow, nd t..id nt 
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Elliott's Last Year at E.M.U. 
As you and I go 01..r different ways, there will be many 
times when our houghts return to the place that has meant so 
much We wtll realize that campus ltving is not a series of d1s­
assoctated event.; rather it 1s c1 life, the inherent facets of which 
leave an unremcvable imprint on our lives. 
We are proui of Eastern Michigan lJmversity. Its heritage 
as one of th gr,,at educational institutions is secure. Its future 
greatness seems i:.ssured. 
W,th our ov.n dedicated governmg board, Eastern will be 
able to develop its own capabtlities and its mherent strengths 
to serve the stat • and the nation. 
Perhaps we may best fulfill our roles if we rem;nd each 
other that we nust be ever mindful of our own debts and 
obligations to this great mstitution of :earmng. 
P1esi:ieot Elliott gives his last welcoming speech tc inco:ning 
The =elaxed a-=:l,pbere of this 
stude,t gatha=i� reflects tte 
hosp1-ality o: PrH dent and Mrs. 
Elliot's open 11.o·-�es. 
Neil Staebler (left center) and President Elliott march with students in the March f:r J'-eedom. 
freshmen. 
As Eugene B. Elliott leaves Eastern after 
his eighteen years as President, Dr. Harold E. 
Sponberg prepares to assume his new role in 
the leadership of Eastern. 
To President Elliott, we say good luck and 
to Dr. Sponberg we say welcome. 
Dr. and Mrs. Elliott pose with Dr. and Mrs. Sponberg at the press 
conference announcing Dr. Sponberg as next EMU president. 
President and Mrs. Elliott pause with :\-:rs. Shirley Sterling 
as they admire her paintings which Wet'= hung in a special 
exhibit at McKenny Union last fall. 
Congratulations are in ordel' as President Elliott presents 
a hard-earned diploma to � graduating se:1br. 
7 
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The Sil: Fine aoo Industrial Arts Building is expected to be ready for occupancy r:.ext September. 
First step in renovating McKenny V\o.S.S t::ie removal oi tre;!s. 
Easter 1 (;rows 
Eastern's transition from a small teac:ier insti­
tution to a university of some 8,500 students is 
evident in the expanded building program. 
The new Warner Gymnasium, the Fine and In­
dustrial Arts Building, Margaret Best Residence 
Hall, and an addition to McKenny Union are but 
a few of the new buildings going up. 
Excavation for the McKenny Union addition ber;an in the fall. 
What goes up, must come down, and the old gymnasium was no exception. 
Struct11rall y. • • 
The Jcseph E. Warner Physical Education Building, finished this year, replaces the old gym. 
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Dave McGaffin, Bonnie Barton, Lanny Mayotte, and Paul Rawley find the Echo office a 
convenient place to study between classes. 
I n t e l le{' t u a 11, • • • 
The library provides a quiet place to study and do research. 
Who wants to study indoors on a nice 
spring day? 
Here, students find a quiet 
corner to prepare for the ex­
pand course studies and en­
larged class schedules which are 
part of our transition as a grow­
ing university. 
Physically and Socially 
An expanded program of physical activity ha3 accom­
panied Eastern's tremendous increase in enrollrr_en1 dur­
ing the last few years. 
All :n all, Eastern is beginning to emerge trorn its 
transition stage with high hopes for its social, intelle,�tual, 
and physical future. 
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Physically and Socially 
An expanded program of physical activity has accom­
panied Eastern's tremendous increase in enrollment dur­
ing the last few years. 
All in all, Eastern is beginning to emerge from its 
transitim stage with high hopes for its social, intellectual, 
and physical future. 
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Academics 
Academics, the core of college life, provides 
the mental stimulus in Eastern's educational 
process. 
Here, three colleges-Business, Education, and 
the Arts and Sciences-cooperate with special­
ized programs in molding educated and well­
rounded young men and women. 
While Eastern has long had national fame for 
its teacher-training program, it has only recent­
ly earned a reputation as a strong liberal arts 
institution. 
Although Eastern is now in a period of tran­
sition and suffers from the growing pains of an 
expanded enrollment, our students' academic 
education has not been allowed to suffer and 
every Eastern graduate emerges with a fund of 
knowledge about his chosen field. 
Throughout his busy day, our EMU student 
traverses the campus from Welch to Strong, 
from Sherzer to Pierce, from Ford to Quirk as he 
seeks out his education. 
At Eastern, as in every college and university, 
the student is in a period of transition-a tran­
sition from childhood to adulthood-and it is 
his academic education that plays such an impor­
tant role in smoothing the path of this transition. 
13 
Edward J. McCormick Virginia R. Allan Charles L. Anspach 
New Board of Regents for Eastern 
0. William Habel Lawrence R. Husse 
]. Don Lawrence Michael P. O'Hara Mildred Beatty Smith 
14 
Haro d E. Sponherg 
Named to Replace President Elliott 
D • 
Dr. =larold E. Si::·•Jnber:g, recently named 
to replace Eugene E. Elliott, as President of 
Easterr: Michigan U:-_ivers.ty will assume his 
new ofi.ce on July 1. 1965. 
Spoooerg, a native of Milwaukee, comes to 
Eastern from Topek3, Ka::isas where he has 
been Presideot cf Washburn University sir.ce 
1961. 
After obtaining h·s AB. from Gusta,..us 
Adolphus College and his l'.A.A. from the U::ii­
versity of :Mi:mern:a, Sponberg attend£d 
Michigan State Uni\ersity where he obtained 
his Ph.D. and served in professional admini­
strative capacities. 
Between 1956-61, he was Vice-President of 
Northern Michigan State University, Mar­
quette, Michigan. 
During World War II he served as an offi­
cer in the U. S. Navy Submarine forces. 
The stt:dents of E.M.U. extend our unoffi­
cial welco:ne to Dr. 3ponberg and his family 
and look f::>rward to his arrival. 
15 
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William Lawrer.ce, Vice President of Student Affairs, also 
teaches a psychology course. 
The office of Vice Presideot of Business and 
Finance was created by the Board of Reg�mts on 
June 1, 1964. Lewis E. Profit, then Controller, was 
named to fill the new position. 
When the new Michigan Constitution transferred 
control of University funds from the state legisla­
ture to the University the offi:e of Vice President 
of Business and Finance became a necessity. 
The purchasing which wa� formerly done in 
Lansing is now done by this office, and El\ilU mon­
ey is no longer deposited in Lansing. All c::mstruc­
tion is under Mr. Profit's diredion. 
Brue� Nelson, Vice President :or Instruction, re·,iews records 
in his office. 
Office of Vice President of Finance Created 
Lewis Profit, Vice President of Business and Finance, is served cookies by 3 student at one of F ;e�iderrt Ell ott's cpen houses. 
Carl R. Anderson :rncently appointed 
=•ean o:° Field Sen.i::es. 
Two New Deans 
Ra:ph: ::i:ildeo, DEan of Admissio,s 3,d Studeru: Activities, spea!G bef:>1e Stadcn­
Co•ncil ·n h·s role as advisor. 
Appoin ed 
Dean c,f S udents, Susan B. HiII, e,fo_,� th= wc:rotJ- and 
happiness of Christmss 3t a Chri,tnas ;,ar4' for ta1cer­
privile1s,ed ,;hildren spons:ired by Si;::;m� :E'.appa :m.:I :::Jelta 
Sigma Phi. 
James Glasgca,", Dean of the Graduate 5cJ-o:>ol, ekes t.m3 :mt in 
his busy d3y t::> enjoy the wmter sunsti u. 
ulius M. liboinson was named Dean of Summer Se;s:•r: 
17 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Eastern's College of Arts and Sciences has been in 
existence since 1960. This year it contains 60 percent 
of the enrollment of the entire University since the ma­
jority of all academic majors fall within this college. 
Under the leadership of Dean Albert W. Brown and 
Dr. Hoover H. Jordan (who is Acting Dean of the Col­
lege while Dean Brown is on a leave of absence), a staff 
of over 270 instructors work for the improvement of 
academic courses. 
Awards and research grants within the individual de­
partments of the college represent the achievements of 
a progressive faculty. These grants range from Federal 
Grants allotted for departmental equipment to the revi­
sion of specific student courses. 
The departments, and the college as a whole are con­
stantly growing to better serve the education of the stu­
dents at E.M.U. 
Albert W. Brow::i, Dean of the College nf Arts and Sci,m:e£. 
constructioo. 
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The many expressic·m and pofes of art are 
also found among its students 
ART DEPARTMENT-FRONT ROW: K. 
Calkins ( department !Bad), V. Pappas, D. 
Sharp, S. Stephenson; :SECOND ROW: V. 
Lo�ee, 
RCW: 
M. Brumer, R. Fairfield; 
J. Van Haren, B. Barrett. 
BACK 
Art Show a Great Success 
The goal o.: the Art Department at Eastern is to 
offer a so-.md backgr:mnd in art to its students. 
Ma:1y studects begin their program with no re­
solved career plans, b·.1t eventually a high percent­
age o( :hem ...,ill teco:ne teachers. The art student 
may 3i:n fx:>r either a teaching degree or a liberal 
education de;1;ree. The department also offers a 
gracuate p-o&ram for a Master of Art Education 
or a Master cf Arts in the fine arts field. 
The Art Staff consists of fourteen instructors, all 
are recognized exhibiting artists and represent 
widely differing nltural and geographic back­
grounds. All staff and students are looking for­
ward to the new Sill Fine and Industrial Arts 
building scheduled for opening during the fall of 
1965. 
Art Exhibit shows creati�ity of students and staff. 
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"BJg" hunters for use in a 
tio::1 for "Insects" Class. back of Warner 
Gym are full of 'em. 
The Biology DepH:ment, under the guidance of 
Dr. Robert Belcher, i, making several changes to 
favor student learning. This year the deµartment 
was given a Nation3] Science Grant to build an 
"audio tutoria." This type of laboratory aI:ows the 
student to work at his own rate on experiments 
from instructional tn;>ics. Another grant was re-
ceived to build animal rooms in conjuncton with 
the Psychology Dep0::-tment. 
This past summe::- honors were bestowed on Dr. 
Donald M. Brown and Dr. John DeCosta for out- Plant JX)tt:::ig in the gree::ihousz is b 16 p;1rt :,f the Bio.ogy 
standing achievements in science. studiEs. FJ.:wers bloom tl:-.r�gl:-out thE :;rear in spite of the 
Biology Department 
Incorporate 
BIOLOGY DEPARTI\(ENT-FRONT ROW: R. Belcher, F. 
Sinclair, A. Beltz, R. Collins, A. Abdul-Baki, E. Giles; SECOND 
winte:y "VeaL�er outside. 
''Audio Tutoria'' Method 
ROW: D. Weingar:ner, :yr_ Hukill, H. CasV\.-ell, i1.. Ress, J. DE­
Costa, M. Adler, D. Brawn, R. Giles. 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT-FRONT ROW: J. Peters, S. King, A. 
Bensen, C. Ackerman, M. Miller, B. Iglehart, L. Hoffman; SECOND 
ROW: G. Warsinski, R. Staples, D. Casanave, P. McGlynn, J. Virtue 
(acting head of department), J. Menzel, N. Maddox; THIRD ROW: 
T. Dume, E. Zale, I. Schrieber, R. Pearsall, M. Foster, H. Rockwood. 
English Department Faces New Problems 
The Department of English Language and Liter­
ature has felt the problem of increased enrollment 
perhaps more than any department in the univer­
sity. Since all incoming freshman students are re­
quired to take the basic course in composition, the 
department has nearly doubled in the past year. 
An attempted solution to this problem was the 
"L" plan, initiated by Dr. Hoover H. Jordan, de­
partment head. This plan consists of scheduling a 
three-hour class for one hour on one day and two 
hours on another, resulting in a full schedule for 
all available rooms. The "L" plan has not, however, 
proven itself as a solution in view of the anticipated 
120 sect:ioris of Er:.gli!:h Composition which will be 
necessary in the Fall of 1965. Dr. Jordan stated 
that another possible solution will be the lengthen­
ing of the school week with classes scheduled every 
hour throughout the day. 
The graduate division of the department is an­
other example of accelerated growth in number of 
students. More courses are being offered each se­
mester in an attempt to meet the demands of those 
who are interested in obtaining advanced degrees 
in English. 
The tradition of the department is a proud one 
due to the noteworthy accomplishments of many 
of its professors. These range from writing books 
and plays to expert training in the modern field 
of Linguistics. 
The Department of English Language and Liter­
ature, then, is attempting to meet its obligations in 
the face of an ever-increasing student population. 
Dr. Milton Foster introduces his Shakespeare class to the "Bard" of 
Stratford-on-Avon. 
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The International Touch 
The Foreign Language Department here at 
Eastern does much to broaden and enlighten the 
experience of the increasing numbers of the stu­
dent body. The well-qualified staff, headed by Dr. 
John H. Owens, provides a four-year course in Ger­
man, French and Spanish. 
For French majors, the Foreign Language De­
partment has a program which allows students to 
spend their junior year studying in France. Span­
ish majors are recommended to take advantage of 
the many summer schools in Mexico and Spain 
which offer college credit for a summer's work. 
The Spanish and French Clubs were very active 
throughout the year and give a welcome social 
flair to the classroom activities. This year, the 
Spring Language Festival for high school students 
marked its seventeenth year with poetry, songs, 
and a skit in Spanish by EMU students. 
Jan Oakley listens intently to that foreign tongue 
English prior to her daily lab session. 
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Back stage at the Review put on by the Spanish Club, foreign visitors and natives have a 
chance to "tune up" for the big performance. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT - FRONT 
ROW: J. Bidwell, L. Gohn, A. Miner, M. Wagner, T. Alten, 
B. Mueller, J. Nieto; BACK ROW: R. Beuschlein, F. 
Villegas, J. Owens (department head), E. Gibson. 
GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT-J. Lounsbury (de­
partment head), L. Ogden, J. Sinclair, J. Gallagher, 
P. Buckholts, H. Wagstaff, Jr. 
The Geography Department at Eastern Michi­
gan University has long been recognized as one of 
the most outstanding departments in the country. 
Several nationally known scholars have been asso­
ciated with the department over the last six dec­
ades. Many of the present department members 
have traveled to the areas about which they teach. 
The Geography Department offers courses in 
weather, conservation, studies of various world 
areas, geology, studies of climatic regions, and a 
course in map-making. 
Dr. Lounsbury, Dr. Dudar, and Dr. Ogden meet with laboratory instructors weekly. 
Left to Right-V. Hammons, Dr. Ogden, M. Miklas, M. Richardson, Dr. Dudar, 
W. Schultz, and Dr. Lounsbury. 
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History 
• 
IS the 
History and Social Science has been making 
many arrangements to expand this year. A new 
philosophy major has been approved. Russian and 
East European History, and courses in economics 
and constitutional law will be added to the curri­
culum. 
Two department members, Stanley Flory and 
Ralph Smith, have received grants for a research 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT-FRONT ROW: C. Lewis, E. War­
ren, W. Briggs, T. Hefley, R. Wittke; SECOND ROW: E. 
Waugh, R. Curry, R. McWilliams, G. Hutchinson; THIRD ROW: 
Key to the Fut11re 
HISTORY DEPARTMENT, FRONT 
ROW: F. Ericson, J. Simpson; SEC­
OND ROW: G. Totten, M. McCarthy, 
C. Snyder; THIRD ROW: S. Solo­
mon, D. Drummond ( department 
head); FOURTH ROW: Y. Koo, D. 
Disbrow. 
project on "School Support" from the Department 
of Health, Education and Welfare. Dr. Greene has 
also been given a grant to further his studies in 
criminology. 
Mr. Totten, who joined the staff this year, will 
be having two of his books on recent Japanese 
Political History published by the Yale Press. 
D. Tamachiro, H. Blackenburg, D. Goff, S. Fauman, N. McLarty, 
H. Simmons. 
Chemistry proves to be a very interesting subject for these students 
as they perform one of their many lab experiments. 
The Chemistry Department at Eastern Michigan Uni­
versity offers a well-rounded curriculum to students 
interested in this field. Two types of chemistry majors 
are offered. One leads to a career in industrial chemistry 
and possible graduate work for an advanced degree. The 
other prepares students for teaching chemistry on a 
secondary level. The Chemistry Department also offers 
a degree program in Medical Technology. With fifty­
seven hours of courses now available, the chemistry pro­
gram now meets the accreditation requirement of the 
American Chemical Society. 
Many facilities and new equipment not usually avail­
able to undergraduates are provided by various gifts 
and government grants. The largest of these is provided 
by the National Science Foundation. The amount is 
then equalled by the university to supply teaching equip­
ment for the undergraduate students. 
The Chemistry Department is ambitious in its plans. 
They have a strong undergraduate program and plan 
eventually to expand toward graduate work for teachers. 
The department encourages high achievement by offer­
ing each year the B. W. Peet Memorial Scholarship to 
the outstanding junior student. 
Chemistry Department Gains New Status 
SEATED-L. to R.: Dr. R. M. Scott; Dr. 0. Robbins, 
Jr.; Dr. C. G. Spike (Dept. Head); Dr. M. S. Carr; 
Dr. S. D. Work. 
STANDING-L. to R.: Mr. E. Lamkin; Dr. E. S. 
Berchert; Dr. E. L. Compere, Jr.; Dr. C. T. Anderson; 
Dr. T. P. Povlock; Dr. J. M. Sullivan. 
25 
Math Department Expands Graduate Program 
MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT-FRONT ROW: N. Ull­
man, M. Hansen, M. Early, M. Gotts; SECOND ROW: J. Nor-
they, H. Falahee, T. Schriber, R. Pate (department head), A. 
Clack; THIRD ROW: J. Walter, W. Schwartz, K. Lauckner. 
The 1964-65 school year saw widespread expan­
sion in the Mathematics Department. Six new 
courses were added on the graduate level and sev­
eral on the undergraduate. Briggs Hall was ex­
panded to provide more office space for the grow­
ing department. 
The Mathematics Department was increased in 
size to nineteen faculty members this year. Assist­
ant Professor Edmund Goings is presently assigned 
to the National Teacher Education Center, Repub­
lic of Somalia. 
Students run a program on the IBM 1620 for their course in Digital 
Computer. 
_ _ Yi._L_ ____ _ 
FRONT ROW: Mr. J. Elwell, Miss D. James, Miss J. 
Perlis, Miss R. Fenwick, Mrs. E. Lowe, Mr. E. Goldschmidt; 
SECOND ROW: Mr. M. Osadchuk, Mr. T. Hardison, Dr. 
W. Fitch, Mr. H. Pyle, Dr. M. Riley, Dr. W. Joseph (de­
partment head), Mr. 0. B. Ballard, Mr. T. Tyra. 
Music Department to Offer Graduate Program 
D. Hutchinson, B. Ballard, E. Goldschmidt, S. Sprague 
and J. Perlis rehearse for the Fall concert. 
At the present time the Department of Music at 
Eastern Michigan University is planning a grad­
uate program which will be ready in the fall semes­
ter of 1965. It will off er a Master of Arts with a 
major in music. Although the primary function of 
the Music Department is to prepare students for a 
Bachelor of Music Education, it also offers many 
service courses and electives for the non-music ma­
jors on the Early and Later Elementary Curricu­
lums. 
Every summer the department offers a three­
week summer session for high school students. In 
addition this summer there will be a choral work­
shop under the direction of Paul Christiansen. 
Each year the Music Department sponsors a 
number of guest artists such as Catherine Crozier, 
the Interlochen Youth Symphony, and V. Ussachev­
sky. It also furnishes music for rebroadcasts on 
W AAM radio station. 
27 
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The Physics department, headed by Professor 
James M. Barnes, is now operating with a full time 
staff of nine mem hers. 
The newest arrivals to the department this year 
are an instrument called a "Gas Laser" and a Ra­
dio Telescope. The "Gas Laser" consists of a helium, 
neon mixture, which supplies a special light source 
used in the study of advanced optics. It will be 
used for classroom demonstrations and laboratory 
experiments. A great deal of research is being con­
ducted this year with the Radio Telescope located 
on the roof of Strong. 
The department is now offering a new lab course 
for students interested in working one semester on 
a physics problem. The Radio Telescope is an ex­
ample of such a study. They are also proud to an­
nounce an honors course for special pro bl ems in the 
field of physics and astronomy. 
--
-·� 
Paul Hamilton, Dr. Parsnns and William Swift check lead to the radio­
telescope ante-nn.a which had been blown around. 
Physics Department Receives New Equipment 
Dr. A. Loeber, Mr. C. Thomas, Dr. 
L. Lee, Mr. C. Breedlove, Dr. J. 
Barnes ( department head), Mr. K. 
Parsons, Dr. W. Gessert, Mr. F. Leib, 
Mr. W. Wilcox. 
-
Psychology Department Builds Animal Laboratory 
Students work in the newly instituted lab for General Psychology. 
The Psychology Department is on the move this 
year with the addition of new graduate classes to 
the curriculum. The department in conjunction 
with the Biology Department is setting up an ani­
mal laboratory with a grant received from the Na­
tional Science Foundation. 
Faculty-student relations are a key word in the 
department. Aside from a lecture series presented 
for the students on careers and current events the 
faculty has also promoted a coffee hour where pro­
fessors and students alike share ideas. 
Additional grants that have been given to the 
staff in the department are: Dr. Day for carrying 
on his research in human learning and Dr. Lindley 
for doing research on the human memory. Dr. 
Anderson, also of the department, will be head of 
a summer institute for high school teachers of 
psychology under the direction of the National 
Science Foundation. 
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT - M. Friedman, D. Gorfein, Q. McLaughlin, M. Willis, 
0. Vick, R. Lindley (department head), R. Anderson. 
29 
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SPEECH AND DRAMATIC ARTS DEPARTMENT­
FRONT ROW: S. Buchanan, A. Schreiber, A. Mulac, R. 
Beard, J. Sattler (department head); SECOND ROW: A. 
Martin, A. Kennedy, G. Evans, T. Murray, P. Zellers; 
THIRD ROW: G. Bird, J. Gousseff, V. Michalak, A. 
Koenig. 
Speech and Drama Offers Entertainment 
Something new has been established this year 
by the Speech and Dramatic Arts Department. It 
has begun closed-circuit television broadcasting 
which will be entertaining rather than educational. 
Any Eastern student is eligible to join the cast or 
crew for the programs. 
The crew behind the camera are both numerous and 
necessary for a smooth running production. 
The Speech and Dramatic Arts Department at 
Eastern is responsible for the plays and productions 
given by the students throughout the year. The 
staff chooses the performers and directs the plays 
for presentation. 
Class is in session. Dr. Alan Koenig (right) directs the student crew 
during a TV class. 
Home Economics epartment Offers Master's Degree 
Mrs. A. Fiefder (deputment heac.), Miss J M:cKay :,ec'y), DI- M. Lloyd, Miss S. Ki::-.Eey, Mrs. D. Graves, Miss R. Meis, Miss B. Canatsey, 
Miss E. Urderbrink. 
Gourmet :·oods c.ass g,ets a der:10I1stric-iCJ11 in V..elc."I Eall kitchen. 
The Home Economics Department is 
now reorganizing their curriculum to ac­
commodate their record enrollment of 112 
major students. Last year a masters de­
gree program in home economics was ap­
proved. 
Present plans entail a program to train 
dietitians in cooperation with the Univer­
sity of Michigan Hospital. The department 
now offers a program for majors in family 
life and also in the field of merchandising. 
The department operates the Ellen 
Richards Home Management House under 
the supervision of Miss Ruth Dentel, head 
resident. It is designed to give the opportu­
nity of practical experience in family living 
and home management. 
A new scholarship was offered this year 
in honor of the former head of the depart­
ment, Susan M. Burson. It is offered in the 
specialization of family life in cooperation 
with the Merril Palmer Institute in De­
troit. 
31 
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College of Education 
Under the guidance and direction of Kenneth H. Clee­
ton, the College of Education has grown to a remarkable· 
size during Eastern's period of transition. It is composed 
of the Department of Health, Physical Education, Recre­
ation, and Athletics; the Department of Special Educa­
tion and Occupational Therapy, the Horace H. Rackham 
School of Special Education; and Lincoln Consolidated 
and Roosevelt Laboratory Schools. 
The College of Education functions to select, train, 
and supervise students who are preparing for teaching in 
the various areas of specialization. 
' .. 
• I " ..:.-,-
�  . --
\�· .... 
Kenneth H. Cleeton, Dean of the College of Education. 
The Joseph E. Warner Physical Education Building. 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT - FRONT ROW: R. 
Vincent, I. Woronoff, H. Wass, M. Gates, H. Jones, R. 
Leatherman, B. Greene, W. Russell, I. Ylisto; SECOND 
ROW: B. Richmond, Q. Samonte, A. Figure, R. Bajwa, 
H. Tothill, M. Robinson, B. Borusch, E. Muckenhirm; 
THIRD ROVI: F Daly, K. �tanle,1, L. r� gelson, R. 
EldH, C. Birl.eson, G Fielder, Vi". Kloosterm:n P. Well!,, 
R. �e:.:ter; FOL"RT:-1 ROW: :C::. Grinstead, G. Brower:. 
G. Wixon, L. Porrett:a : departm�nt head), J.,, Silver, R. 
Blun3, H. Gaston. 
Education Department Yields Successful Teachers 
Backing Eastern's strong reputation as a teacher 
training institution, is a dynamic Department of 
Education. Staffed by sixty-eight full- and part­
time educators, the department functions to pre­
pare students for their role as future teachers. 
While professional education courses and a well­
coordinated student teaching program are the main 
concerns of this department, the University's rapid 
growth has necessitated advancement in other re­
lated areas. Educational research, a field experi­
ence program, and the Somalia Project (National 
Teacher Education Center, Republic of Somalia) 
are but a few of the related programs coordinated 
by Eastern's Department of Education. 
Student teaching is the final step in professional education. Here Ron 
Rose lecturers to an American History Class at Wayne's John Glen 
High School. 
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SFECIAL EDUCATJON D2:PhRTMENT-FRONT ROW: S. Johnson, C. Navarre, J. 
M:tto, S. ,Vri5h.t. SECOND R:)W: A. IV:e:.1ers, H. Gregerson, C. Fulton, P. Miereau, N. 
Ts:1lor, L. B=zi::11;, D. Treado, F. Wawrzaszek. 
Very funny! The kids �ave the J •.zrora photographer a free but 
unwanted shower.. The i:-:)ol at Rackaam Sc
hool is a ·;ery popular 
place with the y.::mnger 3et. 
Th"" Department ot Spec al E Iucdt o� anc Occu 
pat1onal The1 py offe1 s urriru:a 
cind p;rc..du t, w'.'>rK m th coust c 'ly 
tur!J d nJ s,>€.€. r. h nc1 '1p d 
mtntally H'­
mnt1on lly dis 
Tr.e department unc of the old -,t of t kmd m 
th country, otrcr tl-.e :;ti.Id nt un1'1Uf >iJpor+u 
mty ·n spu·i ii u at, ,n h du ,Ocdted c n the 
c, mpus � Eastern s the H >race H. Rackham 
School of Spec,, Ecluation Here the tudent 1-.as 
an opportumty to g n pr ct1cal s wcll dS theoreti-
cal t.xpener,ce m re s of pec11l d..ic t1on. 
SPFX'IAL r,DUCPTION DEPARTMENT-FRONT ROW. M. Sea 1ert T. AlbrittoP, F. 
H(n,ck M Wa.lace· SECOND ROW: W Stephensor I. Grcrneck, D Palmer, N. Bcnnetl, 
Lidge rd. 
Student M ry Wall ce w rk, in 1' pool with er sm 11 
fry This art f 'play" stren lh('n mu cle� a'ld is a 
lot of fun. 
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Warner Increases Physical Education Facilities 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPT. 
FRONT ROW: A. Scanlon, M. Bell, E. 
Menzi,, G. Barnes, J. Cione; SECOND 
ROW: K. Bowen (department head), G. 
Montgomery, M. Grills, M. Poppe, P. 
Steig, A. Harris; THIRD ROW: M. Wil­
liams, C. Wasik, V. Moffett, S. Brenner, 
C. Riopelle; FOURTH ROW: R. Wil­
lctughby, T. Neuberger, F. Trosko, G. Mar­
shall, D. Adams; FIFTH ROW: M. John­
son, R. Plaskas, J. Sheard, B. Hall, R. 
Bush; SIXTH ROW: J. Raymond, B. 
Lewis, R. Bruce, R. Oestrike. 
Evidence of Eastern's transition from a small 
teacher-training institution to a growing univer­
sity is apparent in the move of the Department of 
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Athle­
tics from the "old gym" to the recently completed 
Joseph E. Warner Physical Education Building. 
Warner's many new facilities have enabled the 
department to offer Eastern's student body a great­
er variety of courses than ever before. 
Mike Sosne works out with some of the new facilities which were 
provided with the fully equipped Warner Gymnasium. 
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Depar ment Seeks Technical Excellence 
Il'-DUSTRlAL ARTS I:EPAR'Th':ENT - FRONT ROW: 
R. LaBonnty, H. KazaTI=s, D. Oiarr:.berlain, C. Osborn, N. 
Professor. A. Francis der:-.onstratEs electr.mic eqwipment to 
the students of Roosevelt High �chool � a part of. the co­
operativ'? in�tructianal prcgram in Industial EducEtion. 
Delventhal, N. Risk. SECOND ROW: J. Rokusek, D. 
Larsen, J. Wescott, A. Francis, G. Jennings. 
The Department of Industrial Arts provides 
professional training for university students in the 
area of woodworking, electrical, drafting, automo­
tive, and photographic arts. Students from the 
Roosevelt laboratory school also receive instruc­
tion from the department professors. 
The addition of five new staff members to the 
department this year has increased their strength 
to thirteen professors. The Department is antici­
pating the completion of the new industrial arts 
building in the fa11 of 1965. Mr. Raymond La­
Bounty, department head, described it as "one of 
the finest physical plants for Industrial Education 
and Technology in the State of Michigan." 
Currently the department is cooperating with 
various industries in offering a degree program to 
people in industry through night school. Another 
step to advancement was the Department's certi­
fication to qualify teachers under the new Voca­
tional Act of 1963. 
(:adets Win Mili ary Proficiency Trophy 
FRONT ROW: Capt. R. Rice, Capt. E. Winship, Lt. Col. G. Murray, Jr. (de­
partment head), Capt. L. Admirn, Capt. N. Naclerio, Miss M. Carter (secretary); 
BACK ROW: SFC W. Stapley, S-SGT. J. Gilson, S-SGT. Porod, SP-5 M. Brown, 
S-SGT. C. Williams, SFC K. Vcgler, M-SGT. F. Maki. 
Camouflage is important in warfare. Larry Cunningham and 
Dale Toler are well hidden, but where is Jon Hin:',cel? 
The Department of Military Science at Eastern Mich­
igan consists of over 2,000 cadets in both the basic and 
the advanced courses. The basic course is required of all 
freshmen and sophomore men who qualify. The advance 
course, which is taken during the junior and senior years, 
is on an elective basis. Graduating seniors receive a com­
mission as Second Lieutenant in the army reserve, with 
occasional opportunities for enlistment into the regular 
army. 
Cadets who elect to enroll in the advanced course are 
required to attend a summer camp at Fort Riley, Kan­
sas during the summer between the junior and senior 
years. This year, the junior cadets were presented a 
trophy for military proficiency by winning first place in 
the competition. They were marked on the basis of 
grades, riflery, and military proficiency. When Governm 
Romney visited the campus in October, he accepted this 
award in Honor of the cadets' good performance. 
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College of Business Established 
Following the trend of growth and expansion on Eastern's 
campus, the Board of Regents established the College of Busi­
ness in May 1964. In July 1964, five new departments were 
established: accounting and finance, management, marketing, 
general business and business education. 
Because the College of Business has had a very rapid growth 
in enrollment, new members have been added to the staff and 
extra office space was made available in Welch Hall. More im­
portant, however, is the future site of the College of Business 
which will be in Ford Hall. A complete remodeling, and the 
addition of an air-conditioned auditorium to Ford, is planned 
to be done by Fall 1966 for the planned move. 
To serve the varied needs of business students, the College 
of Business has several academic programs. There is an under­
graduate and graduate program, large evening school for full­
time employees of business and industry and extension courses 
are offered through Field Services. 
During the academic year, the department sponsors several 
functions for the benefit of the students. It sponsors the Speaker 
Lecture Series, where well-known lecturers from business and 
industry address students on current topics; Honors Banquet, 
which is held in the Spring to honor all the outstanding business 
students; Open House at Homecoming, an informal gathering 
for all faculty, alumni, and students. 
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE - S. 
Strunck, W. C. Bryan, W. Underwood (department head), G. 
Dean Roth looks over blueprint for Ford Hall. The 
College of Business will move to Ford in 1966. 
Neal, F. Gilson, R. Gupta. 
DEPP.RTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND MARKETING -
S. 0.J3ta, D. McConai:,ghy, C. Ashton, H. Sik1g·�chi, R. Graham, 
GENEK�L BUSINES3 DE?ARTMENT-G. •:::3meron, R. Og­
den, L. Brown, E. Charlton, N. Anderson, 0. ::ollins (depart-
A. Lammi•er { departme•t he:ad), N. Eeltsos. 
ment heac
l
), E. Erickson. 
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Feature 
The Eastern Michigan campus has many out­
lets for student participation in many exciting 
and varied events. Highlighting student life are 
such feature activities as the annual Homecom­
ing, Sno-Carnival, Greek Week, and many more. 
These special programs are organized under 
the assistance of the Student Activities depart­
ment in an effort to bring a closer participation 
between sponsoring groups and the general 
campus. 
The yearly Homecoming activities present a 
welcome opportunity for alumni of the uni­
versity to remember their days at East­
ern. The bustling eagerness of this occasion is 
emulated by old and young each year as 
they revisit their alma mater. 
Greek Week is a special highlight of EMU 
activities as sororities and fraternities combine 
their efforts in competition to exhibit the true 
Greek spirit of fair play and fun. 
Although plagued by uncooperative weather 
this year, the Sno-Carnival proved to be still 
another means of enjoying student life at East­
ern. 
Thus, if students cannot find time to belong to 
one of the many clubs on our campus, he can 
still find relaxation and enjoyment in one of the 
many feature activities offered. 
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Frosh Have That Fresh Look 
A fres::i:ru,r. with that look of security is Betty Tuder. 
President Elliott makes the freshmen and their parents 
feel at home. 
Moving in is an exciting experience, especially for freshmen. 
-- - - - - ------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - --
-----i 
I 
Betty Tucker and her mother are introduced to dorm life tlro�h �eEi:lent Assistan: .k,ne Hitchman and Vice President Bev Thurman. 
Our University has taken great strides in hand­
ling the ever increasing throng of young people who 
wish to study here. There are buildings and addi­
tions going up everywhere. The University is ex­
panding in all directions. Yet there are many other 
problems for the new student to cope with. Most of 
these problems, however, are solved through the 
exciting experience of learning to live in close con­
tact with new found friends, learning to develop 
better study habits and learning all the customs 
and traditions which have generated from this 
school during its hundred and sixteen years of 
service. 
One example of these traditions are the green 
bows worn in the hair of all first semester freshmen 
girls. These bows serve the function of unif:ying the 
freshman class, while making it easier for upper­
classmen to identify the frosh and help them feel 
more at ease and a part of college life. The bows 
are worn until the big homecoming bonfire at which 
time they are allowed to toss their green bows into 
the fire, officially terminating their freshman intia­
tion. 
The administration and faculty at Eastern wel­
comes all interested parents to visit the University 
and examine our facilities. The parents will be in­
troduced to dorm life and will see exactly how the 
dorm. is run and the environment the new student 
will be in. Each semester our fine President, Dr. 
Eugene B. Elliott, offers a welcoming speech to the 
incoming freshmen and their parents. In this speech 
he outlines for them the difficulties of student life 
as well as the many rich experiences and fond mem­
ories it will bring. 
The freshmen are the new blood and the vigor 
of a University. To you, we can only say, "Welcome, 
we're sure glad to have you!' M:arga�et Lamb leads the cla3e0 at the bonfire ()(} horrecomirg; W:!eJ.end. How­
eW!r, t:h� cnly t!-_ought th3t e,:en the freshman's mind is, "�hen d• l gc!t rid 
of this green :x:w, ·• 
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Lt Cd. M f' , G vernor G, 
tb 'Vents of die atwr day. 
R nn 
As , ,bl cf RO I < 
n� Pr 1 l t Elli tt J1sc.i Hur 1 ¥c r GI <; t WI 
:.-.:.-.:.. •••••• ·--­•••••• ---· •••••• ... -­••• •• ---· ··-·· --­•••••• ---· ··-·· ·- ­··--· ---· ·· ··· ·--­....... ---· ·· ·· ·--­• •• ---· •••••• 
im nd 
CONGRA"I'ULADONS 
Gover110- Romne}, along with President Elliott and Lt. Col. Murray, 
presen:s Eastern vith the R.O:T.C. Proficiency Award. 
One of the prominent individuals to visit our 
campus this year was Governor George Romney. 
He spent seven hcurs on campus during which 
time he was greeted by the entire corps of 
ROTC Cadets and partook in a ceremony of 
the presentation of the ROTC Proficiency 
.ti.ward trophy won by five outstanding EMU 
Cadets 3t Summer Camp. He also addresed an 
c:ssembly at Pease Auditorium. After this cere­
nony, Romney puticipated in the dedication 
c,f Warner Gymnasium. He returned to campus 
i:1 the evening and gave a speech before the 
Campus Service Ccrps. Governor Romney's visit 
\;/ill sur-=ly be rem=mbered as one of the high­
Lghts o: the year. 
Cadets E.v....ai: Gcverno::- Romn_c,y', arrival. 
Governor Romney Visits .1\'l. lT. 
Romney's Escort . 
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C:oodison Hall sails 1oward a Htion \'ictcr.,,. 
TI:,e Vet; !::lub float shov- � their entlusia:111 Y"rich won 
ll,e,m first place in the "GLr-Ho" Spiri: Con\est. 
The Eastern Michigan Uruversity Marching Band-Eastern's most ar:le-nt 
supporters. 
Great Moments 
Cleopatra, also known 25 Gra=e Perna, 
Parades . . .  pagentry ... people. Homecom­
ing 1965 was all this and more. There were smil­
ing students and anxious students who faced 
one Saturday morning in October. Some of 
these students had reason to be happy. This 
was the big date. Others were just praying the 
float they had worked on all night would stay 
together through the parade. 
Many moments in history were relived that 
day as Ford's car, the Trojan Horse, Cleopatra, 
a Boston Tea Pot, and many others passed in 
review. 
Dorms, too, held their breath when the judges 
presented trophies. History was made again as 
presented trophies. History was made as Down­
ing took first place again. 
Spirit is heightened for alumni as the after­
noon progresses. After an exciting game, old 
friends are met at the open houses the sorori­
ties, fraternities, organizations, and dorms spon­
sor. Smiles never wear thin. 
In History 
sails down Forest in her Alpha Xi barge. 
Arm of H,:nor di3p1ays Henry Ford's prize to take 3 • campus hcnorE 
A'.:odern day G1eeks, Theta Cc::ii and A:pha Ora·,:ron Pi, reV1tali:::c,d :he 
T�oj�n Hor,e. 
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The perfect ending to a perfect day was the Homecoming Dance. 
The E.M.U. faculty overlooks rothing to add luster to their students. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon heightened Greek spirit 
during Homecoming Week with the annual 
Chick Relays. This is an activity for which you 
do not have to be Greek or even a "chick" to 
enjoy. There is laughter and excitement for 
contestants and spectators alike as the sorority 
girls bring forth many hidden talents while par­
ticipating in leg races, egg throwing, rope jump­
ing and pie eating contests. 
The faculty contributed to the Homecoming 
spirit by holding their annual "Sho Shine" in 
the Union of McKenny Hall. Their time, talents 
and effort served as a further attempt to give 
polish to the student body. 
The excitement and spirit of the week wa,s 
culminated in the Homecoming Dance, whose 
theme this year was "Colontasia." Warner Gym­
nasium was decorated in the style of a great 
ballroom, reminiscent of the days of the huge 
southern mansions. The effect was made com­
plete by the columns encircling the room, the 
water fountain, and the beautiful crystal chande­
lier hanging above the ballroom floor. About 300 
couples attended and had a wonderful time, 
dancing to the music of Johnny Harberd's Band, 
or just chatting with friends about the thrilling 
week which had just passed. 
Homecoming 1964 was a huge success, from 
the opening events on Monday, to the well 
played football game Saturday afternoon. After 
a long week of busy but enjoyable work, 8,000 
very exhausted students returned to the every­
day routine of student life. 
Delta Zeta's Carol Snyder demonstrates her prowess with a football. 
Zeta Tau Alpha wins this year's Chick relays. Their representative 
proudly receives the trophy from \,-ice President Lawrence. 
Enthusiasm Hig lights a Co orful Week 
After 3 mEssy pie eating contest, everybody has a good laugh, hcluding the contestants. The next .uestion is, ''Who pu: 'goo' in those chocolate pies?" 
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There Were Quee11s and Floats 
Teena Fo-:: and H-:>mecoming Court reig, ever homecoming activiti,s. 
Ten fina_i.;;t: are: Kaye Lani Pslepsen, Joan Snyder, Sasa,ira Berry, 
Barbara 'rb.:>mpson, Billie Lou Ste.·ens, Teena Ford, Khrisci,e Kuhns, 
Mary Arm l.Iead, Judy Schmidt, anj Alice Gra!tzler. 
Teena and her court grace the :-Iomecoming par3cle. 
Surrounded by Laughter 
There is much tension and excitement on the 
Wednesday before the big game, for this is the 
night a Queen is chosen. 
Before this night of nights, there is a show pre­
sented before twenty judges as thirty-seven girls 
display their talent and poise. Ten of these girls 
then perform before the entire campus. 
After the voting, tension and speculation build, 
and finally the Queen and her court are announced. 
This year Teena Ford is the campus Queen and her 
Court consists of Alice Gretzler, Judy Schmidt, 
Billie Lou Stevens, and Kaye Lani Pflepsen. The 
rest of the week the exictement continues to build 
as the big game draws closer. 
Pam l:'oecert, Horr.=com.-_g Queen c,f :963, cr::>\Jlls tl-e 
radian: Teena 3ocd :;;:U=en 19c4. 
Delta Zetas are all smiles because Happiness is a ,oc:>ri.ty sinec l::eic.g :m;,,r_ed QuEen. 
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President and Mrs. EJ:.-iot an.:! Cea::1 :if Students, 
St:.san Hit·, help promo:e 3tude 4: relati::mships dur­
ing Cleafi-Up Week. 
It's A Facu ty, Studen 
•<1 .. '� .. -
. .!',}; . ...__,,,. .... 
Don Kleinsmith, f�oo the St.1dent 
Affairs Office, ccngrE tulates huck 
Bet7tley on his c::iairmanship o: the 
1964 Homecorriq, Committee. 
Freedoms Lafini,hed was comp let '!d by 
E.M.U. s:ucents after tl-e death of 
Reverend �ev. The filty-mile walk 
was com:;>1=ted in twenty-five hours 
by 1000 st:..Jder.ts. 
Dr. Fishes-'s profnsi:inal ;ernester class entertaining a guest from Enghr.d. 
I 
Campus Forum . . .  a chance for students 
to air their feelings for campus life. 
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Theta C.:ii's Dave L.1tchlra ar.d To:n Gcundner greet the 
rusbies be-fore on� o: the :r:any parties. 
Tri Sigs give their rushies Mary Ferguson, Mary Ferguson, Mary Mohr, Pat Gregory, 
McLean, Barbara Peck, Sue Schober, Mary Ann Hunter and Karen Diehl something 
A Time To 
D�.ta Zeta's C;,rol Reinelt and B:ccb Piercecchi give a toast to rushies Peggy Feuer and Karer. Rajczi. 
Chris Koleff, Linda Bunce, Beth Hartley, Mary Ellen 
to remember them by. 
Smile 
When a student decides to take a look at the 
Greeks, he or she has vague ideas concerning 
Eastern's fraternities and sororities. Organized 
rushing enables each sorority and each fraternity 
the opportunity to present themselves to the 
rushees. The girls attend rush parties and "coke 
date" constantly throughout rush, and the men 
attend the various fraternity open houses. At the 
end of rush, the individual has to make two de­
cisions. He or she must decide whether or not to 
pledge and which organization to affiliate with. 
Rush is a time of fun and tension; grins and 
tears. It is a time that Greeks and rushees take 
seriously yet always wear a smile. 
When a rushee takes a look at Greeks, he sees 
sisterhood or brotherhood. He sees social life as 
well as high standards and good will. Most of 
all, he sees a picture of sharing. The Greek way 
of life is an eternal way of life. When a rushee 
attends his first rush party he begins to learn 
what a bond of friendship can really mean, as 
well as what the activities and accomplishments 
of that particular fraternal organization are. 
There are sports and sings, philanthropies, com­
munity projects, and good will parties for under­
privileged children. When the Greek leaves his 
or her college chapter, he bears proudly the 
mane of his Greek affiliation either in his heart 
or in an active alumni chapter. 
Delt Sigs' Herb Rile1, Jeffef), John Earth and Ke:1 Pound 
introduce Greek3 to Glenn :tv.:•a to:1. 
"Dizzy," the Delta Zeta elephant, corr_es b the p1Ed5e party. 
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Sigma Kai:::;>aE make Graek Nig::"t a li:tle �1 with their ioright 
and bounc. b3Iloons. 
Wonderful 
Greek Week, 1964, is the product of annual ef­
forts to heighten Greek spirit. During the week 
there are many activities such as the Delta Zeta's 
"Most Eligible Bachelor Contest" won by Nicki 
Worzniak and the Greek Sing won by Alpha Kappa 
and Arm of Honor. These three trophies were pre­
sented at Pease Auditorium on the Thursday night 
of this week of weeks. 
On Friday night Bowen Field House turned in­
to a madcap of carnival booths. Each fraternity 
and sorority sponsored a booth to test the skill of 
the fun-loving crowd. The evening's activities find 
the Greeks in a party mood after the tug-of-war, 
won by Arm of Honor, and the chariot races, won 
by Kappa Phi Alpha. 
This night of nights closed Greek Week activi­
ties and the hats that distinguished Greeks were 
stashed in the memory chests. 
It's a happy crowd found at the Delta Zeta's turtle races. 
World of Greek 
Pat St. Bernard coaes in fo- a wet landing. 
3eorge Hanoian says, ''Put a d=>e.d cat i, my bed, will ycu?" The Delta Sigmas apply a little psycholo:y as the supply for a good 
remedy for relieving frustration. Frustra:ed, Ed Newlin?? 
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THE EASTERN PLA \TERS PRESENT 
''Four Poster'' and ''The M·racle Wo 
The plays, "The Four Poster" and "The Mir­
acle Worker," presented by the Eastern Michi­
gan University Players, were both excellently 
presented. "Four Poster," by Jan de Hartog, 
was an adult presentation of the events in the 
lives of the marriage of two common people. 
The highlights of the events in this marriage 
were both dramatically and humorously pre­
sented, making this production most interesting. 
The cast involved only two characters, which 
was quite unique. The male lead, Michael, was 
played by Craig Berger. The female lead, Agnes, 
was played by Susan Lebowitz. 
"The Miracle Worker," by William Gibson, 
was a heart-warming drama concerned with the 
childhood experiences of Helen Keller and the 
patient training of her teacher. The production 
dealt with the action involved in teaching Miss 
Keller to understand language, with the climax 
erupting in the success of this endeavor. This 
was the result of the patient, understanding work 
of her teacher, Annie Sullivan. The cast included 
Helen Keller, Pam Michalik; Annie Sullivan, 
RoslynErat;CaptainKeller, Dale Bellaire, James 
Keller, Ernie Smith; Mrs. Keller, Marie Miller; 
Aunt, Carol Whistler. 
3eJer- learns to liie her •ew �schH. 
':"h3 :<eJer fam:iy sce•e. 
ker'' 
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L. Frank Meyer and Roger Waun entertain Clifton DeBerry. 
A member of Phi Mu Alpha band makes the concert a night to remember. 
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Something to 
Think About 
Governor Ross Barnett, a popular man with Eastern 
students? 
Wh�her it be a controversial speaker Stu­
dent Counc:l has brought to campus, an infor:n­
ative s:;ieaker secured by a service club or or­
ganizatior:, :>r good music, EMU does sup:i:ly 
the 3tujent< with food for thoug t. Sometimes 
a little action is also demonstrated such as in 
the :ai;e c,f Governor Ross Barne:t. Sometimes 
it's .:u:rr nice to sit back and enjoy yourself. 
Ge<Jttse Lincoln Rocl=ell is a controversial ;peaker who wa3 be talk of the cami:us. 
The Interlachen Arts Ac£dEmy brings 
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Leadership; A Solemn Subject 
The L£adership Confaence ,ponsored by the S .u::lent Coi.:.n­
c!l 3.nd org mized by t 1e sp cial projects committee ...,as a s::ate­
"111<.e projEct. Studen s re >rese tmg Ferris, Cent-al, and L1e 
Jn versity of Michigan a 1 contr buted to successfd v.orkst ops, 
-.,h le Dr. Taylor (see p. 64) bd the found3tion for di,cus­
�10ns 
Mitzi Manniag leads a discus9cn gro-4> in ways and means of fostering student spirit. 
George- LEr::i:>rinos and Sisndi Mit=ell lay plans 
for a be:n;!rkial conferenra. 
Greek unificaLon Wa.3 a su1)1ect well covered by these leaders. 
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The Delta Zetas are hav_ ,g fun on a tropic3l island. 
The millionaire Thet:;. Cl:i's are ha"h[ a party 
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The Social Side of Campus Life 
":fey Johnny r1eedham, Bob Snyder, Eddie Dufault and Kapp Lee! What happened to down­
to-earth m..isic 1 " 
Sadi and her date doing the dogpatch twist at the annual girl 
bid dance. 
"Hey Santa, when is it going to be my turn?" 
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A Snowless Sno\\T·Ca nival 
Enthl'siastic jerker. dance to t�e music cf I cb S ·hr eider. 
Th� last dance ended a successful but snowles<, Sno-Carnivol. 
The crowned cb m 10:1 >f the Sno-Carnival 
Beard Growrng ::Ontest, Da�1d Regner 
QUEEN \:KD COTJ �T : ::V.ugaret L:.mb, Mila J.V:orris, Melody Ni:k (Queen), Grao:a Pernn, Jack � Rush. 
Carnival ctivi:iEs 
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In ski attire, Q-1Ee 1 Melody Nick reigns over the Snow-
Tray ]oading! You've got to ::e k:i<icfing! 
Arm of Ho= �nd Delt Sigs £.ght it ou= i:i a 1ough :g;ime of 
mud soccer. 
L�'� play ball like this more often! 
Then There Was Snow 
The week of the snow carnival found the cam­
pus covered with sunshine and mud. Even though 
the entire campus hoped that grey clouds would 
bring snow to the campus, it never came. Ice sculp­
tures were made of papiermache, ice soccer turned 
into a mud bowl and tray loading and relays took 
place on straw. The following week, when students 
had thoughts of spring in mind, they woke up one 
morning to find 12 inches of snow blanketing the 
ground. Classes were cancelled for two days. This 
was something that none could remember. Al­
though a week late, the fluffy material provided 
many laughs. 
Carole Comai says, "It should snow like this all the time." 
{ 
Do you trc:p them or sl:.oot them; or just buy a ticket fur 
the J-Hop? Such as Kenny Roe is doing from Diane G�eve 
(left, with scubbadog) or Terry Halinan (right). 
''La Mer de N oturne" ( th "'ea by N ;ht) was 
-he theme of the 1965 J-Ho:i:. The dar ,:_rs found 
the:nselves in a bubble filled '-'C•rld of seaweed and 
mermaids 1s they danced :o the mus c of Don 
Pablo and his band. 
Mar·.c Mc-Kirney (see otJ-.er pag ) presents �tzi Man­
r.mg Brown Hall president, with a ranembran,·� of EMU's 
Pres dents' Ball. 
CoupleE dancing among the isknds of decc,�ations to the music 
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It's a azy summer afte�n::>cn f-or ex:, lege students t::> tal:::e time off. 
Seasons Create 
Fall tells of bJ•ndless energy. 
Winter's peaa. sets a perfect m:,cxl for Cl'.r1flUS sweetheart�. 
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I 
A Mood 
Si:-ring makes the mind tu�n toward barbeci.:.e 
Wi::Jt,e- makes caro!c;rs out of everyone. 
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Sports 
The sports tradition at Eastern has been a 
long and proud one. Since its establishment in 
1849, the university has placed major stress on 
the quality of its athletic program as well as on 
those who create and strengthen it. 
With the leadership of such prominent men 
as James M. "Bingo" Brown, Elton ]. Rynear­
son, Lloyd W. Olds, and many others, Eastern 
has maintained an impressive role in inter­
collegiate athletics for its entire 116-year history. 
With the opening of the new Joseph Warner 
gymnasium, coupled with the leadership of Dr. 
Keith E. Bowen and his capable staff, it is an­
ticipated that Eastern will fulfill an even more 
challenging role in the sports annals. 
Athletes such as Hayes Jones and Mauri 
Jormakka have brought due credit to the Univer­
sity. Their example is one that is being followed 
by many in hopes of creating an even more im­
pressive image for Eastern as a fine institution 
for athletic endeavor. 
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FRONT ROW: Jim Lamiman, Ed Mass, Mike Padgett, Ron 
Gray, George Harrison, George Hanoian (co-captain), Bill 
MacGillivray (co-captain), Peter DiMercurio, Jim Ten 
Eyck, Jim Aoltowski, Lou Winkelhaus, Richard Downs; 
SECOND ROW: Ron Oestrike (coach), Fred Williams, 
Jonathon Henkel, Jim Hadley, Clyde Parrott, Bill Chizmar, 
Lloyd Lewis, Don Bessolo, Jeff Barth, John Jambor, Dave 
Spangler, Paul Eisele, Jerry Raymond (coach); THIRD 
ROW: Jim Fox (coach),- Tom Grunder, Bill Roe, Jonas 
Halonen, Dale Uhl, Bob Stockton, Richard Willing, Mil­
dred Lewis, Tom Cava, Dan Ecclestone, Gary Kent, Robert 
Foster, George Burke, Richard Lepak, Don Halley, Fred 
Trosko (head coach). 
Gridders Win Four; Record 
High spirit and hard work made possible the 
first winning season for an Eastern football team 
in seven years. This year's squad was the first with 
a winning slate since the team of 1957. A strong 
defense combined with a balanced passing and run­
ning attack earned the gridmen four victories in 
seven contests. From an undermanned squad Coach 
Trosko developed one of the best defensive units 
in the league, led by the spirited play of co-captain 
George Hanoian. The offense, built around the pass­
ing of co-captain Bill MacGillivray and the explo­
sive ground game of hard running halfback, pro­
vided the scoring punch needed for victory. The 
squad, numbering less than forty, was made up 
chiefly of sophomores with only one year of experi­
ence behind them. 
MacGillivray takes the snap and pitches out in practice. 
The season started with a grueling defensive bat­
tle at home against Adrian. The Huron defense 
limited the Adrian offense to a net yardage of 66 
and only five first downs in the game which was 
won when Gary Kent scored on a one-yard plunge 
late in the third stanza. It was the first victory in 
a season opener since 1955. The score might have 
been wider but one Eastern score was called back 
and a field goal attempt hit the cross bar and fell 
short. 
After an open date the Hurons traveled to Cleve­
land to open the conference schedule against de­
fending champion John Carroll. The Hurons 
grabbed a slim lead on a field goal late in the first 
quarter. The lead held until the final period of 
play but early in the last quarter Carroll pushed 
across to provide the winning margin. 
Long hours of practice key the squad for the home opener. Here 
the quarterback looks over his line in an intra-squad scrimmage. 
Gary Xent plunges across for the score in Eastern's opening 
7-0 v_ctory over Adrian. 
the air and 162 on the ground. DiMercurio scored 
the first Huron touchdown, scampering 39 yards 
to paydirt. Bill MacGill iv ray added three points on 
an eight-yard field goal as another Huron drive 
bogged down. Reserve pushed across for their only 
score just before the half, but Eastern came back 
in the second half to wrap up the scoring. Mac­
Gillivray threw a touchdown pass to George Har­
rison to insure the victory. 
The gridders used the biggest scoring spree in 
seven years to break the road jinx as they whipped 
Case Tech 48-26 in Cleveland the following week. 
The victory also insured the first winning season 
since 1957. The offense pounded out 498 yards 
against the weak Case team asMacGillivray hit on 
14 of 26 passes for 274 yards and the runners drove 
for 224 more. MacGillivray also tossed four TD 
passes, two to Tom Grundner and one each to Fred 
Williams and George Harrison. Williams, DiMer­
curio, and MacGillivray also tallied on the ground 
to round out the Huron scoring. 
Winning Slate Since '57 
The Hurons closed out the season with a loss 
to Ashland, Ohio, in a nonconference game. Eastern 
scored first on a touchdown pass from MacGillivray 
to Grundner, but the strong running attack of Ash­
land was not to be denied as they went on to score 
twice and win. A homecoming crowd of 7,431 was on hand as 
the gridders returned to whip Allegheny 28-7 in a 
conference game. Halfbacks Tom Cava and Pete 
DiMercurio paced the Huron ground attack as each 
scored a pair of touchdowns. MacGilli vray also 
completed seven of thirteen passes. The defense 
again turned in a sparkling performance, limiting 
the Gators to nine first down and 161 yards in total 
offense. In thE first half Allegheny got only two first 
downs and 51 yards. At this point in the season the 
Huron defense had allowed only two touchdowns in 
three games. 
The road jinx again followed the Hurons as they 
traveled to WS:yne State and fell 13-0 to the Tar­
ters. Eastern failed to capitalize on early breaks 
and Wayne ¥.On on a TD and a pair of long field 
goals. The Tatars went on to capture the confer­
ence crown. 
The following week the Hurons closed out their 
perfect home -late with a 17-7 victory over visiting 
Western Reserve University. Eastern racked up 
312 yards in :otal offense against Reserve, 150 in 
Co-captaia George Hanoian confers with coach Fred Trosko 
curing a th1e out in the opener. 
., ' -. 
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Freshman Coach Jerry Raymond and assistant Brent Hall watch from the sidelines as the frosh beat Wayne State. 
}
.,
reshman Gridders 
Take rfwo of Three Contests 
Freshman coach Jerry Raymond and his assist­
ants spent long hours developing the freshman 
squad into an e:fective unit. A good turnout for 
practice made the job more difficult but more 
pleasurable. The talent discovered was put to good 
use as the team ·.von two of three contests and de­
veloped some good prospects for next year's varsity 
team. Good runn_ng backs and hard hitting linemen 
will attempt to break into the varsity lineup next 
fall. Quantity as well as quality was a pleasant 
change for the coaches. 
The frosh started their limited season with a loss 
to Adrian at the home of the Bulldogs. Adrian out­
scored the Hurons 26-12. 
The Hurons returned home for their second 
outing and easily trimmed the Wayne State frosh 
32-12. The team was impressive both offensively 
and defensively. 
They retained their winning ways and secured 
a winning season as they traveled to Detroit to 
meet Wayne State again the following week. The 
score in the second and final encounter was 28-18. 
CHEERLEADERS: John Mason, Alice Hluchaniuk, Howie Booth, Margaret Lamb, Pixie 
Jakc,b, June Roe, Jerry Maile. 
End TClll1 3rundner ( 87) carrie3 t.vo Aller:;he-ny tacklers with him after recei_,ing a pass from Bill MacGill ivray 
(13) in the 28-7 Homecoming _.,.ictory. 
End Jirr_ Ziltawski grabs a 
MacGilli /1.3:f pas3 in the 48-
26 tr:JDn;bi:; of Cass Tech. 
One ,Jf :he four:e� extra points in ti:ftee:n attempts ior Hu>e>n kickers. This came against Cass Tech. 
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The Huron defense penetrates to the Adr:hn quarti.l<beck as the Buildo� gets thrown for a ::iig loss. 
Eastern Opponents 
7 Adrian 0 
3 John Carroll 7 
28 Allegheny 7 
0 Wayne State 13 
17 Wes tern Reserve 7 
48 Case Tech 26 
7 Ashland 13 
At halttim� coaches ':'rnsko nd Fox empha,ize f,� key words on the :>:>a�d. 
Blocking forms as Mike Padgett ( 61) shakes off a would-be tac,cler and h�ads down fuld after an intercepticn in �•e Western Reserve came. 
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The 3-2 league record posted by the Huron 
varsity team was sufficient to gain third place in 
the conference in their first year of competition. 
The 4-3 record over-all was the best record chalked 
up by a Huorn team since the 6-3 slate posted by 
the 1957 squad. 
Quarterback and co-captain Bill MacGillivray 
set an Eastern record in the Case Tech game by 
passing for 274 yards. The record was set last year 
by Don Oboza. MacGillivray also tied a PAC rec­
ord and an Eastern record in the same game as he 
hit on four touchdown passes. Also in the game, the 
Hurons set a PAC mark by averaging 9.6 yards 
per offensive play. The old record was 9.3. 
The 1964 season was marked by precision con­
version as the Hurons hit on fourteen out of fifteen 
attempts. The only failure came in the 48-26 
trouncing of Case Tech. Not only was the home 
season unblemished, but it was nearly perfect. At 
no time in any of the Huron home games was the 
Eastern football team behind. Also, the weather­
man cooperated completely as the weather was 
perfect for each of the squad's home encounters, 
including the only home freshman game. 
The season was capped when defensive stand­
outs Dick Willing and Jim Hadley were named 
to the twenty-two man All-Conference team. The 
squad is chosen by the league's nine head coaches. 
Additionally, Bill MacGillivray was named to the 
small college all-state second team. Hadley and 
George Hanoian were also given honorable men­
tions in the same ballot. 
Jim Hadley and Hildred Lewis were named as 
co-captains for next year's team. With over twenty­
five from this year's squad returning, most as jun­
iors, and with an impressive freshman squad, things 
appear to be looking up for Eastern gridiron for­
tunes in the future. 
Tom Grundner reEches in 
vain as an Alle:;heny de­
fenc�r tips away a:i attempt­
ed TD pass. 
A horrecoming victory was the highlight of a perfect home slate for the 1964 Huron gridders. 
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Don Sleeman ( 52), Jack Ade ingt:on ( 54) and 
George Mason (53) ne-ar the half way point 
in a home meet. 
Terry Norman (51) passes the leading Wayne State runner and goes on to take first 
and set a course record. 
Harriers Lose Only One 
The Eastern cross country team, under the direc­
tion of coach George Marshall, suffered only one 
loss in eight dual meets this season and placed 
second to Wayne State in the conference meet in 
Cleveland. 
The harriers started the season on the road with 
three easy wins over out-of-state opponents. The 
victims were University of Chicago, John Carroll, 
and Toledo. At home for the first time the Hurons 
took Baldwin-Wallace in a one-sided dual meet. 
Suffering from the loss of key personnel the 
squad traveled to Central Michigan and lost their 
only dual meet of the season. The Hurons also fell 
to CMU last year. 
The following week the team came home and 
avenged the only other defeat of the previous year 
with a close win over Wayne State. Victories over 
The Eastern harriers, clad in the dark uniforms, are off 
FRONT ROW: Jack Addington, Terry Norman, Larry 
Adams, John Godre, Don Sleeman; SECOND ROW: Fre:l 
Kelsig ( mc1nager), Ray BoisvEcu=, C-eorge �ason, ::Jick: 
Panko..,, Jirr_ NelsCXl, Ge::rge Marshcl! {coach). 
of Eight Contests 
Case Tech and Western Reserve finished the dual 
meet season and tuned the team for the conference 
meet the next week. 
A well balanced Wayne State team proved too 
much for the Huron squad as they dethroned our 
defen:ling conference champions. Terry Norman 
took first overall and set a course record covering 
the fcur miles in 20: 28.6. George Mason, Don Slee­
man, Jack Addington, and Larry Adams placed 
fifth, sixth, fourteenth and twenty-third in a field 
of over sixty runners. The result was an easy sec­
ond place finish for Eastern. 
In the freshman conference meet the Huron 
Frosh took seven of the first eight places to sweep 
a one-sided victory. Jack Bantle led the frosh and 
was iollowed by Jim Oberling, Jack Ziga, Jim 
Vickers and Al Kilby. 
and running in the dual meet against Wayne State. Ray Boisvenue, Terry Norman, Geori;;e Mason, Coo 8Iee man, and D:ck Panko"' 
,:.iscuss strategy with Coach George :W.:ar=ha!l prior to a home meet. 
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�·ARSITY - KNEELING: Richard Becker, Glenn Moulton, BU McRoberts, Barry Siegel, Gary Ringrose, Charles Whiteside (cap-
:cJby, Charles Gay STAND!, G Bn_ce W:irner (manager), Conr.a::I tain), Bill Esterline, Bill Lewis (coach). 
First Year Ta11kers ake Third In Conference 
They're off! Competition begins in th1c first home swimming meet at �astern. 
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The first year of swimming competition at East­
ern was a success for two reasons: first, the varsity 
team took a surprising third in the conference meet 
in Cleveland, and then the freshmen went unde­
feated in four meets. 
The varsity could manage only one victory in 
eight dual and one triangular meet, but that was 
insignificant as the tankers finished the season im­
pressively in Cleveland. The lone victory came 
over Western Reserve, also in Cleveland. 
The frosh breezed through four dual meets on 
their way to a perfect slate, winning each meet by 
seventeen or more points. 
Captain Charlie Whiteside and Dick Becker will 
be missed from next year's squad, but some talented 
frosh can be expected to fill the vacancies. Pros­
pects look good for the years to come for swim­
ming at Eastern. 
I' - -�-. . . .. ., . ,· 
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1964-1965 VARSITY SWIMMING 
Eastern Opponents 
37 Wayne State 47 
16 Albion 78 
48 Case Tech 57 
48 Washington & Jefferson 59 
54 Western Reserve 39 
42 Detroit Tech 48 
37 Case Tech 52 
35 Ball State 55 
32 Central Michigan 58 
66 Miami 24 
PAC Championship Third 
1964-1965 FROSH SWIMMING 
Eastern Opponents 
SS Schoolcraft 38 
51 Case Tech 31 
SS Schoolcraft 34 
37 Oakland University 57 
FRESHMEN - KNEELING: Dean Lande, Jim Dartt. Der_n� 
Swain, Ron Schieve, Bob Drotos; STANDING: Bruce Vwert11lC 
Captain Ch:..r ie Whiteside, Did: Becke= and Gary Ringrc:.e listen to 
Coach Bi .I LEWis. 
(manager), (heg Childs, Al Henry, :Mike Teft Jim Grosbeck, 
Allen r; aftz, Milo Perreault, 3i[ Lev. is (coach). 
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C3Pta_n Hugh Parker attle� Eliehi.:e B�umcn ir. i:racti,::e whi_e tearrrmates 
loc,sen up in the backgroun:l. 
A young but experienced varsity squad won four 
dual meets this year and jumped from sixth last 
year to third in the conference during the 1964-65 
year. 
With no losses due to graduation in 1964, five 
returning lettermen and ten men up from the 
previous freshman team, Coach Russell Bush had 
reason to be optimistic about the future of wrest­
ling at Eastern. Next year only three men will be 
lost through graduation and the fine frosh squad 
will become eligible for competition. Captain Hugh 
Parker will be missed from next year's team but 
the sophomore heavy squad will be more experi­
enced overall. 
In the toughest schedule ever faced by a Huron 
wrestling team the Eastern matmen won four 
matches including three over conference oppo­
nents. The season was capped as the grapplers 
took third in the conference meet here with 53 
points behind Washington and Jefferson with 69 
and Thiel with 62. 
Grapplers Take Third In Conference 
FRONT ROW: Ron Whitman, Joe Chami.E, Jin: To:ld, Gary Lambie, 
Eliehue Brunson; SECOND ROW: Dave Stewart, Jne Crawford, Jim 
Copi:, Tom Buckalew, Jim Dougherty, Joe Brady; THIRD ROW: 
Mike Srock, Joe Halonen, Stewart Isreal, Lee Stoll, Bob Ray. 
Huron Conference scorers: Jim Copp, 137 lb., third; Bob Ray, 167 
lb., third; Hugh Parker, 157 lb., third; Coach Russell Bush, Tom Bucka-
1964-1965 WRESTLING RECORD 
Eastern Opponents 
12 Central Michigan 20 
32 Western Reserve 33 
8 Ohio University 21 
17 Wheaton 15 
26 Wayne State 10 
11  Bowling Green 18 
23 John Carroll 18 
13 Toledo 21 
11 Western Illinois 25 
12 Illinois State 29 
16 Central Michigan 23 
Conference Meet Third 
1:,1 .. 
. . 
Jew, 177 lb., first; Eliehue Brw:soc, 147 lb.., s�cond; Joe HalonEn, 
191 lb., second. 
Bo:, Ray scores a point in his match .n Jhe 17-15 vi:::ory o=r Vh�atoa. 
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STANDING: Bob Hays, John Staniloiu, Steve Ditchkoff, Al Potratz, 
Fred Shaw, Wayne Jackson, Mike Gouin, Dick Adams (coach); 
• £mu. 
KNE3:L:NG: Todd Ellior-t,C-aig Bell, Jim Kurtz, Rod Marlatt, Jess 
Shoui:;h, Lou Winkelhaus. 
A,,,J.,!JJ/ 
Cagers Win Eleven, Post 8-3 eague Record 
1964 VARSITY BASKETBALL 
Eastern Opponents 
85 Albion 95 
76 Case Tech 58 
90 Western Reserve 79 
85 Alma 81 
55 John Carroll 59 
78 Albion 80 
73 Adrian 64 
65 Allegheny 71 
85 Thiel 80 
75 Wayne State 86 
77 Case Tech 75 
62 John Carroll 63 
74 Western Reserve 66 
92 Bethany 85 
70 Washington & Jefferson 67 
76 Wayne State 64 
58 Central Michigan 84 
90 Adrian 80 
Rod Marlatt start� a drive for a score against John Carroll. 
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With seven of the first eight men from the 1963-
1964 squad graduating, this year was scheduled 
to be a building year for the Huron basketball 
team. Coach Dick Adams, however, had other 
plans, and molded a few returning lettermen with 
some good transfer students and built a team which 
won eleven out of eighteen contests and took third 
in the conference. 
The team matched each loss with a victory in 
the first dozen games of the season, before catch­
ing fire and winning five of the last six games, in­
cluding four straight conference wins. The four­
game string was climaxed with an impressive 76-
64 win over conference champion Wayne State. 
The only loss during the last six games of the sea­
son came at the hands of NAIA tourney bound 
Central Michigan. 
The most exciting game of the season was the 
triple overtime victory over Bethany at Bowen 
Fieldhouse. After battling through forty minutes 
of regulation play, plus two five minute overtime 
periods, the Hurons finally broke the game open 
in the third overtime and won 92-85. 
The season was climaxed as juniors Rod Mar­
latt and Steve Ditchkoff were named to the All­
Conference team. Marlatt led the team in scoring, 
averaging 20.2 points per game. 
Coach Dick Adams plans with his taam in the second half agEinst a 
conference c,i:ponent. 
Todd Elliott! brings the ball across mid-court against John Carroll. Dennis Snarey shoots despite a "block" 1:y the 
opposition. 
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Todd Elliott shoots as Marlatt, Shaw, and Ditchkoff move in for 
a possible rebound. 
The bench and Coa=h Adam� w£tx:t c:<Bely the acticn en the floor. 
Al Patratz dr.i...es ::,x ;v,c =� a C£se Tech block 
STANDING: Coach Jerry Raymond, Larry Lamiman, Peter McVittie, 
Mike O'Hara, Larry Brose, Reg Manville, John Falcusun, Harold Simms. 
K::-.IEELING: Janes :)ecker, �onald Haro.Id '::'c,m Sorosiak, Jerry 
Hin:r.an Bo::, l'w'.:01gan, Rick Schmidt. 
Frosh Cagers Win Nine, Go Undefeated 
Coach Jerry Raymond's freshman squad rolled 
through a nine game schedule without a scare, to 
post a perfect record. Five of the opponents were 
conference members, but the frosh showed no fav­
oritism. 
The team averaged over eighty points per game 
while limiting their opponents to less than sixty. 
The team was so well balanced that Coach Ray­
mond said that he wouldn't be surprised to see 
seven or eight of this year's frosh on next year's 
varsity. This, along with the loss of only five play­
ers due to graduation, could give the Hurons the 
strongest cage team in a number of years. 
1964 FROSH BASKETBALL 
Eastern Opponents 
81  Case Tech 52 
68 Western Reserve 52 
92 Adrian 6 1  
78 Concordia Lutheran 63 
88 Wayne State 48 
76 John Carroll 48 
80 Concordia Lutheran 64 
88 Wayne State 58 
81  Adrian 66 
�:arlatt and Pot"atz battle for E. 1=·�001d. 
9'3 
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l'IAIA CHAMPS: T:,m Wa�er, D::,ug MacArthur, John Mason, Dave 
Mor-oe, Howie Booth and Ccach �rv Johnson. 
our 
Bil Spre.rrta.1 on the parallel bars against C,mtral Mi:higan. 
ual Meets - Cop Flint 
The 1964- 1965 Huron gymnastics team proved 
to be the strongest in Eastern's history as they 
posted four dual meet wins while losing only two. 
Included in the four wins was a 98-36 victory over 
Central Michigan to cop the Michigan Region 
NAIA crown. 
Besides having this year's freshman and trans­
fer students become eligible, Coach Marvin John­
son will lose only one man due to graduation. 
Aside from winning the four dual meets, the 
squad also grabbed first in the college division of 
the Flint Open. The only losses suffered by the 
team were 67-53 to Indiana State and 62.5-57.5 to 
Slippery Rock. 
Captain Howie Booth from Mio, and transfers 
Dave Monroe from Newport and Jim Arnold from 
Mt. Clemens, will be expected to carry a big load 
for the squad next year, which could prove to be 
the best ever at Eastern Michigan. 
1964- 1965 GYMNASTICS RECORD 
Eastern Opponent 
70 Central Michigan 66 
68 Western Reserve 33 
Flint Open 
57.5 Slippery Rock 62.5 
62 Ball State 58 
98 Central Michigan 36 
HoY.ie Booth in :he Ieng :harse vet:lting in th: first w:n over Central. Ca,e Mom-ce goes thro·Jgh the flcor exe7cises in a m.eet ·:,eforE the, 
h,:>rr_e crowd. 
Open, State N.L IA C owns 
Joh::i �asoo in his ll:,:,r exercis� :::-outine in �he seco::d home meet. Cong MacArthur perfcrms on the i:arallel bai:s 
agam,t CMU. 
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TKE Jerry Gerstler fails to evade the tag of Arm Larry Hawkins as the TKEs fall 7-6. 
Intramural Sports Expand With Added Supp 
Independent and fraternity intramural sports ex­
panded this year, making room for all students 
interested. The new facilities offered by the open­
ing of Warner Gymnasium eased the growing pains 
of the intramural program. New pressure was 
placed on the IM department, however, by the 
sudden growth in interest in independent sports. 
Fraternity football battled down to the wire and 
the Arm of Honor came out of the scramble with 
the crown. It was the third straight crown for the 
Arm. Tau Kappa Epsilon, undefeated until the last 
week of the season, and Kappa Phi Alpha tied for 
the runner-up spot. Both TKE losses were by one 
point. 
The Vets club jumped off to the lead in the race 
for the independent all-sports title by taking honors 
in football. The Vets were triumphant in the league 
and whipped Marquette, champions in the rival 
league, in a playoff. The Vets challenged fraternity 
champion Arm of Honor and fell in the first annual 
Charity Bowl. 
Kappa Phi Alpha grabbed first in both cross 
country and the punt contest. Theta Chi was run­
ner-up in cross country and the TKE's took second 
in the punt contest. The TKE's were also second 
in golf, behind the champs, the Arm. The Arm also 
took the title in table tennis to stay in the running 
for the all-sports championship. 
Individually, Jay Schwalm took first place in the 
punt contest over Tom Timpf and Doug McCall 
who tied for second. Bill Miller passed Gary Cren­
shaw in the last 25 yards to capture first place in 
the all-campus cross country meet. Miller covered 
the one mile course in a record time of 4: 59.6. 
Phi Sig Tom McLenon returns the ball in a doubles match with the Delt Sigs. 
ort and Facilities 
Vets Club pres,d nt Steve Lackey presents Arm o Honor p·es e"lt Tom Wilmot v,1th 
the trophy for a ctory in the first a::m,ial Ch-irity Bowl. 
Terry Gerstler cf Ta.i Kappa Eps,.cn throws a block on Arm Bob Racine to spring Bill Koury for a g<.in. 
TKE Ku Mirer ts a pa < a ..... ay d spite a sava2e 
rush y L 1•ry Sch1llenger nd D ve Vueb f t'it Arm 
of H..-.or. 
Bill Miller passes Gary Crenshaw in the la,t twenty fi� yards to capture the all­
campus cro-,s country crown in record time. 
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Tom Wilson of Marquette House rolls a strike in independent competition. 
1 9 6 5 
FRATERNITY CHAMPIONS 
Golf ............................ Arm of Honor 
1 9 6 4 Football ......................... Arm of Honor 
Tennis .............................. Theta Chi 
All S::rxts Championship ........... Arm of Honor Football Punt .................. Kappa Phi Alpha 
Swim:oing ....................... Arm of Honor Cross Country .................. Kappa Phi Alpha 
Softb 1 ......................... Arm of Honor Volleyball ................... Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Horsemoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arm of Honor Table Tennis ..................... Arm of Honor 
Softb3ll Throw ................... Arm of Honor Wrestling ........................... Theta Chi 
'::'rack .............................. Theta Chi Basketball ....................... Arm of Honor 
Basketball Free Throw ............. Arm of Honor 
Bowling ............................. Theta Chi 
Even the girls get into the act as a pair of dorms compete in football. 
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Conpetition becomes: fierce a, J:\.l31rquette battles the Rec Ant� in independrn: 1:o..,Jing play.l:s. 
INDEPENDENT CHAMPIONS 
1964 
All-Sports C:iampionshi;J ................ FrEud.ers 
Softball ............................. FrEud.ers 
Baslretba11 ........................... Frrnders 
1 9 6 5 
Foof:>all. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vet's C�·.1b 
Bowling ...................... Lindbergh Hor.:se 
�Jolleyball .......................... Vet's C ·.1b 
Gir .s' gymnutic competition :::ame into existeoce due t• 
the facilities: o:leced in Warner Gymnasium. 
It loc,::s easy to hil-from hHe. So::t::>all batLecs ._,ere touth last Spring. 
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Terry Norman demonstrates against McMaster the form that set a varsity mile record. 
Indoor -Outdoor Track Teams Post Near 
Mike Coltman strains for an extra inch in an outdoor meet last Spring. 
Track, both indoor and outdoor, for the last year 
has been nearly letter perfect with the 1964 out­
door squad losing only once and coping the con­
ference title and the 1965 indoor squad posting a 
near perfect season. 
The 1964 outdoor team started the season in 
the Drake Relays where the mile relay team set 
an outdoor record with a time of 3: 17.5, but failed 
to qualify among the competition. The two mile 
relay team grabbed second with a time of 7: 38.6. 
The only loss last spring came at the hands of 
Central Michigan by the score of 90-41. 
The squad dominated the conference in their 
first attempt in the PAC, as they piled up 150 
points to 135 for second place Wayne State and 
60 for third place Bethany. 
The 1965 outdoor schedule was the same as the 
previous year's, with the addition of a dual meet 
with Western Reserve and the Kansas Relays re­
placing the Drake Relays. 
Larry Andrewes nips a Chippewa foe E.t the tE.pe in last Sprir_g's l:Jss to Central. 
Perfect Records 
1964 OUTDOOR RECORD 
Eastern Opponents 
101 Case Tech 62 
101 John Carroll 4 
76 Wawne State 60 
41 Central Michigan 90 
Conference Meet First 
67 Baldwin-Wallace SS 
Don Sleemar_ leads Jack Addington to the line in an o:itdoor duel la�t Spring. 
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Indoor Cindermen Have Two Year Win 
Captain Larry Andrewes grabs a first against McMaste:s here this win:er. 
Indoor track had a tough reputation to live up 
to this year, since squads of the previous two years 
were undefeated. Unable to post a perfect slate, 
the indoor cindermen did a creditable job, posting 
wins over McMaster, Toledo, Baldwin Wallace and 
Wayne State. As we go to press the only loss mar­
ring their record was dealt to the Hurons by 
Bowling Green. 
Terry Norman set a varsity record in the varsity 
mile in the Western Michigan Federation meet 
with a time of 4: 11.1. Bill Barrett broke varsity 
and fieldhouse records in the polevault on suc­
cessive weeks against Baldwin Wallace and Wayne 
State. 
Captain Larry Andrewes and Jim Nelson will 
graduate from this year's squad but Coach George 
Marshall is very encouraged by the performances 
of several freshmen especially in the high jump, 
hurdles, pole vault and the distances. 
Dwight Hinds battles a McMaster fee in the high hurdles. 
Streak Snapped By Bowling Green, 57-47 
George Mason scores a first in the 68-36 Huron victory over McMaster. 
1965 INDOOR RECORD 
Eastern Opponents 
68 Mc Master 36 
72 Toledo 32 
47 Bowling Green 57 
65 Baldwin Wallace 35 
63 Wayne State 41 
58 Central Michigan 46 
Captain Larry Andrewes doubles as a broad jumper 
against McMaster. 
Bill Barrett clears the bar to break his own varsity and fieldhouse records 
set earlier. 
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SITTING: George lli·rison, Ra ::ly Ance£son, Tom T3.te Ron :\lcl­
fatt, John Salan; KNEELING: Bill .!'.ieg;le:r, Ken Mirer, Gary 03r,;: 
Bill Abrah3111, Paul Jad:son, Jess 3h:ugh, Mike Bojcun STANDic1C-= 
John Matte (assistant coach), Ron Roman, Mike Ruch, Mike Gouin, 
Lynn Plamondon, George Borth, Coach Ron Oestrike. 
Ron Oestrike Takes O,Ter As Baseball Coach 
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Bill �iegler makes the ta;: on a Tol:::lo rtmner after rw.ov_ng ovec kl 
cover third on a run do'w::i. 
"We'll need help up the middle,'' s� d Co ch 
Ron Oestrike in reference to the 1965 baseb.:.!1 
squad. Oestnke is startinp; his first year as 1-.ead 
baseball coach ac, former coach Bil! Crouch moved 
up to athletic director effective this y€ r. 
The "hole up the middle" is cau ed by the Joss 
of three of six pitchers, a shortstop, a second­
baseman. and the centerfielder from last year's 
team which won eight of se, enteen games. Miss­
ing will be pitchers Gary Clark, Steve DeMar, and 
Mike Ruch, infielders Paul Jackson and Bill Abra 
ham, and centerfielder Terry Hurley. The difficul 
ty of fillmg the holes will be mcreased smce there 
was no freshman squad in 1964. 
Returning lettermen who should form the nu­
cleus of the 1965 squad will be headed by Captam 
Mike Gouin. Gouin, an outfielder, batted .404 last 
year. Others are Ken M1rer, a catcher 1who batted 
.345, and pitchers Ge.orge Harnson, (ERA 4.48). 
and Bill Ziegler who posted four victories last year. 
A Toledo batter grounds out Jack on to Harri�,m. 
1964 Team Wins 8 
Eastern Opponents 
3 Wayne State 11 
4 Wayne State 11 
6 Alma 1 
5 Alma 3 
6 Detroit 16 
3 Bowling Green 4 
9 Adrian 1 
7 Adrian 6 
8 Toledo 14 
3 Detroit 5 
4 Western Reserve 1 
9 Western Reserve 5 
1 Allegheny 3 
5 Central Michigan 4 
2 Central Michigan 3 
4 Wayne State 8 
5 Wayne State 4 
CJac 1 Bill J0uc1' nkes look t Iii bullpen befcre 
m'lki 1 •ha L ·1g tn > 0ut t the mou•'1 
George Harnsc 1 m k H,e ,Jay a, cl M ,es "11t of the way of the runr e-. 
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Howie Carr, Anthony Fletcher, Doug Ford, Roger Corner, Howard 
Lackey Wins PAC Title 
The 1964 golf team, led by Captain Steve Lack­
ey, won four of thirteen dual matches and placed 
seventh in the conference meet in Cleveland. 
Lackey, who captured individual medalist hon­
ors in the conference, will again captain the squad 
through a season which includes thirteen dual 
meets prior to the conference meet to be held in 
Allegheny, Pa. 
1964 GOLF 
Eastern Opponents 
18 Adrian 0 
9 Albion 6 
12 Adrian 3 
5% Kalamazoo 91/2 
8 Wayne State 12 
10 Western Reserve 6 
31/2 Wayne State 11/2 
71/2 Case Tech 71/2 
31/2 Albion 111/2 
71/2 Wayne State 81/2 
9 John Carroll 11 
2 Central Michigan 13 
4 Central Michigan 1 
Conference Meet Seventh 
Mardero,i;ir, Ga,ry O'Conn�II, s�eve Lackey C Capta.n), Dick A:lams 
( Coach). 
Captain StEcV-=- La&ey demJmtrate,s the form whi=, wor_ the Conference 
medali:st hcn,:,�s. 
KNEELING: Mike Rahaley, Tony Kovi;.ch, 3ill Lc-,rd; STANDING: Tom Bat,, Ed Gallup, 
Dennis Van Nostrand. 
Tennis Team Places Seve11 h n 964 Conf ere nee lleet 
The 1964 tennis squad, led by Captain Ed Gal­
lup, posted a 4-8 record and placed seventh in 
their first attempt in the conference championship. 
Gallup will be missed but Coach Russell Bush 
is counting on 1965 captain, Mike Rahaley, and 
one or two sophomores to carry the load through 
the tough ten match schedule. 
1964 RESULTS 
Eastern Opponents 
2 Wayne State 7 
9 Adrian 0 
2 Central Michigan 6 
4 Western Reserve 5 
3 Case Tech 6 
4 Hillsdale 3 
6 John Carroll 1 
6 Hillsdale 3 
0 Toledo 9 
1 Wayne State 8 
0 Bowling Green 9 
PAC Seventh 
1 Central Michigan 8 
Captain Ed Galh.:p serves, as his doobles partner Tom Baty awaits "the 
return. 
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Organizations 
Activities are the keynote of an interesting 
post-academic life. Here at Eastern, there is an 
activity for every interest, and an interest for 
every activity. 
For the student whose interests lie solely in a 
particular field, there are academic clubs such 
as the Geography or the English Club which will 
meet his needs. 
Various religious organizations such as Gam­
ma Delta (Lutheran), the Newman Club (Cath­
olic), and the Canterbury Club (Episcopal) co­
ordinate the various religious activities on cam­
pus. 
To many, "Greek" may be only a classical lan­
guage. Here at Eastern, "Greek" has social conno­
tations as twice a year the numerous fraternities 
and sororities conduct rush for the hundreds of 
students who hope to "go Greek". 
In addition to its social "Greeks", Eastern has 
a number of honorary Greek societies. Member­
ship in these organizations is by achievement 
only and consequently is highly prized. 
For the student with literary or journalistic 
talent, Eastern's three publications, Echo, Auro­
ra, and Concepts offer an opportunity to write 
right. 
Besides the organizations and societies, fra­
ternities and sororities, which are open to all stu­
dents, there is a constant round of movies, 
dances, and parties to fill out the week. 
At Eastern, a student's life need never be dull. 
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"If I told you once, I've told you a thousand times!" 
... says Student Council president Joe Reid 
Representing all students enrolled in the Univer­
sity, the Student Council is the students' voice in 
University affairs. The Council is concerned with 
all aspects of student welfare, such as student social 
life, coordination with faculty of campus objectives 
and activities and student participation in the pro­
motion of the best interests of the University as an 
educational institution. 
It also names the student members of the vari­
ous joint student-faculty boards and committees. 
Every semester they publish a calendar which lists 
all the campus activities. Student Council is 
also in charge of Homecoming Queen elections in 
the fall and all-campus elections in the spring. 
The Student Council officers are elected at large 
by the student body. The members are elected by 
the residence hall units and by off-campus stu­
dents. 
Representation Through Student Council 
STUDENT COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: PaJ: Kutz, Karen Rajczi, 
Diane Cannon, Sandi Mitchell, Judy Schmidt, Lynne Simon, Joyce 
Blaker; SECOND ROW: D. P. Biarco, D. Halley (secretary), B. Doll 
(treasurer), G. Ball ( v:ce-p::-esident), Joe Reid (president), Cathy 
MacMichael ( recording secretary), David Martin ( rules committee 
chairman), George Lambrinos, Ral:i:h F. Giloen (advisor); THIRD 
ROW: Marlene Levine, Diane Greve, Cheryl Basta, Rosemary Kra­
jewski, Pat Van Assche, Kathy Clark, Polly Myers, Joanie Buckley, 
Marcie Marwil; FOURTH ROW: Marty Cohen, Dave McGaffin, Sid 
ney Dunn, Gordon R. Denison, Galen W. Mundwiler, Steve Lackey, 
James Edwards, Richard Elie, John Arabatgis, Mike Coughlin, Tim 
Hayes. 
Student Court • IS Highest Judicial Body On Campus 
STUDENT COURT-Betty Renee, Dan Slee, John Need­
ham, Ted Hughes, John Stankowski, Sandi Mitchell. 
Originally established in 1949 "to interpret the 
laws of the Student Council and to punish violators 
of rules and regulations established by the Coun­
cil", the Student Court has grown to realize a much 
larger area of responsibility. While the Court's juris­
diction was formerly limited to Student Council 
Constitution interpretation, the last several years 
have witnessed the Court's growth and expansion 
into almost every area of student life. 
From the beginning, the Student Court has been 
completely removed from any legislative body in 
keeping with the concept of the division and balance 
of powers. It is unique because it was the first 
university court in Michigan made up solely of 
students and not a joint student-faculty council. 
The Court exercises original jurisdiction over 
all violations of University policy pertaining to 
both students and student organizations. Also, be­
ing the highest judicial body on campus, it has 
appellate jurisdiction over cases tried by other 
judicial bodies on campus. These other judicial 
bodies include the Associated Women Student's 
Judicial Board, the Interfraternity Council's Judi­
cial Board, and all residence hall judicial boards. 
Students may also appeal university traffic and 
parking violations to the Court. 
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A. W. S. EXECUTIVE BOARD-FRONT ROW: Nora Lee 
LaTerza, Sue Brown ( 2nd vice-pre,ident), Barbara Gleason ( 1st 
vice-president), Pat Salata (corresponding secretary), Karen 
Letts (president), Mary Ann Poliutn (recording secretary), Janet 
Slavko (treasurer), Margaret Harder ( honor code), Madeline 
McGraw, Dear. Hill, Kaye Lani Pflepsen; SECOND ROW: 
Susann Mieden, Dianne Ruehle, Marilyn Herkimer, Judy Gibbs, 
Bonnie Malik, Linda Koengeter, Margie Denau, Carol Mead, 
Mila Morris, Grace Perna, Pixie Jakob, Linda Bunce, Bev 
Thurman, Betsy Schaffer, Dottie Boardman, Donna Brucks; 
THIRD ROW: Teena Ford, Danna Shirtliff, Pam Goedert, Ann 
Travis, JoAnne Schultz, Pam Cross, Pam LeBlanc, Janet Hughes, 
Susan Rowlands, Chris Maloney, Karen Milton, Sandie Saigh, 
Kathy Kapetan, Sandra Berry, Judy Fitzpatrick, Sharon Stickle. 
AW� Sponsored Bi�-Little Sister Proµ:ram 
A. W. S. JUDICIAL BOARD-FRONT ROW: Sharron 
Guthrie, Sue Shu ring (secretary), Sue Brown (chairman), 
Sarabeth Altman, Nickie Wnuk; SECOND ROW: Sharon 
Leach, Jackie Turner, Sasandra Berry, Karen Rajczi. 
It is the purpose of the Associated Women Stu­
dents to govern women students and to provide 
for their social, cultural, and intellectual needs. 
To carry out this purpose, A. W. S. has been di­
vided into three working parts: Executive Board 
that deals with the planning of activities and the 
making of rules and regulations; the Judicial Board 
which interprets the rules and is an appeal board 
for dormitory offenses; and lnterhall which is com­
posed of the dormitory presidents and vice-presi­
dents who meet to discuss dormitory problems and 
try to make regulations uniform throughout the 
dormitories. 
The activities sponsored by A. W. S. are open 
to all women students, as are the meetings of the 
Executive Board. Some of the activities it spon­
sored this year are: an orientation meeting for all 
freshmen, Big-Little Sister program, Sadie Hawkins 
dance, and a "Birth Control" lecture by Dr. R. 
Wilson. 
MEN'S UNION-FRONT ROW: Mike Roney, Terry Hallinan 
( public relations chairman), Roderick Shearer (advisor), Joe De­
Loach (president), Marvin McKinney (vice-president), Todd Se­
bright (treasurer), Terry Yankie ( Sno-Carnival chairman); SEC-
OND ROW: Kenneth Roe, Richard Kalt, Josq:i V. Fo1ecski, Jcihn 
Jacks:m, Robert F. Malcolm, John E. UlcNally, T:icnnas 3 Roth·Nell, 
Thon:as F. Snith. 
Third Year For Men's lTnion Sno-Carniva 
Every man on campus is a member of the Men's 
Union, an organization dedicated to furthering the 
social life of the men, to stimulating cooperative 
interest in matters of general welfare, and to as­
sisting its members with their problems. 
The Men's Union sponsors many activities. Their 
main event being the annual Sno-Carnival. This 
year's Sno-Carnival festivities included: ice soc­
cer, toboggan race, and beard growing contest for 
the men; a Queen Contest, tray loading and tray 
relays for the women. The Sno-Ball was an infor­
mal finale for the Carnival where this year's 
Queen, Melody Nick, was crowned and winners 
awarded trophies. 
Some of the other activities the Men's Union 
sponsored were the President's Ball, Annual Awards 
Banquet, and the Mad Man Marathon Relay Race 
and Go-Gung-Ho during Homecoming. 
BIBss Mommy, bless Daddy, and ,end us �ow! Aler 's Un:on 
Presidem Joe DeLoach, Terry Yankie, and Te-,:: Halli.Ina spent a 
goo,:: part of �·=-Carnival week prayir.g for tJ-e f:uffy -,bite stuff. 
Did it come? Hahahahaha!! 
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Hospitality Exten ed to All 
The Hospitality Commtttee was organized in 
1956 and it has grown rapidly from a few students 
to its present size. The purpose of the committee 
is to provide services to high school s:udents, par­
ents, alumni, faculty, and guests who visi: the 
campus. Its members serve as guides of the cam­
pus, they provide information about 3astern, and 
they extend a feeling of friendliness an:l hospitality 
which is traditional of Eastern. 
:-h� ccmmittee is open to any student willing to 
spend a iew ho·Jrs helping with various activities. 
A iew of the gro·Jp's activities include Future 
Te£,:::her'!; Day, prospective students, Principal 
F::e:;.hmac. Conferences, Guidance and Testing Re­
fr:!tlioen.s, and College nights. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE SERVES CAMPUS 
The All-University Social Committee provides 
Eastern's campus with various activities, supple­
menting those activities, sponsored by other cam­
pus organizations. 
The Social Committee sponsors casual and semi­
formal dances, movies, speakers, and concerts. The 
major activity presented by the committee annual­
ly is the J-Hop. 
ALL UNIVERSITY SOCIAL COMMITTEE FRONT ROW: Pam 
Goedert, Ellen West, Gloria Verdon, Dava James, Mary Fitzharris. BACK 
ROW: Terry Hallinan, Barb Piercecchi, Sarabeth Altman, Pixie Jacob, 
Donald Kleinsmith (advisor) . 
Homecoming Great Success 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE-FRONT ROW: Karen Diehl, 
Dorothy Madden, Linda Kelley, Chuck Bentley, Sharron Guthrie, 
Merry Belson, Judy Bishop; SECOND ROW: Mr. B. Treado, Sherri 
Scofeld, Barb Henderson, Marlene Levine, Marie Anglin, Sara 
Allen, Sherri Kapp, Karen Perdue, Marlene Dovelle, Ruth Krueger, 
Khris Khuns, Pixie Jacob, Bennie Yow, Mr. Kleinsmith; THIRD 
ROW: Diane Heins, Sue Rumsey, Karen Watson, Jackie Turner, 
Polly Myers, Barb Granger, Carol Stewart, Bob Stevens, Kathy 
McKinley, Tim Pawchuk, Betty Lewis, Judy Teachworth. 
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Campus Service Corps "squaws" lead their part of the Homecoming Parade down Forest 
Avenue. Coeds, kids, and a pony cart made up their presentation. 
Pre-parade 
Goal of Campus Service Corps 
If our society is to be a great society, all of its' 
citizens must be able to share its wealth. Students 
of the Campus Service Corps, challenged by the 
need that surrounds them, encouraged by the un­
selfish spirit of John F. Kennedy, and embued with 
a faith in the democratic system, offer their time 
and energies toward the liquidation of poverty. 
Their reward is the personal satisfaction that their 
efforts may better education and strong friend­
ships. They also leave the University with an edu­
cation in hope, to be transferred to the communi­
ties where they will spend their lives. 
The largest of the CSC programs is the tutorial 
program which aims to develop a strong positive 
relationship between tutor and student. Lend-A­
Hand is a program which allows any group or indi­
vidual to work with a child or group of children. 
The Cultural Enrichment program allows students 
to take field trips to many area locations previous­
ly foreign to them, i.e., trips to airports, downtown 
Detroit and Greenfield Village. 
As Eastern grows, so will the Campus Service 
Corps. The existing program will be expanded and 
new ideals for the future fulfilled. 
Tutoring is an important area for Campus Service Corps members. These 
two young ladies are getting a real "kick" out of their story book. 
prep3rations over, the "tribe" poses for the Aurora photographer. 
''One To One" 
Ma:/::,3 3veryore isn't listening, but this doesn't aEect this 
s:oryt�ler. Sportaneous storyte,lling is just a part of tme Satur­
day 3.::ti_;ities a� Starkweather. 
Party tim3 at Starkwe�the� He.JI! The childrer_ re.:eived "'ames, candy, toys, candy books, 
and cancy frco. 01' Santa. 
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BOARD IN CONTROL OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS: 
Gordon Dennison, Cecil McLeod , Dr. Thomas Dume, 
Joyce Blaker, Bill Wenger, Mr. David Averill, Mr. George 
Cameron. 
Our Guiding Hand 
Mr. Averill (left), advisor to student publications, points 
out an interesting article in The Echo to Tim Hayes, as­
sistant editor of The Echo (center), and Ron Cunning­
ham, photographer. 
The Board in Control of Student Publications 
was founded in 1956 and was given the responsi­
bility of guiding the affairs of the three University 
publications: Aurora, Concepts, and The Eastern 
Echo. 
The Board consists of four faculty members 
appointed for three-year terms by the Faculty 
Council and four students appointed by the Stu­
dent Council each for two-year terms. 
The Board's chief responsibility is to establish 
and administer policies for all University student 
publications, including those now in existence, as 
well as any established in the future. The Board 
also has the responsibility of naming editors, regu­
lating frequency of publications, costs and adver­
tising policies of the various student publications. 
Concepts 
Concepts, the Eastern Michigan Univer1;ity mag­
azine, provides br talented students an cutlet for 
his or her talents. For the remaining stodents it 
sen:es as a means of recognizing the taler:t of oth­
ers and the achievements on the campus. 
bcluded amor_g the pages of Concepts ::ire poe-­
try, creative stories, and art work. The Concepts' 
staE is chosen by the Board in Control of Student 
Pul::1ications each spring. 
Benr.o P. Fritz, Editor 
Bernita Gallego, A2iistant Editor 
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�rry Belson, .a.ssistant Editor 
Mike Coughli_-i, Photographer 
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Donna Brucks, Editor-in-Chief 
Diane Greve, Feature Editor 
Aurora 
The Aurora is Eastern Michigan University's year­
book, which is published annually. The staff is chosen 
during the spring by the Board in Control of Student 
Publications. The staff members then begin work as 
soon as the fall semester commences. 
It is with pride that the Aurora staff presents the 
finished product, a complete accumulation of the year's 
events, for the enjoyment of all students. 
Tom Peterman, Sports Editor 
Torr ::OC,d 
Ruth Gault, S;;r ior Editcr 
Ron Cunn.ngham, Pootographer 
Billie Lou Ste·, .ns, Greek Editor 
M3rgaret C:li!rulon, AcademL::� Editcc 
Busiruss Man;;ger Nancy Austin, Organizations Editor 
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Marcie l\Car�l, 3.ditor-in-Ch:ef Mar:1 Kay Shehan, 
Greg Kazmierski, Pr::>ofreader 
Warren Smith, Sports Editor 
Judi Freu.."lc., Cc:;:y Editor Terry Hallinan, 
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News Editor 
Advertising Yanar;er 
Shirley Cox, Re-writer 
Der::iis Bri::ilrerhoff, Fe3ture Editor 
Echo 
The Echo, the Eastern Michigan University pa­
per, presents a weekly, comprehen:-.ive report of the 
news on campm. The staff is chosen each spring 
by the Board in Control of Student Fublications. 
Each week finds tlIB Echo staE v..riting, typing, 
photographing, ar_d creating new ideas to present 
to the students. The Echo provid&s f:e.ature stories, 
criticism, sports, End general interest items to keep 
the average studE-nt well informec:. 
Timothy Hayes, Assistant Editor 
George Burger, Business Manager 
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WOMAN'S RECREATION A3SJ)C1ATION - FRONT FOW: 
Jcckie Mainville, Marcia Giles, Joa:: Bryce, Nancy Overly, �arm 
RJCheleau, Cheryi Ca.ugh£:,; SECC,N:) RO\\': Beth Ottgen, �ckie 
Couzens ( vice-pr3sidEnt), Jill D-:uel (president), Miss Ric·::rnlle 
(Edvisor), Susan HLShen (se:001a�), Pat Michael (trea�1rer), 
Kathy Sutter, Marion Carson; THIRD ROW: Myra Baugh, Pamela 
Millett, Cookie Collins, Karen King, Joan Bockbrader, Margaret 
Twork, Karen Kelly, Mary Jane Mclnnes, Betty Hushen, Jan 
Olszewski. 
W.R.A. 
Ser,·es "iomen Students At Eastern 
The Women's Recreation Association plans rec­
reational activities throughout the year for all wom­
en students of Eastern. Some of the activities are: 
Archery, Badminton, Basketball, Fencing, Folk and 
Square Dance, Golf, Tennis, Bowling, Volleyball, 
Field Hockey, and Softball. 
The club participates in Homecoming each year 
by building a float. This year it took second place 
in the All Campus Organizations. W.R.A. partici­
pates in the Christmas Sing and goes caroling each 
year, has a Parents' Tea in the spring, but the year 
is climaxed by Camp Weekend and the Spring 
Banquet. 
STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE - SITTING: 
Caro. Whistler, Leslie Sheehan (secretary), Marilyn Fang­
bone: (chairman), Marge Hull, Linda McCoy; STAND-
ING: Rodger Gach, Bill Kruse, Marie Simacek, John 
Contario, Fred McCormick, Javon Jackson. 
lTn.fication Through Student Advisory Committee 
The purpose of the Student Advisory Commit­
tee to the College of Arts and Sciences is to make 
recommendations on how the college can be im­
proved as well as a means of airing students' griev­
ances within the college. It is designed to bring 
communication and understanding between stu­
dents and faculty. 
Student representatives on the Committee are 
selected from the eleven departments in the Col­
lege of Arts and Sciences. Adahi, Stoics, and The 
Eastern Echo are also represented, because of 
their close association with the college. 
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UNIVERSITY CHOIR-FRONT ROW: Katherine Wiederkehr, 
Carol Bilek, Marie Wexel, Jane Keppy, Elizabeth Wideman, Marie 
Simecek, Diane Pixley, Carol Kobane, Marlene Dovelle, Donna 
Brough, Diane Bencik, Charlene Jarvela, Vincent Luschas, Terry 
Dean, Louis Serras, Tom Classen, Steve Storer, Jerry Lee, John 
Smith, Alex Kales, Charles Pletcher; SECOND ROW: Faith Jud­
son, Judy Kilmore, Joan Perkins, June Addison, Pat Keating, Gail 
Edmondson, Judy Perry, Gwen Phillips, Janet Overly, Adrian Ol­
son, Dorothy Amrhein, Ingrid Blom, Art Maday, Daniel Schmidt, 
Gary Ralston, Jerry Boyd, John Zimmer, Roger Van Wagoner, 
Charles Jackson, William Steffes, Truman Forest, John Dean, Ron 
Sutton; THIRD ROW: Carole Heliste, Joan Bosca, Robin Schwartz, 
Dottie Schuler, Annette Forbes, Marvyl Simson, Sharon Leach, Beth 
Davis, Cynthia Grice, Linda Burkeen, Pat Berry, Glenda Fears, 
Janice Park, Richard Kaye, Greydon Hyde, Tim Bowsher, David 
Wurster, Roy Ravio, John Smith; AT PIANO: Blaine Ballard (con­
ductor), Betty Ballard, Thomas Hardison. 
Present Music For The Student Body 
The University Choir and Orchestra serve the 
campus in many ways. They furnish exceptional 
music for the enjoyment of many listeners, they 
create music appreciation, and they offer concerts 
for the general relaxation of the student body. 
UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA - VIOLINS: Hedwig Biggie, Jean­
ne Rupert, John Mikulin, Penny Greiling, Barbara Weiss, Ole 
Hansen, Barbara Durant, Nancy Smeckert, Rick Morrison, Christine 
Rakoczy, George Rice, Francia Fitch, Donna Curry, Tarza Duty, 
Carolyn Knox, Sherry Meyers, Shirley Meyers, Cynthia Patalocco, 
Beth Davis, Laurence Hamilton; VIOLA: Lynne Spitz-Nagel, Pa­
tricia Ondercin, Vicky Fowle, Mildred Leonard, John Riley, Wendy 
Weller, M. W. Riley; CELLO: Jean Sundquist, Gretchen Dalley, 
Diane Bencik, Lynne Elwell, Sally Donaldson, Mary Crowe, Nancy 
126 Martens; BASS: James Manley, Janice Garland, Sharon MacBride, 
Both the Choir and the Orchestra are composed of 
university students, music majors and those inter­
ested in music. Not only do they present concerts, 
but they also participate in the annual Honors 
Convocation and other EMU programs. 
J. R. Smith; FLUTE: Jo Seidler, Sharon Sprague, Margaret Oak; 
OBOE: Clayton Herrington, Karen Gonda, Margaret Higgins; 
CLARINET: Lorne Kennedy, Mary Ann Nowak, Patricia Gregory; 
BASSOON: Tom Michniewicz, Dale Hutchinson, Allen Kibbey; 
TRUMPET: Craig Strain, Thomas Coon, Charles Lardins, David 
Nowak; HORN: Jow Remington, Allen Myers, William Strait, Sue 
Tyra; TROMBONE: Lawrence Huntington, David Wurster, An­
drew Grab; TUBA: J. R. Smith; PERCUSSION: Charles Meyers, 
Gary Leonard; HARP: Penny Hawk. 
M.E.N.C. Strives For Professionalism 
The M.E.N.C., Music Educators National Con­
ference, is made up of those students particularly 
interested in music. It strives to provide profes­
sional development, an opportunity to learn musi­
cal values, and a unity in the professional goals of 
its members. 
The M.E.N.C. has existed on Eastern's campus 
for the last few years, but this year it has become 
recognized as an authorized organization. It plans 
professional musical programs by bringing in out­
::ide entertainers for the student body. 
M.E.N.C.-FRONT ROW: Sharon Leach, Diane Bencik, Kathy 
Wiede-keh-; SECOND ROW: Marie Simecek (president), Patricia 
Keating, Charlene Jarvela (vice preside.-.t), Mrs. Sundquist (ad-
visor), THIRD ROW: Janice Park (secretary), John Needham, 
Judy Peery, Truman Forest, Sharon Sprague, Christine B3koczy. 
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Huron Band Creates School Spirit 
Sue Shuring, Joe Jeannette, Sue Brown, Joette Dyson. 
The Eastern Michigan Marching Band, under 
the direction of Mr. Thomas Tyra, has once again 
added to the enthusiasm of the University. The 
special service the 76-piece band renders is per­
forming at athletic events. Here it helps create 
school spirit. 
The band is composed of students interested in 
band music and who have had previous experience, 
usually in a high school band. The band's contri­
bution to Homecoming was seen at the Queen's 
Coronation and in the Homecoming Parade when 
it led the parade of floats and several visiting high 
school bands. The Huron Band is one of which 
Eastern's students can be proud. 
Sue B�o 1vn, H !Be 0.-um Majorett=. 
Joe Jea::mettE, Drum Ma�or 
The band c3Jebrate� a Homecoming victory. 
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WOMEN'S CHORUS-FRONT ROW: Diane Keeney, Pam Bene­
siuk, Linda Phillips, Karen Weaver, Lucia Ramazetti, Donna Brough, 
Sondra Dulmagi, Kathy Koppin, Diane Kulesza, Muriel Ciesielski, 
Janice Park, Katherine Wiederkehr, Nancy Carroll, Martha Lutchka, 
Mrs. Emily Lowe (Director), Ruth Williamson (Accompanist), 
Janet Mieden, Terry Abrams, Faith Judson, Marie Wexel; SEC­
OND ROW: Charlene Jaruela, Diane Zimmerman, Gwen Phillips, 
Pat Dorazio, Sylvia Heil, Kathy Slat, Lue Heil, Linda Palo, Mary 
Kruell, Mervyl Simson, Marlene Dovelle, Sharon Goodell, Jane 
Kep:>y, Janice Harris, Cathy Meer, Vivian Clayton, Pat Wasvary, 
Hazelle Trott, Patricia Nichols, Gail Edmondson, Adrian Hueem; 
THIRD ROW: Cynthia Kerby, Sharon Brown, Catherine Kelly, 
Carel Brooks, Diane Baker, Carolyn Comai, Dorothy Zecker, Cyn­
thia Grice, Glenda Fears, Karen Peebles, Connie Brown, Lucinda 
Palmer, Gay Zimmer, Pat Melluish, Jonie Jackson, Lucilla Fox, 
Cheryl Hays, Ruth Ann Monroe, Christine Cutler, Linda Egger, Pat 
Richardson. 
Music For Talented Students 
The Women's Chorus and be Men's Glee Club 
are open to interested studerrts with a talent in 
music. Both groups perform frequently in public 
concerts and special programs. 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB-FRONT ROW: Blaine Ballard (conductor), 
David Ozga, Garr Leonard, Mike Webb, Charles Jackson, Mike 
Large, Ken Slyziuk, Terry Dean, John Dean, John Smith; SECOND 
ROW: Pat Carey, John Smith. Bill Zahn, Mike Gillenkirk, Aaron 
Brewer, Steve Storer, Jerry Lee, Stewart Moyer, L. Lerade Serras, 
Mike Roney, Tom Ford; THJRD ROW: Stuart Glazer, Ronald 
Sko:ie, Steve Bowers, Tom Robtrtroy, Bob Schneider, Tom 
Sch-,,,ocho, John Zimmer, Joseph Reid, Richard Albrecht, Ray Sol­
beri:;; FOURTH ROW: Steve Whittlesey, Charles Larkins, Gary Car­
lile, James McNamara, David Sisco, Ralph Peterson, David Cun­
nini:;ham, Richard Kaye, Greydon Hyde, Truman Forest, James 
Lindbergh, Ray Rickner, Danny Campbell, George Rice. 
WEMU - FRONT ROW: Fred Wischow, Mark Manhoff, Art 
Brand, Doug Kauffman, Dave Bianco; SECOND ROW: Susan Pat­
terson, Linda Barker, Ray Komar ( news director), Dr. Allen Koe­
nig (advisor), Michael Block (station manager), John Seidelman 
:sports director), Linda Robinson; THIRD ROW: Laurie Hilde, 
Susan Hayskar, James DiHarris, Jill Harcke, Jim Kaneaster, Vic 
>.i:ller, Dennis Deihl, Ron Pinsoneault, Gordon Denison, Thomas 
Re-dmond. 
W.E.M.U. 
Serves Campus Through Broadcasting 
W.E.M.U. Broadcasting Guild's purpose is to 
promote interest in all fields of broadcasting and 
radio. The broadcasting guild has helped create 
campus spirit by providing entertainment, news, 
and programs designed especially for Eastern's 
students. 
The special program presented each spring by 
the guild that draws most students' attention is 
the all-campus election returns. The program be­
gins shortly after the vote counting, and continues 
until the final results are available. 
W.E.M.U. broadcasting election returns. 
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ADAHI-FRONT ROW: Jeanne Pomazal, Anne Hitchman, Jan 
Troy, Jill Rainsburger, Ann McCallum, Joanne Klienschmidt, 
Barbara Henderson, Cathy Becker, Lynda Bauher; BACK ROW: 
Mary Jo Weyher, Helen Collins, Sharon Sprague, Mary Fitz­
harris, Gloria Verdon, Marcy Ryznar, Marge Hull, Carol Glass, 
Dorothy Bennett, Barbara Gleason, Mac.Jeline McGraw. 
ADAHISTANDS 
FOR SCHOLARSHIP AND SERVICE 
Adahi, the senior women's honorary, was organ­
ized in 195 7. It was created to honor those senior 
women excelling in scholarship, leadership, and 
service. The word "Adahi" itself is Indian and it 
stands for the highest ideals of which its members 
are striving to attain. 
Adahi's activities include ushering at plays and 
concerts, the sponsorship of Preparation Day, an 
annual Homecoming Tea, and a reception following 
the University's Honors Convocation. 
New members to Adahi are tapped each spring 
in an annual ceremony held on the court in front 
of the library. Adahi was originally fashioned after 
the National Mortar Board. 
The Stoic Society, the oldest honor society on 
Eastern's campus, encourages scholarship, leader­
ship, initiative, and moral responsibility. Its mem­
bers are selected from the sophomore class on the 
basis of scholarship, leadership, character, and 
participation in campus activities. 
Stoic's activities include an annual White Ele­
phant sale, a banquet for new members, a break­
fast, and special speakers throughout the year. 
Reception far new members. 
STOICS HONORS LEADERSHIP 
STOIC SOCIETY-Front Row: William Kovalak, Lar­
ry P. Soderquist, Robert Roush, Blain Pingree, Moha­
mud Jama, Will Babcock, Vince Bonacci; Second Row: 
Miss Robinson (Sponsor), Noel F. Geppert (Record­
ing Secretary), Maryann Cannaert (Membership Chair­
man), Bonnie Dykoski ( Corresponding Secretary), Rob­
ert C. Benedict (President), Carol M. Gaffney (Vice­
president), Evelyn Brettschneider (Treasurer), Roger 
Dowler, Sandie Lobbestael; Third Row: Beverly Bren­
nan, Ruth Tait, Ruth Good, Sally Helwig, Donna 
Brucks, Lynne Woertink, Zoe KoKenakes, Sharon Fran-
cis, Cynthia Haarer, Gail Mc Dor aid, Joanne Klein­
sc:,midt, Nancy Kamatz, Ruth Alford, JoDell Bucy; 
Fourth Row: Laurie LaFleur, Shirley Ann Ehrhardt, 
Julie Pyatte, Janet Sewell, Ruth Ann Poet, Linda Pow­
ers, Georgina Daubresse, Paulla Blok, Lorelei Repella, 
Michae!ene Marks, Karen Adler, Patricia Kutz, Alice 
Gutzler, Laura Michelsen; Fifth Row: E. Von Valtier, 
Tom Dyke, Newten T. Siever, David J. Smith, Dwight 
Hinds, Chris Opple, Jess Shough, Richard Talladay. 
Lois D:,wler, Barbara Buchinger, Shirley Cox, Elaine 
Rawsky, Kay Vander Eyk. 
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A student looks at exhibits at the Annual Art Show. 
The purpose of the Art Guild is to promote 
aesthetic awareness and cultural growth in the fine 
arts. Also by sponsoring art shows and sales, they 
present the beautiful and interesting results of 
student art activities on campus. Any student inter­
ested in art appreciation and expression is welcome 
to join. 
Art Guild Holds Annual Art Show 
ART GUILD - FRONT 
ROW: Diane Nial, Tom 
Dyke, Shirley Toth, William 
Babcock, Salina Pietraszek, 
Marcia Anderson; SECOND 
ROW: Le e Leim, Mikki 
Rose, Sylvia Horton, Doug 
Craig, Sharon Rumbold, 
Bruce Hebrcr; THIRD 
ROW: Paul Smith, Ellene 
Valentine, Sharon Brodie, 
Dnve Law, Jack Perrone. 
BIOLOGY CLUB-FRONT ROW: Margaret DeMarke, Sally Den­
nis (vice-president), Robert Belcher (advisor), Ruth Krueger ( presi-
dect), E.e:rnor Boluk (reporter). SECOND Rov.·: Caro. McNab, 
Janes A. Tarnecki, Richard Nader, Robert Bailey, MerrJi=1 Harvey. 
Biology Club Sponsors Weekend Trips 
The purpose of the Biology Club is to promote 
the further understanding of biology and natural 
science. This was carried out by a weekend canoe 
trip in northern Michigan, a museum visit in Chi­
cago, and through lectures and films. 
Meetings were held every two weeks on an infor­
mal basis. Meetings usually ended with a coffee 
hour and gab session. 
Everyone is welcome to join. 
Ruth Krueger (center) and friends examine a dicotyledonous plant. 
r -
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MATH CLUB-FRONT ROW: Elaine Lefave, l\r�rs. Ullman, :>r. 
Pate, Sandie Lobbestael; SECOND ROW: Tom Cava, Bill Krue, 
Gary Lippens. 
MATH AND GEOGRAPHY 
The Mathematics Club is open to any student 
interested in math. Its purpose is to promote the 
idea of mathematics as fun rather than work. 
The club meets once a month. It also sponsors 
a tutoring session each week to help those students 
who are having difficulty with math classes. 
CLUBS BENEFIT MEMBERS 
GEOGRAPHY CLUB-FRONT ROW: Lil ian LaCJair, Linda 
McCoy, Geoffery Martin, Gayle Colgan; SECCND ROW: Wayne 
Schultz, George V. Lane. 
The Geography Club's membership is made up 
of those students having an interest in geography. 
The purpose of the club is to promote profession­
alism and interest in the field of geography. It 
serves to provide its members with a working and 
continuing knowledge of various aspects of the 
subject. 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB - FRONT ROW: Douglas Wallace, Ron 
Keys, Bill McShane,Rosemary Leonard; SECOND ROW: Quinn Mc-
Loughlin, Javon Jackson, Alfred Lievertz, Carolyn Wilson, Shirley 
Johnson, John Malacos. 
Club Promotes Psychology As A Career 
The Psychology Club is open to all students 
majoring in psychology who have completed Intro­
duction to Psychology. The club's purpose is to 
further interest in psychology and education and 
to promote favorable faculty-student relations as 
well as a professional interest in the field of 
psychology. 
The Psychology Club has done much in pro­
moting beneficial information and ideas in its 
field. The club is one of the more recently formed 
on Eastern's campus. 
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS ASSOCIATION-FRONT ROW: Michael De­
Francesco (treasurer), Joseph Horwath (secretary), Richard Clark 
(vice president), Ron Brown (president), Delmar Larson (adviser), 
Car-oil Osborn (adviser). SECOND ROW: Harvey Pearl, Peter Dan­
ielson, John Waldi, Harvey Wheeler, John Hayward, John Petitto, Kel­
ley Martin, Clarence Helzerman. 
Industrial Arts Assoc. �1 orks With Goodfellows 
The Industrial Arts Association is a professional 
organization organized to promote progressive edu­
cational ideas and practices in the field of indus­
trial arts and industrial arts education. Any inter­
ested student is invited to attend its meetings which 
usually end in a coffee hour and informal discus­
sions. 
Varsity Club Honors Athletes 
On its agenda for this year are a joint project 
with the Goodfellows for needy children, supervis­
ing Arts and Crafts classes for fourth and fifth 
grade boys, and completion of a professional jour­
nal. 
VARSITY CLUB-FRONT ROW: Ed Ma,;s, 
Michael Coltman, Jim Nelson, Paul Eise.e; 
SECOND ROW: Fred Williams, Lawrence Ad­
ams, Robert Coleman, Don Bessolo (vice-presi-
The Varsity Club, a local athletic honorary or­
ganization founded in 1921, is composed of mem­
bers of varsity teams. The object of the club is to 
promote interest among the student body and 
alumni in University athletics. 
dent), Larry Andrews, Hugh Parker; THIRD 
RDW: Tom Cava, Jess Shough, George Mason, 
James Fox(advisor), Tom Grundner, John Ging­
rich, Joe Grasley. 
DEBATER'S SPEECH UNION -
FRONT ROW: James Adams (vice­
president), Sarah Fergeson ( treasur­
er), William Coelius (president), Lin­
da Steinhoff (secretary), Thomas J. 
Murray (faculty); SECOND ROW: 
Lynn Wright, Carol Whistler, Jerry 
Smith, David Lixey, Tom Wilson, 
Steve Reuter, Dennyce Barrett, Mi­
chael Moore. 
Debaters Held Campus Forum 
The Varsity Debaters Speech Union offers many 
forensic programs which are open to all under­
graduate and graduate students. These include: 
Freshmen Debate, Varsity Debate, Discussion, 
Original Oratory, Extempore Speaking, After­
Dinner Speaking and Interpretative Reading. 
To further one's knowledge of theater and drama 
for itself and for its relationship to other aspects of 
education, is the main purpose of the EMU Play­
ers. The Players consist of students, graduate as 
well as undergraduate who take an active and earn­
est interest in all phases of the theater. One learns 
responsibility, initiative and discipline, for with­
out these, any type of performance, formal or infor­
mal, cannot be presented. Most important is people 
working together to achieve a goal of accomplish­
ment, and one of professional quality. 
The highlights of the club's activities this year 
were the sponsoring of the All-Campus Forum and 
the winning of a second place in the Michigan 
State University Group Action Discussion Tourna­
ment. 
EMU PLAYERS--FRONT ROW:Ja­
von Jackson, April Smith (historian), 
Carol Whistler (vice-president), 
Joanie Rupert (president), Rosalyn 
Erat, Gerry Lee; SECOND ROW: 
Bill Mills, Ernest Smith, Le Verna 
Stilwell, Pamela Kidwell, Dianne 
(Pixley) Bernick, John Stanton, 
James Gousseff. 
"Act O S I" ne, cene 
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The objectives of the Library Club are to stimu­
late interest in Library Science as a curriculum, to 
provide opportunities for fun and fellowship among 
students in Library Science, and to create an ir_ter­
est in professionalism. To fulfill these objectives, 
the Library Club provides a variety of activities 
throughout the year, such as float in the Home­
coming parade, inviting first year librarians back to 
tell about their experiences, reception for library 
supervisors, and opportunities to visit libraries in 
action. Although especially aimed at Library Sci­
ence students, membership is open to anyone who 
is interested. 
E.M.U. DAMES - FRONT ROW: 
Judy McKay (parliamentarian), Sal­
ly Fritz ( recording secretary), Gale 
Cunningham (president), Caryl Bietz 
(advisor), Annis Calhoun; SECOND 
ROW: Kathy Cunningham (treas­
urer), Patricia Cooper ( correspond­
ing secretary), Mrs. Ogden (adviser). 
''Behind Every 
G t M " rea an ... 
LIBRARY CLUB -FRONT ROW: 
Ann McGuire, Barbara Zahn, Har­
riet LaFoille, Larry Davenport; SEC­
OND ROW: Mrs. Vincent, Maryann 
Cannaert, Joan Whims, Margaret M. 
Robinson (advisor), Mrs. Dorothy 
Hamel; THIRD ROW: Mrs. Anoto­
siack, Robert Devereaux, Mrs. Mar­
cia Hansen, Mary Babian, Osman 
Jama. 
"I Am What I Know" 
Tho:: EMU Dam:'!> is an organization composed 
of an:,.- mar:-iec. wc111en students or wives of men 
studects at EiBtern Mj,chigan University. The or­
ganization's plll'poSE is :o provide and promote a 
social atmmpl-:ere :hr011gh joint participation in 
social activilie�. 
Vet's Clu.::, oe:nbers aided the '{psilanti Les&ue o: 
Womer: V:,ters :n their re?;irtration drive. Ron CL-nning­
ham and Jim Edwards ''ta5" a s�ll'slady. 
The 1964-65 school year was an active o E- for 
Eastern's VE-teran's Club. The Vets continued in 
their civic C()(ltrib·.1tions as well as 1heir social a:::tiv­
ities the Vets Club team set the 3tandards n In­
tramural Spc,rts by winning the football and vuJey­
ball championships to take a firm grip on tr·.e the 
1965 All-Sports '2rophy. 
VETERAN3 AS30CIATIOK-FRCNT ROW: Dave Penning:cn 
( sergeant at arms), Steve Lackey ( pc-esident), S-Sst. Ge::rge Pored 
(advisor), I.:-a Sh11bel (vice-president), Ray Smit'.) (treasuer), Vi-i 
Eggan (sec,etary:•, Jim Edwards; S3:COND RO¥.": Ro::i Cunnin!.­
ham, Jim Fichards, Ralph H;!rron, ':'cm Burean, 3ill S-n.th, Dick 
Vets Club Goes 
'"Gung Ho" for 1965 
Witlo the "Colonel" leading cheers the Vet's Club cheering section won 
the "Go Gung Ho" contest at Homecoming. 
Staudacher, John Cross, Dave Dascola, Dan Medvie, Mike Stoll, 
Frank Ostrowski, Ron Campau; THIRD ROW: Jerry Authier, Jim 
Sackett, Tom Gant, Todd Woolery, Pete Rushing, Phil Huyck, Jerry 
Blevins, Dave Bianco, Don Miller, Marty Authier, Charles Wilkins. 
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YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB -
FRONT ROW: Don Halley (treas­
urer), Jan Holvick (recording secre­
tary), Dwight Sin ilia (chairman), 
Merry Belson ( corresponding secre­
tary), Russ Waugh; SECOND ROW: 
Lee Schlorff, Carl Meddick, Sharon 
Lingemann, Pat Kurtz, Cynthia Ka­
ray, Lana Foster, Mary Ann Kempf, 
Gary Ryson, Jan Zech; THIRD 
ROW: Jim TenEyck, Carol Wheeler, 
Joan LaRue, Evelyn Cole, Gwen 
Therrian, Shirley Cox, Jim Dancer, 
Debbie Gitre, Dennis Hermatz. 
Leaders In Politics On E.M.U. Campus 
The Young Republican and the Young Demo­
crat Clubs aim to stimulate an active interest m 
governmental affairs, to increase the efficiency of 
popular government, and to foster and perpetuate 
the ideals and principles of the two political par­
ties. Their main interests lie in acquainting voters 
with the issues and the candidates in elections. 
Both groups do local canvassing, have speakers, 
and attend the State Conventions. 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS - FRONT ROW: Patricia Littrell (state 
central representative), Carl Dittman (state central representative), 
Doris Paull (secretary), Gerald Meszaros, Ethel Johnson; BACK 
ROW: George Lambrinos, Judy Kehres, Jill Cook (treasurer), John 
Arabatgis. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY CLUB - FRONT ROW: Marjorie 
Stier, Sharon Wright, Normajean Bennett (adviser), Charlotte Tolo­
nen (secretary), Judy Gibbs (president), Ethel Ishibashi (treasur­
er), Louise Berger (vice-president), Karen Momenee, Frances Her­
rick; SECOND ROW: Donna Ryan, Mary Godfrey, Marion Banks, 
<}innie Rondinella, Linda Wood, Sarah Snyder, Joanne Klein­
schmidt, Martina Rauer, Sharon Ziblut, Marsha Page; THIRD 
�OW: Nan Bayle, Diana Marcus, Catherine Kersey, Judy Hag­
gerty, Diane Anthony, Lona Homrich, Anne Berry, Susie Long, 
:M:arilyn Bloomfield, Jeanne Provenzano, Connie Mathews. 
O.T. Club Sponsors Open House At Rackham 
The Occupational Therapy Club is open to any 
student majoring in Occupational Therapy at E. 
M.U. The purpose of the club is threefold. It ac­
quaints the members and the public with Occupa­
tional Therapy, it identifies its members with ac­
tive associations within the profession, and it pro­
motes fellowship among the students majoring in 
Occupational Therapy. 
The club's activities for the year include an 
open house at Rackham during Orientation Week, 
a homecoming float, the annual Christmas Craft 
Sale, speakers, field trips, and picnics. 
0. T. Club won the trophy for the best display at Presentation of 
Organizations. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION CLUB - FRONT ROW: Elaine Dinse, 
Alice Ruge, Mr. Bernard Treado (advisor), Jerry Udell (president), 
Karl Stuef (vice-president), Kathy Grumley (secretary), Kathie An­
drews, Mary Jo Luea. SECOND ROW: Pat Black, Ellen Dennis, 
Kathleen Pearl, Diane Peirce, Pam Parry, Marie Velker, Nancy 
Joiner, Kathy Stumpmier, Dolores Faust, Susan Krystan, Carol 
Brooks. 
A Variety of Experiences 
The Special Education Club has been on East­
ern's campus since 1936, when it first became ac­
tive. The club holds frequent meetings at which 
members try to promote fellowship among them­
selves and the faculty. The club's purpose is to 
give its members a richer background and a va­
riety of experiences in the field of Special Educa­
tion. 
Among its activities are field trips, lectures, dis­
cussions, picnics, and participation in Homecom­
ing. 
• 
IS its Aim 
MEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CLUB-FRONT ROW: Dave Ver­
ub, Jim Hadley, Dominick Principe, 
Mr. Dick Adams, Bob Johnson, 
Charles Whiteside; SECOND ROW: 
Kirk Langer, Mike Sosne, Larry Ad­
ams, Jess Shough, Conrad McRoberts, 
Herb Osterlin, Ken Pound; THIRD 
ROW: Bob Kelly, Fred Shaw, Don 
Simmons, Mike Holland, Todd Elliot. 
P.E. Clubs Strive for Professionalism 
The Men and Women Physical Education Clubs 
are open to all men and women physical education 
majors and minors. Their purposes are to promote 
professionalism among the members of the clubs. 
Among the clubs' activities are Major Day, The 
Senior Dessert, and special programs on aspects of 
physical education. 
WOMEN'S PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB - FRONT ROW: 
Andrea Keto, Lynn Smitley, Sandy Cowan, Ruth Ann Wallace, 
Susie Hushen, Miss Marguerite Grills, Cookie Collins, Phyllis Be­
low, Carolyn Biagi; SECOND ROW: Carol Brow, Jackie Main­
ville, Judy Mettler, Pat Czubaj, Karen Rocheleau, Joan Bryce, 
Barb Laslo, Kathy Sutter, Alice H)uchaniuk, Cherry Coy, Mickie 
Matzas, Jill Coleman, Sharon Buckholtz, Jill Duel, Joan Snyder; 
THIRD ROW: Cheryl Burm, Diane Ainsworth, Diane Bakhaus, 
Bonnie Gasidlo, Betsy Hushen, Barb Wingate, Joan Bockbrader, 
Barb Rang, Suzie Rowlands, Pat Michael, Karen Kelly, Jan Olszew­
ski, Jackie Couzens, Monica Babik, Fran Wedge. 
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DRILL TEAM - FRONT ROW: 
Greg Rominski, Fred Lindsay, Cap­
tain Rice, Colonel Murray, SFC Wil­
liams, Dave Rockwell, Ed Dorich, 
Dave Rybicki, Jim Hoffmeyer; SEC­
OND ROW: Jeff Pardee, Tom Han­
agan, Tony Fletcher, Larry Golde, 
Ken Hanna, Ken Ledford, Bruce Wer­
ner, John Brady, Len Charette, Ron 
Bayhan, Mike Seely; THIRD ROW: 
Stan Zubel, Duane Hoadley, Don Ab­
bate, en Iverson, Ron Harrison, Tom 
Freitag, Sanford Finley, Barry Subel­
sky, Vic Bellistri, Jeff Trost, Don 
Meabon, Carl Richards. 
R. 0. T. C. Contributes To Campus 
RIFLE TEAM-FRONT ROW: Ga­
len Mundwiler, John Draftz; SEC­
OND ROW: Dale Toler, Stan az­
mierski, Capt. Admire, Lt. Col. Mur­
ray, MSGT Maki, Tim Hoover, Ter­
ry Yankie; THIRD ROW: Jon Hen­
kel, Emery, Fred Cassidy, Ernie 
Grisdale, Z oiler, Tom Whipple. 
SCABBARD AND BLADE-BON':' ROW: Terry Yankee Thomas 
Reddick ( com:>an:i, first sergeant), Dc,ug Milk ns ( company corr_r.,ander), 
Cai:tain Richal'd Rice t'advisor:, J:,hn Maxe:, (advisor), Galen Mund­
whiklr (comµany secn::- _d li�ute ;int:, Dave Schwandt; SECOND ROW: 
John Draftz, Charles Maky, Alfred Mosier, Gary Filmore, Walter Collins, 
Thomas Tate, David Rockwell, Ralph Peterson; THIRD ROW: John 
Henkel, John Contario, Bob Dungey, Gordon Dennison, Robert Caruth­
er, George Rice, Don Wilson, Th0mas London, Howard Efner. 
Mi itary Society Installed Into Scabbard 
The University Military Society was formed in 
April of 1964 on Eastern Michigan's campus to 
fulfill these obligations: to raise standards of mili­
tary training in this institution, to unite the Mili­
tary Department with the other departments at 
the university, to encourage and foster the essen­
tial qualities of good and efficient affairs, and to 
promote good fellowship among the cadet officers. 
The Society was formally installed as Company 
E, 16th Regiment in the National Society of Scab­
bard and Blade on April 10, 1965. The officers of 
Company E are Company Commander Charles 
Haas, First Lieutenant Gordon Dennison, Second 
Lieutenant Robert Caruthers, and First Sergeant 
David Rockwell. 
Company Commander Doug Milkins receives charter 
for the Military Society. 
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DELTA PSI KAPPA-FRONT ROW: Ruth Ann Wallace, Miss 
Steig (advisor), Joan Bockbrader, Cookie Collins, Joan Snyder, Jill 
Deuel; SECOND ROW: Sue Cossey, Marian Carson, Phyllis Below, 
Jackie Couzins, Carol Shultz. 
Delta Psi Kappa Sponsors Professional Day In May 
Delta Psi Kappa, Women's Physical Education 
Sorority, was founded on Eastern Michigan's cam­
pus in 1962. The sorority membership includes 
those girls who have maintained a 2.7' accumula­
tive academic average and a 3.00 in their major. 
This year Delta Psi Kappa presented a luncheon 
for Sports Day and entertainment for Major Day. 
They also sponsored a Professional Day in May 
during which time a cheerleading workshop was 
held. 
Kappa Delta Exhibits High Educational Standards 
Kappa Delta Pi, natior:al honor society in edu­
cation, encourages high prdessional, intellectual 
and personal standards. '::'hey also recogniLe out­
standing contributions to education. 
Founded in 1911 at the �::iiversity of Illinois, 
Kappa Delta Pi wi;.s organi.<ed as the Pi chapter 
in 1922 at Eastern Michigar:. Locally, it at:empts 
KAPPA DELTA Pl-FRONT ROW: Ever£c:t L. Marshall (a.jvisor), 
Barb Rounds (president), Elizabeth Faw (secretary), Patricia Clarke 
(treasurer), Bonnie Dykoski (historian); SECOND ROW: Noel 
to improve student teacher education, and the pro­
fessional future of teachers. The monthly meeting 
of Kappa Delta Pi consists of lectures, discussions, 
and debates aimed toward furthering the purposes 
of education. A guest speaker is also brought to 
campus to speak to the members of this honorary 
society during one of their meetings. 
F'Geppert, Charlotte Johnson, Laura Dykstra, Beth Gerisch, Karen 
Gonda; THIRD ROW: Kathy Ferguson, David Grindle, Marcia Han­
sen, Karen Miller. 
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PHI DELTA KAPPA-FRONT ROW: Russ Bogarin, Kenneth Clee­
ton, Wilbur Williams, Aulen Figura, Charles Wiese (president), Tom 
Northey ( district V coordinator), Donald Kleinsmith; SECOND ROW: 
Fred Hoover, Andrew Bertha, Robert Glassford, Francis Welper, Leon-
ard Menzi, George Brower (advisor), Joe Nicita; THIRD ROW: 
Edwin LaKuke, Virgil Hill, Ralph Gesler, Russ Brumbaugh (historian), 
ft.I Kimmel, Carroll Osborn ( vice president). 
Phi Delta Kappa Promotes Free Public Education 
Phi Delta Kappa is the oldest and largest pro­
fessional fraternity for graduate men in education. 
Eastern's Delta Gamma chapter was established in 
June 1956 with the purpose to promote free public 
education through research, service, and leader­
ship. 
The honor of membership goes to outstanding 
graduate students and to seniors who show prom­
ise in the field of education. Membership also in­
cludes professionals in the field. Phi Delta Kappa 
has representatives to several cities in the sur­
rounding area. 
In translating their ideals into a program of ac­
tion appropriate to the needs of public education, 
the members of the Delta engage in several activi­
ties. Their meetings consist of various speakers and 
films designed to inform the members of the edu­
cation profession. Each member also carries on his 
own research project. Two of the highlights on 
the social calendar for Phi Delta Kappa this year 
\./ere the annual dinner-dance and a "Ladies' Night" 
cinner meeting. 
Alpha Kappa Ps· Holds Annual Dinner Dance In May 
On May 2, 1964 Psi Kapi:a Alpha was initiated 
into Alpha Kappa Psi, Nati.Jnal Business Frater­
nity. Alpha Kappa Psi better enables its members 
to equip themselves for prclessional business ca­
reers by sponsoring guest speakers, field trips, and 
films on a variety of business aspects. This year the 
fraternity's activities included visiting Ford Motor 
Company and an advertising firm. 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI-FRONT ROW: D. Martin McGraffin (master­
of-ritual:s), W. Oscar Collins (faculty advisor), J. C. Timothy Carolan 
(treasurer), Blair Pingree (president), Galen W. Mundwiler (vice­
presideot), Donald A. Patrick ( secretary). Abe A. Karam (alumnus); 
SECOND ROW: James Bencik, Hank H"rrick, Paul Hengehold, Dick 
The fraternity is also active in campus activi­
ties and various service. In the past they have man­
aged the football concessions at the home games. 
They also held a banquet and picnic, as well as 
assisted the College of Business in its social and 
professional .ictivities. 
Highlighting the year was the annual dinner­
dance held in May, at which time there was an 
opportunity for an alumni reunion. 
Ambs, Roland Thomas, Jeff Cross, Tony Waeshle, Jack Gulbransen, Gary 
I. Santrock, Dick Staudacher, Michael E. Coughlin; THIRD ROW: Paul 
A. Bubeck, Gerald A. Armstrong, Timothy A. Hoover, Gary Follbaum, 
Dick Kaczmarczyk, Terrence Matlick, Les Azimov, Robert Failing, Fred­
eric Retzloff, Richard S. Kowalski, David Visel. 
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PI OMEGA PI-FRONT ROW: Lynne Neibauer (newsletter editor), 
Rose Rochowiak (secretary), Sherry Baker (president), Louise Sa­
chett (vice president), Jan Borkowski (treasurer), Normajean Ander-
son (advisor); SECOND ROW: Janet Williams, Lois Dueltgen, Frances, 
Roger Dowler, Barbara Granger, Cheryl Danborn. 
Pi Omega Pi Upholds Professional Business Standards 
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Pi Omega Pi, one of Eastern Michigan's busi­
ness fraternities, aims to create, encourage, pro­
mote and extend interest in scholarship. The fra­
ternity also holds to the ideal of civic betterment 
through the practice of good citizenship and the 
teaching of service as the basis of all worthy enter­
prise. 
Composed entirely of business education majors, 
eligbility is determined primarily by scholarship. 
Members must maintain a 3.0 average in Business 
Education and a 2.5 overall. 
Pi Omega Pi, which upholds high ethical stand­
ards in business and professional life, was busily 
involved in several activities this year. The frater­
nity participated in F.T.A. Day, published an an­
nual newsletter to alumni, and helped plan the 
Spring Honors Banquet held for the business de­
partment. 
Alpha Psi Omega Stimulates Interest In Drama 
Alpha Psi Omega is a national honorary frater­
nity for students in dramatics. The members are 
selected for outstanding work in the three branches 
of dramatics-acting, directing and stagecraft. 
While displaying an active interest in drama 
and educational theatre, the members of Alpha Psi 
Omega participate in a number of events on cam­
pus each year. Their activities include assisting 
with the various plays and lending their time and 
talents to the campus Christmas presentation. They 
also aid the E.M.U. Players with their Variety 
Show. 
To retain membership in this fraternity mem­
bers must remain active in the field of dramatics. 
The primary purpose of Alpha Psi Omega is to 
promote interest in dramatics activities and to en­
courage each member to learn about the field. 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA-FRONT ROW: Dianne (Pixey) Bernick, April 
Smith, Joanie Rupert, Pamela Kidwell; SECOND ROW: Mr. Bird, Ernie 
Smith, Gerry Lee. 
Alpha Phi Gamma Promotes E.M.U. Publications 
ALPHA PSI GAMMA-FRONT ROW: Sandi Mitchell, Terry Hallinan, 
Nancy Austin, Ron Cunningham (president), Tim Hayes, Merry Lee Bel­
son; SECOND ROW: Shirley Cox, Warren Smith, Marcie Marwil, Benno 
Fritz, Mary Kay Shehan, Donna Brucks, Dennis Brinkerhoff, George 
Berger, Greg Kazmierski. 
Alpha Phi Gamma, National Honorary Journa­
lism Fraternity, is a newly formed organization on 
Eastern Michigan University's campus this year. 
Membership includes those students who have· 
worked on any one of the three E.M.U. publica­
tions for at least one year. These members, who 
have been on the staff of The Echo, Aurora, or 
Concepts, must also maintain above a 2.00 accumu­
lative academic average and be in good standing 
with the university. 
The purpose of Alpha Phi Gamma is to pro­
mote interest in both professional journalism and 
Eastern Michigan publications. 
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Gamma Theta Epsilon Furthers Study Of Geography 
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Gamma Theta Epsilon, national fraternity of 
geography, was founded in 1913, with Michigan's 
chapter granted organizational status March 29, 
1962. 
The fraternity furthers professional interest in 
geography, strengthens student and professional 
training, and advances the professional status of 
geography as a cultural and professional subject for 
study. The members also hope to create and ad, 
vance a fund for further study in the field of geog­
raphy. 
These E.M.U. geography majors are proud of 
their department and its rating of fourth in the 
nation. 
GAMMA TH3:TA UPSILON-FRONT ROW: John S. Dudar, Alan C. G. Best 
(adviser), MHyann Porter, Eugene J. Wigglesworth, Lillian La Clair, Thomas 
B. Hicks, Wayne Schultz; SECOND ROW: Gayle Colgan, Linda McCoy, W. 
Cary Weathed1ead, Michael A. Boroff, Yvonne Trochet, Monica Babik. 
Huron Band Club 
Serves Music Department And Campus 
HURON BAND CLUJ3.-FRONT ROW: Ron Sutton, Gary Leonard, La­
Vern Fairbairn, Stewart Glazer, Wayne Richardson (president), David 
Wurster, Paul Michal sen, Mr. Tyra (advisor), Tom Coon, Alex Kales; 
SECOND ROW: Andrew Grab, Fred Adams, Robert Ruby, Larry Hunt­
inton, Jack Munn, Albert Lynd, Jim Oliver. 
The Huron Band Club is an honorary society 
which was newly formed in January under the 
guidance of Mr. Tyra, E.M.U. Band Director. 
Plans are currently underway for this organiza­
tion to become a chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi, 
National Band Fraternity. 
The men of the Band Club not only promote 
music and publicize the band concerts, but also 
serve the campus in several activities. The Hu­
ron Band Club also functions as a host to visit­
ing bands during football games and concerts. 
Pi Kappa De ta Encourages Forensic Activities 
Pi Kappa Delta is the lar�est honorary Forensic 
Society in America. It was e�tablished for the pur­
pose of stimulating progress in and furthering the 
interest of intercollegiate speech activities and com­
munications. This is beir.g done in an effort to 
provide functional leadership training for life, and 
at the same time to encourage a spirit of fellow­
ship, brotherly cooperatior.., and incentive for 
achievement. 
PI KAPPA DELTA-FRONT ROW: Carol Whistler 
(vice president), David Lipe,y I president), Sarah Furge­
son (secretary-treasurer); SECOND ROW: Dr. Thorr.as 
It;; :nembErs c:re students in good sta:1ding, 
graduates an:.i instructors who have repre�ented 
E.M U in :.peed·. activities. Pi Kappa members 
attend natic,r.al a:1d ::-egional conventions and en­
gage in dis,:ussio,s, :lebate tournaments, oratory 
contest;, and extemporary speaking events. Pi 
Kap:_Ja Delt3 also giv�s awards for honorary mem­
bershii:, distingui3hed alumni, and outstanding 
scholar,;hip. 
Murny (adviser), Roge; Waun, Linda Steinhoff, Wil­
liam Coelius. 
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Pi Theta Epsilon is an honorary fraternity for students in 
occupational therapy. Members are selected on the basis of 
high scholastic standing, their activity in the Occupational Ther­
apy Club, and promise as an outstanding therapist and citizen, 
as well as possession of leadership qualities. These members 
are selected from the junior and senior classes. 
The organization is designed to encourage scholarship. to 
advance the field of Occupational Therapy, and to provide a 
closer relationship with other schools of occupational therapy. 
Pi Theta Epsilon also works with, and for the Occupational 
Therapy Club on campus. This year in their work with the 
children of Rackham School, the members of Pi Theta Epsilon 
presented a puppet show for the students. Marilyn Bloomfield, Ann L•·,ejo.,,-, Diaae B�ooks, Ka:J-.y Kersey and Micrjorie :Stier a-e 
br.ckstage at the Pi Theta Epsilmn a=ual i;u::,­
pet show for Rackham chiljren. 
Pi Theta Epsilon Advances Field Of 0. T. 
FRONT ROW": Frances Herrick, Sara Wright, Normajean Bennett, 
Marjorie Stier, Diana Marcus, Marilyn Bloomfield. SECOND ROW: 
Constance Matthews, Susan Leng, Joan Kleins::hr:udt, �u.se B:rger, 
Inez Sassaman, Marsha Page, Catherine Kerse).. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA-FRONT ROW: Thooas J. Filip (vice presi­
dent), Kelley L. Martin (president), Javon A. Jachon; SECOND 
01ne�a ,_ Serves Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi Omega, open to both independent 
and f:-aternity men who h3.ve been associated with 
the Boy Scouts, is a national service fraternity. 
Over fifty thousand men in 300 ::hapters enjoy the 
opportunity to serve the c&.mpus and community. 
Lambda Phi chapter's year \>"as one filled with 
camp·.1s services. In addit:on to c:ga:n heading cam-
RO\V: David E. Ozga, Donald A. Dec::iert, Jr., George F. Wixon, Jr., 
David N. Zelmon (secretary), James J. ?I/heeler. 
Campus and Community 
pm i::c,ster distribution, APO mem::,ers also reorgan­
ized the Student Book Exchange ar:d provide any 
othe:- service that may be reques:ec of them. The 
Alpta Phi Omegas also took part in several social 
events including their annual cano� trip and p�edge 
act:vities. 
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J.(U PHI EPSILON-FRONT ROW: Christina Rackozy, S"laron 
LeEch, Miss Dorothy James (advisor), Dorthea Schuler, s·"laron 
t:rban; SECOND ROW: Charlene Jarvela, Janice Park, Peggy 
l 
Oak, Donna Brough, Karen Gonda; THIRD ROW: Diane Bencik, 
Donna Rakay, Joan Bosca, Faith Judson. 
Mu Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu Alpha 
Mu Phi Epsilon, a national music sorority, pro­
motes the advancement of music in American and 
the development of musicianship, scholarship and 
sisterhood. 
This year found the girls of Mu Phi active both 
in the community and on campus. They presented 
two concerts in addition to ushering at community 
concerts. The sorority also worked with the children 
at Rackham School and prepared a musical pro­
gram for them. In addition to their own special 
projects, they also co-sponsored the annual all­
campus Christmas sing with their brother frater­
nity, Phi Mu Alpha. 
Mu Phi Epsilon was also proud to announce that 
their advisor, Miss Dorothy James, was presented 
with a district merit award for her invaluable serv­
ice and guidance as an advisor to the sorority. 
The Delta Xi chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia 
was founded in 1948 at Eastern Michigan to ad­
vance music in America as well as to contribute to 
the cultural enrichment of the campus. Among 
their many activities this year, they sponsored the 
annual all-campus Christmas Sing in cooperation 
with their sister sorority, Mu Phi Epsilon; assisted 
in ushering at community concerts; and presented 
a faculty recital in the fall. Plans are currently 
underway to hold a workshop for southeastern 
Michigan high school dance bands. 
The highlight on the social calendar this year 
was their dinner dance which was held in Windsor. 
PHI MU AL?::A SIN.!iONIA-FP.ONT RC!W: G--e,ycn Hyde, 
Steve, Bower , DaiE ::In:chinson, C.an Whi-:e, Dave Siis::o SEC­
OND ROW: 'Ion Iatirr_er, Dave DeClark, Dave Want!r, Larry 
Huntington, Eiil 3tr3it, Dick Moy, Paul Mi=alsen, Al Eil>bey, 
Roger VanWo5oner, Andrew Grab. 
Sinforia Co-Sponsor Campus Christ as Sing 
PHI MU ALPHA BAND-FRONT l<'OW: LaVern Fairbain:, FrEd A::lams, Allen 
Kibby, Larry Huntington, Dave Wuro:::er, Andrew Grab, Davie Eoyle SECOND 
ROW: Carol Kobane, Jesse Stewart, :::iary !?-onard. Tom LE.t:m3r, Eu:ch Larkins, 
Craig Strain, David Declark. 
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OMEGA PHI ALPHA-FRONT ROW: Pat Jeffers (recofding sec­
retary), Beverly Martin (vice-president), Jodi Dunn (president), 
Joan Whims ( alumni secretary), Dona Kerr (treasurer). SECOND 
ROW: Susan Bruner, Elaine Kantz, Charlene Schlitt, Elizabeth 
Faw, Susan Harmon, Linda Guy, Diane Norkus, Sarah Snyder, 
Kathleen Paul, Rochelle Brode, Pat Bowman, Doris Paull, Jane 
Kraftchick. THIRD ROW: Judy Russ, Nancy Wing, Marilyn Ne!-
son, Rona Zenk, Diane Borst, Shirley Cox, Daunes Schultz, Luana 
Brink, Mary Jo Drouillard, Kar n Sue Glenny, Donna Belfiore, 
Robyn Dulgeroff. FOURTH ROW: Noel Geppert, Barb Gretz, Judy 
Crouch, Sharon Gabriel, Pat Frantom, Kathy Harvey, Maryann 
Porter, Beth Ann Greisch, Susan Greenberg, Kathy Donnelly, Ann 
McGuire, Linda Stateler. 
Omega Phi Alpha Promotes Service To Student Body 
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Omega Phi Alpha, national women's service so­
rority, was founded at Eastern Michigan in 
1958. Since its beginning on this campus, Ome­
ga Phi Alpha has grown to include over 300 
members nationally. The sorority strives to de­
velop leadership and friendship, and promotes 
service to the student body, faculty, and com­
munity. 
The selling of mums for Homecoming began 
their season of events this year. In coordination 
with their national philantrophy project of con­
tributing to the Cerebral Palsy Fund, the soror­
ity assisted with the program at Rackham 
School. Other examples of the many service 
projects accomplished by Omega Phi Alpha this 
year included giving a Christmas party at Ypsi­
laIJti State Hospital, assisting at pre-registration, 
and ushering at various campus events. 
P.\NHELLENIC COUNC:L - FRONT ROW: Paula Davis 
I trea�urer 1, Lu:y Pendolir:o ( vice-preside,t), Mrs. George Brower 
I advi301). Marge Ockstadt (president), :arol Gunn (correspond­
ing secre ary); SECOND ROW: Mary Ann Zeilinger, Karen Per-
oiLe, Charlene Bomar, Bonnie Malik, Jan Chamberlin, Margie Riley, 
�:chie Sherman; THIRD ROW: Sally Gus:avson, Eileen Owen, 
:v1:ary Jane McDonald, Margaret Lamb, Judi Nield, Grace Perna. 
a hellenic Presents Those Hectic Days Of Rush 
Panh.eLenic, t:ie governing body of Eastern 
:Mic�1.ig3n's social sororities, not only enforces rules 
an:i coorcinates :-ush activitie3, but also promotes 
cooi:eratian between Greek let:er organizations and 
en::oura:ges their intellectual development. 
T:,is yea:: the council, coruisting of two dele­
ta:es frno each sorority, sponsored a Cherokee 
Ri:ah :i; hectic, :ye-t there- ere moments of fun v.hen 
activE:� entertEin rus:iees. 
Indian orphan as part of the Lost City proje,::t in 
Oklahoma. Panhellenic also found an abundance 
oi work in planning both fall and spring rush pro­
grams, and in working with the Interfraternity 
Council on the Greek activities of E.M.U.'s spring 
week-end. 
:'\3 well as informals and teas, rushees also at end cas..1al parties. 
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At the ei.te ,of the old -s:-m, the Ali: ,a Kappa Alpha'� prese:ci:ed thEm­
selves aa " rl..3o-6anized bLt enthusiastic cheer� team for a Kc.ppa Ali:ha 
Psi-Alpl:.a Pili. Alpha ba;l:etball game-
After catching E man of Kapp3. Abha P3i, these A.K.A.'s dis­
played their fine catch on "the rock''. 
A ha Kap a Alpha 
T.,:ie year the grrls of Alpha Kappa Alpha busil? 
e�ae;d in sev=ral activitie;; to aid them in thei­
su;:por: :i: a neEc.y family. In the :fall they held 
a 'Can Dance" and during lhe spring they spcn_­
sor=j =- :�othing drive. 
ALPHA KA� ALPHA - FRONT �OW: Menda Brittor: 
(graduate aclvis,r), Janice Doyle (treasUDer), Patricia Blake (re­
cording secre:c.ry 1, .Tune Hogc.n ( correspc:iding secretary), Sondra 
McGhee (vir:::e-p�si::l,mt), M. Lcuise Sur:, (presirhnt); SECOND 
Sponsors Needy Family 
In addition to philanthropy activities, the Xi 
chapt=r of AK.A., which went national in 1949, 
Elso participated in social eve:1ts. The highlight of 
the year was the "A.K.A. Bailie," a semi-formal 
dance presented in the spring. 
ROW: Richie Sherman, Lauren Ja::kson, Judith Lott, Donna Simp­
s,:)O, Judy Stephens, Sharon Child�ess ( �cial chairman); THIRD 
ROW: Teresa Mattingly, Grace Summers, Dorothy Lee, Geneva 
Eanks, Elaine Davis. 
The girls of Alpha Omicron 
Pi participate in the jump 
rope events at the Chick 
Relays, which are held an­
naully during the Home­
coming festivities. 
First Place F oat For Alpha Omicron Pi 
Apha Omicron Pi's fall activ:t:es bEgan with 
:)0th excitement and hard wor< as :hey tcok first 
°Jlaco:? with their homecaming fha:, the Troj3n 
::for�e. Other fall ctivites incbded thE Chick 
�elays and sc,rority volleyball. Tl-e girls also hEld 
:orority breakfasts throughout the }'ear a:i.d pre­
�ented "Royal In:erlude,"' a 3erui-:ormal dan_ce 
ALPHA OMl:RO� Pl - 3'R01'-T ROW: Pat Sh.7pe, Gail Mc­
Donald, Carel Hart (treasurer), Su:an FinzEl (presid�r( 1, Le,li� Shee­
han (reco:din5 secretary), S3ndra 3:elley (corresp01:ing Silcretary;, 
Susie Crar:fielc, Jar e Jameson SECCND ROW: 3an:lie Skear, Brenda 
Lieb:oder, J3aice Clark, Patricia Hostnik, :Ciane 3t£:,l, Carolelynn 
with Alpha GErnma Upsilon fraternity. 
Alpha Om:c�on Pi, whic:i. was originally found­
,d 3t Barnarj College, cane to Eastern's campus 
in January, 1962. The soro�ity has chosen cardinal 
red and white as its colors and the jacqueminot 
rose as its flower. 
Lie':,erman, Janet Sewell, ELer. Dennis, Evelyn Wilkinson, Karen 
Brinson, Carol Biagi, Mary Bagnall, Marcia Giles; THIRD ROW: 
Ale><andra Madias, )fancy G-ay, Kay Foster, Barb DeLong, Paula 
Da.,.is, Marge Twark, Sharon Ward, Connie Hurd, Jill Sutherland, 
Diaoe Westphal, Connie Mathilw3. 
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ALPHA SIGMA TAU-FRONT ROW: Pixie Jakob, Jan Chatr.berlin, 
Carol Gentinne, Gail Phillips (president), Joan Bockbrader (v:icE­
president), Claudia Zeller, (vice-president), Claudia Zeller [ tre3=unr;, 
Mary Carevic, Cookie Collins; SECOND ROW: Kathy Scr:ter, Mary 
Ann Spanos, J ouce Holtz, Kathi Bolden, Barb Peploski, Sh Econ Ha�,--
Tradition Continues W-it 
Alpha Sigma Tau, which was founded in Ypsi.­
lanti in November, 1899, began a busy year with 
their sorority week-end at Camp Takoc.3. Alpha 
Sig's fall activities included participating :n Home-­
coming festivities and observing Found�rs Da:1. 
They sponsored a dance during orientat.on week 
among their other activities. 
This year's Alpha Sigma float entry for the Home­
coming parade, "Great Moments In History", depicted 
Betsy Ross with "our first flag". Their float was the 
product of weeks of planning and constructing for all 
the Alpha Sigs. 
tor., hnn BEsmnssen, Mi�s:y Mocris, Sherry ,.\ Bairn� Beth HarOey, 
Karen Newnan; THIRD R•:>W: Joyce G,::Jci,g:. Bornie Malik, Pat 
Ni:hols, Pat St. Bernard Ka-thy Vollick, l:Et.,Y Mi,-oka (recording 
secretary), Car� Kramer, c1r cy Overly, 3h3ooc: S-ioo,ds, Linda Jean 
Bes�le,y, Pegg:, ::ampbell, Se::Jly 3vans. 
�L\.S.T. Candlel.ght Ball 
This ye:1r at the Christmas Sing the girls of 
A. S. T. joinEd in sing.� with thei:- brctr.ers, the 
Sig Tau's. 
:'he highjght of the year was the C�dlelight 
Ball hEld in March. Tn,.dition cor_ti:me:l as the 
traveling pr=sidents' p:n and the lavelie- for the 
best pledge v.rere passec or_. 
ALPHA XI DELTA - FRONT RC•W Marilyn Byce, Nicky 
Wnuk (asst. treasurer), Judi Ni.:ald, Bernita Gallego, Barbara Hend­
er.on (president), Judy Cross (recording secretary), Sharon Shaw 
( c::irresponding secretary), Grace Perna, Kathi Hale ( socia· chair­
man); SECOND ROW: Barbara Thomps:n, Patricia Butler, Chris 
M,iloney, Marene Dovelle, Barbara Win5ate, Joan Wait&, Mila 
Morris, Kaye Lani Pflepsen, Joyce Morris, Dana Schaltenbr,md, 
Sally Cartier, Joyce Strite, Betty Renne; THIRD ROW: Mary 
Ann Mead, Suzie Davis, Marilyn Hodges, Patricia Drabant, Sue 
Lakin, Joyce Hornbacher, Julie Pyatte, Sue Grossman, Kathy O'Hara, 
Jackie Turner, Carol Woods, Billie Lou Stevens, Bonnie Parker, 
Jean Lehto. 
Sno-Carnival Again A Success For Alpha Xi's 
The Alpha Xi's will never forget sliding dow'D Mt. Eastern as they cap­
tured first place in the tray loading conte8:s =.t the winter carrival. 
Ricky Davis i, welcomed into the eisterhood of Alpha 
Xi Delta on cne of the most exciting days of sc:rority 
life - Bid Day. 
The girls of Alpha Xi Delta began another year 
with enthusiasm as they sponsored a student-facul­
ty panel discussion during New Student Days and 
participated in Homecoming activities. 
The winter carnival was again a success for the 
Alpha Xi's as they captured first place in tray load­
ing and tray relays . 
Among the highlights on the social calendar was 
the annual dinner dance which was held in Decem­
ber at Lofy's. They also presented "Double Expo­
sure," an all-campus dance, with their brothers of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
As spring approached, Alpha Xi Delta was 
found busily involved in philanthropic projects and 
preparations for the Greek Sing. 
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Deltas Establish A New 
Philanthropic Program 
Delta Sigma Theta, founded at Howard Univer­
sity by twenty-two Negro women in 19 13,  aims 
toward scholarship, leadership, service, and person­
ality development-characteristics which prepare 
young women for their role in society. The Delta 
Beta chapter of this international sorority was 
founded at Eastern in 1949. 
The Deltas found themselves particularly busy 
this year as they established their five-point proj­
ect", which includes work in mental health, job 
opportunities, volunteer services, philanthropy pro­
grams overseas and guidance of youth. Other phil­
anthropy programs included preparation of tray 
favors for holidays and sponsorship of an orphan. 
Delta Sigma Theta also engaged in numerous 
social activities. High on the list of events were 
the annual Cream and Crimson formal ball and 
their Delta playdate, a picnic held in the spring. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA-FRONT ROW : Gloria Jackson (treasurer ) ,  
Audrey Carter ( corresponding secretary ) ,  Shirley Tyler (secretary ) .  Mag­
gie Burton (vice-president ) ,  Diana Ealy ( panhellenic representative) .  
SECOND ROW: Blythe Carrothers, Louise Nicholson, Donna Trayler, 
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Ac:ivics aod pyramids take an acti,e 1>3rt constructing the Homecom­
ing fbat The pyramids were par,iculatly ecithusiastic, havi:ig just received 
bids. 
Lynne � olomon, Loretta Williams, Caoolyn Childs, 3a ndra Jett; THIRD 
Ro·.v : Ch3rlene Bomar, Gwendolyn Powell, Char1' me Sanders, Ruthann 
C ra .. ford, Ehirley Hall, Sheil;, Shaw, Kathy : ordan (historian) ,  
S:aSandra Berry. 
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r:ELTA ZETA-FRONT ROW: Srncii Mitchell (sr:>-social �bEirman) , 
Kancy Morris ( corresponding secretar:,: ,  Lynne Neibauec (recordiag 
SEcrEtary), Mitzi Manning (vice-preside:n.t ) ,  Gloria Y�rdon (;, �esideot) , 
1\1:acy Fitzharris '.vice-presider:t), Margaret Lamb (pledge traner), Cao. 
Reinelt (treasurer), Joanne Cau (co-rncial chairman); SECO ND ROW : 
C:ir.nie Podpies-ka, Clare Sli:e, Marla Ratzow, Sar_ jy Nor:h, Ging _r 
HJnler, Linda Yoder, Lynn Stock, Rosie Langer, Carol Synder, aKren 
R ajc:zi, Geri Arnold; THIRD ROW: Teena Ford, June Roe, Alice 
G-etzler, Cheryl Suter, Danna Shirtliff, Donnie Sullins, Marcie Marwil, 
JAargaret Brand, Luree Burwitz, Diane Greve, Mary Raymond, Judy 
Calderwood, Barbara Piercecchi, Barbara Sands. Peggy Feuer. 
Year Begins  With Excitemen As D.Z.  Becomes Queen 
...... 
Pledge Karen Rajczi "auc:ions oE" Delta Zeta actives � the Sla:ve 
!c aiE with the as3istance of Bill Marvin. 
The year began with excitement for the Gamma 
Sigma chapter of Delta Zeta as Teena Ford was 
crowned 1964 Homecoming Queen. She is third in 
the line of Big and Little Sisters to win the crown. 
The D. Z.'s were also honored to have another sister 
serve on the court. 
The chapter, which went national at E. M. U. 
in 1955, sponsored several activities during the year. 
D. Z.'s presented a dance each semester during New 
Students' Days. They also brought Dr. Richard Cut­
ler to campus to speak on "The Morality of College 
Women". Then the D. Z.'s held the "Most Eligible 
Bachelor" contest. 
Delta Zeta also engaged in philanthropic projects 
this year. They took part in the "Lend-a-Hand" 
program by sponsoring a needy child in Ypsilanti. 
The sorority also held a Christmas party with the 
Theta Chi's for many underprivileged children in 
the Ypsilanti area. 
High on the list of spring social events for the 
Delta Zeta's was their annual dinner dance which 
was held in April at the Whittier Hotel. 
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A young boy comes to find the real 
meaning of C ,ristmas as the Sigma 
Kappa's share what Christmas is to 
them. 
Two ur derprivileged chi ldren 
share new experiences as they 
watch 3anta with content. 
Sig m a  Kappa 
This year found Sigma Kappa one of the out­
standing chapters in scholarship both on Eastern's 
campus and at their National Convention. The Sig 
Kaps proudly accepted the Greek women's Scholar­
ship Trophy at the Panhellenic Dessert 1 964 for 
the third year in a row, which enabled them to keep 
the trophy. The Delta Alpha chapter also was 
presented with their national scholarship and 
pledge awards. 
The Sigma Kappas, donning new outfits this 
year, not only value scholarship, but also stress 
social aspects of college. One of the highlights of 
the year was their dinner dance in December, which 
was held at the Whittier Hotel. They also spon­
sored their annual Fall Frolic and February Frost 
dances. 
Among their philanthrophy projects, the girls 
of Sigma Kappa joined with the men of Delta 
Sigma Phi this year to hold a party for under­
privileged children during the Christmas season. 
Another successful year for Sigma Kappa came 
to a close with the Parents' Banquet and the Senior 
Tea and the farewell. 
Captures Spirit Of Christmas For Children 
SIGMA KAPPA-FRONT ROW : Carol Gu:- n (pan:1ellenic), Judy 
Boyer ( corresponding secretary), Ann McCall um ( reconiin:; secretary), 
Sylvia Chojrowski (rush chairman), Janet Ho: ,ick (presioent ) ,  Mary 
Jo Weyher (vice president), Barb Rounds ( treasurEr), Rita Rose 
( activities c:iairman ) ,  Sharon Gu three ( song leader). Carrie Foess 
(scholarship : ,  Marge Ockstadt; SECOND ROW: Diane Ulrich, Glenna 
Christie, Mar-y Barsanti, Janet Buchweitz, Joan Onica l<' ita Barnett, 
Lana Foster, Anne Witmer, Marie Miller, Frances Urbanek. Patricia 
Dorazio, Sandy Ward, Carole Flack, Linda Foster, Betty Lewis; THIRD 
ROW: Merry Belson, Carolyn Boarman, Linda Powers, Dava James, 
Cheryl Eib, Pat Brummer, Sue Helsten, Anita Heintz, Penny Gallo, 
Barbara Granger, Polly Myers, Becky Shoup, Rosie Bauer, Marilyn 
Goldstein. 
Sigma Nu Phi ... £\ctive In Philanthropic Projects 
J:·espite ha,:f1€ to use clasEroo:nE during rush while the unio:1 is under 
constructior, Si&ma Nu's er.jay the opport:mity ro ge: acqu1a.i,ted a: an 
e7ening r-.1sr party. 
SIDMA NU PH: - FRONT l<OVw: Fran::ine Fillinger (correspond­
in:; secretar!' :0, Margie Rile:i,, Margie Dc,neau, RE-gir.a Latosk: ( treas­
L�:r), Sanbet.1 Altman (president), Toren Sl:a.n ( vice prc,Eident). 
Lofarie Ang!= (recording secretary), Marl:ne Levine ( socid chair­
n1a.n), Donn, :Y.:acMeagher (.schot,nhip criairoan:, Linda M. LeE­
Chistorian), Na:icy Squire; SECO:r-;D ROW: Ja::ie !(3.y Petzrs, Sue 
Sigma Nu Phi, Eastern Michigan's local sorority 
on campus, began a busy year by undertaking sev­
eral new projects. Throughout New Student Days, 
the girls of Sigma Nu were seen lending assistance 
from information booths around campus to all new 
E.M.U. students. The sorority also took part in the 
university's Lend-a-Hand program by sponsoring 
an underprivileged child from the Ypsilanti area. 
The Sigma Nu's also found themselves in a 
whirl during the Homecoming festivities as they 
captured second place in both the Chick Relays 
and float entries. 
Among their philanthropy projects this year, the 
Sigma Nu Phi's contributed to the Rackham Hear­
ing Fund for the Deaf, prepared a Thanksgiving 
basket for a needy family, and made Christmas 
boxes for the women of Sunnyview Convalescent 
Home. 
To bring an eventful year to a close, Sigma Nu 
Phi held their annual spring dinner dance, sorority 
week-end and the senior farewell. 
McDowell, Carol Grezlik, Linda Neshkes, Elaine Kaupp, Dianne Erxle­
ben, Peggy Miller, Pam Smith. Barb Zahn, Linda Trott, Karin Hepting, 
Diane Fidler, Sheree Kopp, Janet Joseph; THIRD ROW: Kathy 
McKinley, Beth Wideman, Karen Fortunate, Elaine Gunsberg, Karen 
Locke, Susan Rowlands, Kris Kuhns, Bonnie Norberg, Christine Herbst, 
Sharron Perkins, Joan Zimmer, Joanie Buckley, Christine Hynett. 
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SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA-FRONT ROW: Nancy Wright, Mary 
Wynn, Linda Pilakowski, Rozi Bortman ( recording secretary), Jan 
Troy (vice president), Barbara Gleason (president), Carol Dickerson 
(treasurer), Mary Ann Donahue ( corresponding secretary), Madeline 
McGraw, Pam Seitz, Mary Kapnick; SECOND ROW: Linda Hubbard, 
Sue Shuring, Chris Koleff, Mary Ann Hunter, Barbara Jean Peck, 
Dianne- ZaV""pocki. Katl- :i. Kapetan, Mary Ellen McLean, Pat Gregory, 
Jeorif6 Pete:s . .  far:, �ar..e ?erguson, Susan King Schober, Barbara 
Po:t:r; TIDRD ROW D. :..ynne Demeter, Judi Rurstrom, Eileen 
:>wen, Te-er:a Huehes, L'k;.ry Moar, Mary Jane McDonald, Ellen West, 
3her:ily:1 Cable, :..inci:a Burce, Lynne Woertink, Diana Lautz, Ann 
Riding;;, May P.n:n \,\e rs, Lynne Stanton. 
Tri-Sigma Supports Rohh'ie Page Memorial Fund 
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Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority, founded on April 
20, 1898, was once again active in several social 
service projects this year. Their most significant 
program is the Robbie Page Memorial Fund for 
research in polio and similar diseases. This project 
is in memory of little Robbie Page, only son of 
Mary Hastings Halloway Page, a National Presi­
dent. The Omicron chapter of Tri-Sig here at 
Eastern shines shoes to raise money for the fund. 
Another example of Tri-Sigma's projects is the 
John Randolph Library, which is situated in a rural 
school associated with Farmville Teachers College. 
The Tri-Sigs support this by their contributions on 
Founder's Day. 
This spring was highlighted by the annual dinner 
dance and the senior farewell. Tri-Sigma was 
honored this spring by having one of their sisters 
chosen as a finalist for Cadet Colonel. 
Tri-�igma', :,nee agai::, sp01.cred their shoe shine in the union, in 
order :o con-rihut: to tl:e Rctbie Fage Memorial Fund. 
Zeta Tau Alpha Takes First Place In Chick Relays 
Zeta Tau Alpha, dedicated to .ntensifying friEnd-
3hips and the building .1p of a ::-.obler womanhood, 
::ompleted its third yea:- on Eastern's campU3. This 
year, Zetas not only took fint place in Chick Re­
.ays and second place in the tray loading ccntE-sts, 
but also maintained an outstE::1ding scholarship . 
.ZTA was also proud cf the many members who 
held campus offices, and espe::iaily of the fact t::lat 
:he President of A.W.S is a Zeia. 
This spring the Zetas workec busily on phi_an­
thropics and held their dinner dance in May at 
Pine Knob Ski Lodge. 
ZETA ':'AU ALPHA - FRONT ROW: Jacqueline Higgi:is, Joan 
Powell ,:corresponding secretary), Carol Hodson, Judy Hishop (vice 
presiden ) , Marge Hull (presiden:), Carol
:"'(l 
Furstenau (se,;retary), 
Marg,a ft.rvai (treasurer), Shirley Bush (bisbrian), Gail Curry, Carol 
Kuemer. SECOND ROW: Karen Perdue, Carol Rose, Judy Johnson, 
Betty Cislo, Sue Davidson, Joanne Schul.!, Fam Cross, Ba:-baLa Buch-
Zetas work on the:r homecoming float. 
inger, Fran Lcrant, Pat Walczak, Barbara Lucier, Vikki Williams, Sue 
Lamminen, L:mn Eabcock. THIRD ROW: Lynn Brookins, Janet 
Olsze-vski, Eli:abeth Loy, Ann Alleen, Ellen Blanchard, Carol Schultz, 
Bercr I Leas, Mary Ann Zeilinger, Karen Letts, Sharon Cross, Diane 
Heal}, Judy r:yro, Barbara Young, Andi Shupe, Lori Repella. 
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INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL - FRONT ROW: R. Shearer 
(advisor), ]. Boykin ( corresponding secretary), K. Mirer (presi­
dent), T. L01d (treasurer), F. Williams (recording secretary); 
SECOND �OW: ::. Lambrinns, F. Kalsic, B. Osak, G. l.\'.:ason, 
]. L. Waldi, R. :W.:cRl!yrolds, M. Cc.-en. 
I. F. C. Council Promotes Better Comm • • n1cat1on 
The Intertraternity Council is a coordinating 
body of all eocial fraternities on Eastern Michi­
gan's campus Its purpose is to bring unity to the 
Greek systerr and promote a mutual understand­
ing among th::! fraternities, faculty and administra­
tion. 
As well as governing and coordinating all rush 
activities, ths year the lnterfraternity Council 
worked with ?anhellenic to bring better communi­
cation between the Greeks and the campus. Also, 
in cooperation with Panhellenic, the I. F. C. co­
sponsored EEstern's spring carnival which was 
held the wee!-: of May 2nd. 
The Interfnternity Council organized the mandatory 
open house at which time rushees may become ac­
quainted wi·h E.M.U.'s fraternity men. 
ALP3A G.t..:MMA UPSILON - FRONT RC:V/: ALeo Prnrsall, Al 
Xinter, Da\ae Blair, V/oodro<N 1..1cEarg, Rote:t Hartmar., Kenneth 
Wenl::; SECOND ROW: Abe K'..aram Pete, BitLn, John Tu:iey (vice 
presdent), Ronald :'l'cssal (p:Esident), John HollaClll:; , secretary), 
William Lawrence (treasurer); THIRD ROW: Bruce Henry, Charles 
Dunleavy, William Osak, Stevan Taylor, Richard Botbyl, Richard 
Elie, John Lounsbury, Jr., Dennis Brinkerhoff, John L. Waldi. 
Alpha Gamma Upsilon Plans National Merger 
A broken :hariot does not stq:> ·:irothe:s Larry Meier, 3ob 
De-,enney, John Stegeman, and �ichard Elie :i:om ex:i:bit­
ing the true Greek s:::,irit during the annual Greek '/., eek 
celebration at Eastern Michii;s:n. 
Iota chapter of Alpha Gamma Upsilon w:1.s estab­
lished at Eastern Michigan on June 6, 19L8 under 
the leadership of Dr. John B. Virtue, pro:=essor of 
English. Alpha Gamma Upsilon is a national fra­
ternity consisting of 14 chapters in Ohio, Indiana, 
and Michigan. 
The 'Alpha Garn' tradition can easily be seen 
around the campus by the frequent appearance of 
the familiar 'black jacket' which bears thE- yellow, 
diamond-shaped crest of the fraternity. PhJanthro­
pic occasions for underprivileged children in the 
Ypsilanti area are a regular part of the fnrternity's 
history at Eastern. These are best represented by 
an Easter Egg contest for the children at Rackham 
and a Christmas party for the students of St. John 
Elementary School. 
Arrangements are currently underway :I.or a na­
tional merger of Alpha Gamma Upsilon -Nith the 
Alpha Sigma Phi national fraternity. ThE merger 
is expected to materialize before the end of the 
Spring semester. This will establish a national 
membership of fifty-seven chapters at sev=ral ma­
jor institutions including Wayne State, C. of M., 
and Michigan State University. 
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Sweethearts 
For Alpha Phi Alpl1.a 
Alpha Phi Alpha was the first Negro college 
fraternity and was founded at Cornell University 
in December of 1906. Epsilon Eta chapter was 
installed at Eastern Michigan in 1959. The pur­
pose of this fraternity, which is now both inter­
national and inter-racial, is to extend the feeling of 
Brotherhood to all who join the bond of Alpha 
Phi Alpha and to lift the hearts, minds, and souls 
of men to greater goals. 
Since their founding on Eastern's campus, the 
Alpha Phi's have displayed both scholastic emi­
nence and qualities of leadership. They have also 
participated in Interfraternity Council functions, 
fraternity sports and the Alpha Phi Alpha Na­
tional Convention held each year. The highlight of 
the year was their Sweetheart Ball, the "Black and ALPHJ. PHI Al.P3<\.-FRO:t1T ROW: Robert Hodge, Marvin Mc-
Gold." �nney BAC:{ P.CJ\W: Geo=ge Rice, R:ibe=t Caruthers, Fred Williams. 
SWEETHEART COURT-FRONT ROW: Grethelle Hunter, Robert ROW: Ge,01g� Rice-, l\.IislEI Sar_jen, Robert Caruthers, Judy Ga=ri-
Hodge, Frances Reed, Marvin McKinney, Evelyn Townsend; SECOND fon, Blythe =:,rrotl:e=s, Fred WcJ:ianis. 
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Arm Of Hono Celebrates Seventieth Anniversary 
The Arms prize winning float depicting Ford's first car in E.M.U. 
Homecoming J>arade. 
This year marked the seventieth anniversary of 
the Arm of Hono::- fraternity, the oldest fraternity 
on Eastern's campus. In celebrating their anniver­
sary, the Arm's held the Ball of Hon:Jr in January. 
Another highlight :>f the year was the annual spring 
dinner dance. Other activities in wtich the Arms 
took part included a Christmas party for unde::-­
privilei:;;ed children, the Snow CarniYal, the Greek 
Sing a:1d spring 'Neek-end as well as fraternity 
sports. 
The Ar:ns, fraterr:ity football champions, proudly accept 
the trophy af1er baving upset the Vets Club, victors of 
intrami.:ral foctba:I. 
ARM OF HOUOR-FRONT ROW: Mr. Lino (Advisor), Tom Lund 
(Sergeant-al-Arms), Dick Look (Secretar:,), Greg Christopher (Lord 
High), Ken Ba['T)a (President), Gary Giur.-eite (Vice-President), Con­
rad McRoberts (Pledgemaster), Bob Rac::ne (Treasurer); SECOND 
ROW: Serie 3arna, Tony Pappas, D:ck Cottrill, Jim Rogers, Tom 
Wilmot, Lacy Hawkins, Jim Davis, Jim Kurtz, John Needham; THIRD 
ROW: Norm She-Nchuk, Gilbert Gregory, Ron Laffieur, Tony Catros, 
Brian Bleasdale, Ron Shaffran, Jim Zoltowski, l\{ike Misiak, John 
Malay, Ed Popowtlc; FOURTH ROW: Jerry Accett�ro, John DeF'.)rd, 
Dave Vereb, John Gingrich, Greg Webster, Phil Tait, John Robertson, 
George Shroeder. 
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DELTA SIGMA PHI-FRONT ROW: George Rauf, Herb Riley, =1ave 
Vesil, Jerry Rushlaw, George Lambrinos, John Bararric, Dave De­
Boine; SECOND ROW: Ken Pound, Wes Wynn, Jim Uchele, Bruce 
Doll, Wynne Salow; THIRD RO\i\l: Gary Church, Dave Will &ms, 
Jay Kurth, Bob Farley, Tom Miller, Bill Clark, Dave Grindle, Gary 
Garley, Bob Shemmel, Ed Gallup; FOURTH ROW: Bill Clark, Jim 
Weston, Stew Israel, John Andrews, Bruce McLode, Don Shonta, Bill 
Culline, Dan Armstead, Jeff Barth. 
Delta Sigma Phi Holds Sailors Week-End 
The Delt Sigs deli§hted several of the Ypsilanti area under 
privileged children when they presented a Christmas party 
for them, with the girls of Sigma Kappa . 
The men of Delta Sigma Phi are proud of the 
fact that they are the first national fraternity to be 
founded on Eastern's campus. They have a long 
tradition of excellence which they have been liv­
ing up to this year. 
Once again the president of the fraternity pre­
sented trophies to the Homecoming Queen, Miss 
Teena Ford, and the members of her court be­
tween the halves of the Homecoming game. Also 
active in campus activities, the Delt Sigs partici­
pated in the Christmas Sing, the Sno-Carnival, and 
the spring week-end. 
This year the men of Delta Sigma Phi held a 
for several underprivileged children in the Ypsi­
lanti area during the Christmas season. The high­
light of the year was the Sailors Week-end of 
May 22. 
. . . And there goes the hood on this main attraction, which 
Delta Sigma Phi sponsors as tracition at the Greek Carnival 
each year. 
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Kappa' s Proud Of Members' 
Participat: ,g in in.ter-fratern:ty s.ports, thz men of Kappa A lph:c. 
P,i play the Te,c<2s in a basJ.etball game. 
KAP? -'\ ,!'.LPH:.4. PSI-FROKT ROW : Geoqe Mason, Walte7 Leroy 
Co!LnE, Richad Wa,hingtor: ( pre5idenf ) ,  Thomas Latimer, Louis Har-
Athletic Accomplishments 
The Delta Nu Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi was 
founded on Eastern's campus in May, 1955, at 
which time it became part of one of the largest 
national fraternities in existence. In 19 1 1  the fra­
ternity was initiated and has since grown to in­
clude over 200 undergraduate and 100 alumni 
chapters. 
The members of Kappa Alpha Psi engaged in 
both philanthropic and social activities. As one of 
their services, they presented food baskets to 
needy families at Thanksgiving. The main social 
event of the year for the Kappa's was their annual 
Sweetheart Ball, which was held in May. At that 
time the Sweetheart of the fraternity was chosen 
from the court. 
The fraternity not only participates in inter­
fraternity sports, but also is proud of the athletic 
accomplishments of some of its members. Olympic 
track star Hayes Jones is an alum of the Delta 
Nu chapter and another brother, Al Day, is a 
professional football player. 
rison; SECOND ROW : Lawrence Adams, Elichue Brunson, Robert 
Dungey, Love He Menzie, Bennie Brent (advisor ) .  
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KAPPA PHI ALPHA-FRONT ROW: Jim Keleojian, Gary Griswold, 
Jerry Joseph, Jim Lincoln, Dwight Durocher, Dennis M.acCulloch, 
Terry Husband; SECOND ROW: Larry Green, Ron Valenti, Frank 
Valenti, Tom Warden (Alpha), Dale Uhl, Jim Copp, TCI:l O'Brien, 
George Harrison; THIRD ROW : Gary Kent, Tom Cava, Joe Uhl, Mike 
Bojcun, Ralph Filzek, Don Keppy, Tom Otts, Howard Marderosian, 
Dick Buckhiem; FOURTH ROW: Mike Padgette, Jerry Oleszkowicz, 
Rick Onufrak, Jack MacClellan, Rick Steckley, Larry Andrews, Gary 
O'Connell, John Godre, Wayne Davidson. 
Kappa Phi Alpha Presents  Annual  Red Rose Bal l  
Kappa Larry Andrews relieves Rick Steckley 
in the Mad Man Marathon, in which KFA 
took first place. 
Disorganized organization seems to typify the 
talented KFA's at the 1964 Greek Sing, which 
merited second place. 
Kappa Phi Alpha, one of Eastern's local fra­
ternities aims to establish good scholarship, good 
fellowship, and good sportsmanship among its mem­
bers. The fraternity, founded in 1902, has always 
been active in both university and fraternity 
sports. As a service, this fall Kappa Phi also was 
host to a group of underprivileged children for a 
week-end at the house. 
This year Kappa Phi held its annual Red Rose 
Ball at the Inn America on December 12th. This 
marked the first time that this traditional social 
event was presented as a dinner dance. Heading 
the list of social activities for Kappas in the spring 
was their Spring Banquet, as well as the sprint 
carnival and the Greek Sing. 
PHI SIGMA EPSILON-FRONT ROW: Pat Murphy, Rick Pear­
sall, Lenny Sosnowski, Ron Santa Vicca, Tom McEvoy, Larry l\..1iller, 
Kirk Langer; SECOND ROW: Marty Ferman, Lister Worth, Doug 
Schroeder, Jim Dancer, Dwight Hinds, Tom Baty, Lenny Piazzon, 
John Loniewski, Paul Voorheis; THIRD ROW: Al Potratz, Van Bat-
sake,, Wayne Baile-_,, Mike Washburn Dal� BE.rtch, Doug Milkins, 
Don Kitchen, Tom -w:.5nE·r, Jim And�rs::m, Bruce Canp:>ell; FO-JRTH 
RO\V: Bill Gates, Jee Mcore, Leon Jo=s, ':'cm Smi:h, Neal Cook, 
Tom Timpf, Joe DeLcach. Drew Nev..la•ds, Anj!' Pazych, Bil. George. 
Phi Sigma Epsilon Sponsors Its A nua Slave Sa e 
The Lambda Chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon was 
founded on Eastern Michigan's campus in 1934. Since 
that date the Phi Sigs have been striving to advance the 
spirit of brotherhood by following the ideals of frater­
nalism and the traditions of Phi Sigma Epsilon. 
In addition to a full social calendar, the Phi Sigs spon­
sored certain charitable activities such as the Christmas 
party for underprivileged children and other philanthro­
pic projects with their sister sorority Sigma Sigma 
Sigma. 
The most well known activity sponsored on this cam­
pus by the Phi Sigs is the Phi Sig Slave Sale. At this 
sale, the members of the fraternity are auctioned off 
to the highest female bidders and they become their 
slaves for the next day. 
The highlight of the year was the annual dinner dance, 
which was held in the Spring. 
I 
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Sigma Tau Gamma has been in existence nationally 
since 1920, with chapters now scattered throughout the 
country. The chapter on Eastern's campus, Alpha Theta, 
was founded in 1948. 
During the school year, the fraternity took part in 
various activities. They participated in inter-fraternity 
sports, the Sno-Carnival, and spring week-end. The men 
of Sigma Tau Gamma joined their sister sorority, Alpha 
Sigma Tau, in sponsoring the first all-campus dance of 
the year, and in presenting a song at the annual Christ­
mas Sing. 
The main event on the social calendar was the White 
Rose Ball, which is held annually each spring. 
The Sig T= do a 1:ittl=l a.:i•er:isi-g around the =ampus 
during the Hcmecoming acti·,ities. 
Sigma Tau Gamma Holds Annual W 
• 
Ile ose Ball 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA-FRONT ROW: Tom Wharton, Bob Peter­
son, Todd Sebright, Tom Collins (president), Gerry Warsinski (advis­
or), Bill Israel, Bob Kingsley, Brian Beck; SECOND ROW: Chuck 
Maky, Tom Rothwell, Pat Korkenen, Carl Jawarski, Ray Hickner, 
Dave Malseed, Jim Lindberch, Gary Baldwin, Mike Turner, Don Carn-
bell, Bruce Grimm; THIRD ROW: DaY=l Hous-:::>n, Ted Frednclcson, 
Charlie Frank, Bill Esterliac!, Ray Bois\·e:iu<-, J ; _alph Petersor , Ric:C 
Tait, John Rosenberg, John :Michner, To::-:1 Redd .::k, Dave Cisco, \'er:i 
Vernick. 
1 
S:Gr.IA PI-FR:JHT RO\\,: Dick Y-oy, Eill •:router, Fred W. Kalsic, 
Dick McDa-ocgh; SECC,!'.-D ROW: Jim l\(air (treasurer), Steven 
R3ec (vice xe:cde,t), Dr;. Edmund S. Berc,ert (advisor), Ernest Kelm 
(president), Ray Stefanac (secretary); THIRD ROW: Chet Riley, 
Bill Bartlett, Craig Berger, Ron Folberg, William McShane, James 
Blaharski. 
Sign1a Pi Perpetuates Brotherhood 
Sigma Pi, which was organized in 1897 at Vin­
cennes University, came to Eastern's campus in 
May of 1961. Their purpose is the perpetuation 
of brotherhood among its members. 
This year the Sig Pi's took part in several cam­
pus and Greek-sponsored activities. Among these 
activities were Homecoming festivities, interfra­
ternity sports, and the spring carnival. The high 
light of the year was their semi-formal dance, the 
Orchid Ball, which was held in the spring. 
Rushees are introduced to Sigma Pi fraternity and its 
members at an IFC open house. 
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Tau Kappa Epsilon Again Spon.;ors :hick Relays 
The Delta Pi chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
founded on Eastern's campus in 1955, once again 
began a busy year by sponsoring the "Chick Re­
lays" during Homecoming week. Throughout the 
year the fraternity also participated in the Mad 
Man Marathon, interfraternity athletics and Greek 
Week. 
This year they also joined in with their sister 
sorority, Alpha Xi Delta, in presenting a medley 
of Children's Christmas favorites at the Christmas 
Sing. Also, in cooperation with the girls of Alpha 
Xi, Tau Kappa Epsilon presented "Double-Expos­
ure," an all-campus dance. The highlight of the 
year was the Washingtonian, the annual dinner 
dance which was held in February to celebrate 
Founders' Day. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON-FRONT ROW:. Robert Shusteric, George 
Tomi, R. 0. Andrus, Peter DiMercurio, R. F. Gacioch, J. W. Laminman, 
Jeff Carter; SECOND ROW: Robert Rouch, D. James Hadley, Jerry 
Boykin (historian), E. R. Bayer (secretary), Frank Urbanich (vice­
president), David Spangler (president), Anthony Ethinka (treasurer), 
Sorority women putid ;,ate in pie-Eating, a favorite event, at the Chick 
Relays which are spo:1sored by 'I au Kappa Epsilon annually during 
Homecoming week. 
Michi;oel Owens <clioa11=lain), JoJ:-n G. Simpson; THIRD ROW: Larry 
Schillinger, Dan 3ur:ka, R. R. l\t.:yrmel, K. A. Luenser, Elio Marulli, 
Matthew Brady, :errJ Bowling, Jerry Csatari, Ronald Gray; FOURTH 
ROW William ':'e3:, Louis Wi:nl:elhaus, Dave Court, Hildred Lewis, 
Bill J3cobs, Lonny H-:ad, Mich e Juntunen. 
T eta Chi Float Captures First Place 
THETA CHI-FRONT F'.O'N: Ed Homier, Terry Raven, Jin: Mar­
tin, Bob ;:cchel , Thete the d�, Cal Fletcher John :tv.:eyers, Alf-ed Mo­
sier, Lou Pan.!anaro; SECO:..-n ROW: William A. Loyd, Rol:er: S. 
John5too, Richard M. Willi•!e, Paul Eisele (,:haplain), Ed Ma,E �presi­
dent!, C::iarles Ford (vice-president), ScEV= Piereson ( corre!l}:rnding 
��creti;.r:,:. W lliam Ree, HJw3rd Booth, Allen Kreinbrin€;; TH:RD 
ROW: Tom Buckoley, Marty Gibbons, John Barrett, Jr., Tom Ford, 
Ray Doeksen, Tom Grunder, Bob Stockton, Jonas Halonem, Wayne 
Patalon, Jerry Udell, Joe Gotz; FOURTH ROW: John Salan, Gae 
Montante, Bob Dazy, Ralph Wiktor, Jim Coburn, Gary Campo, David 
F. Lutchka, Gary L. Fillmore, Steve Adamick, Tom Tate, Dave Bianco, 
Ken Jones, Wayne Schultz (advisor). 
The Epsilon Mu chapter of Theta Chi, founded 
on Eastern's campus in May of 1960, was active 
this year in both social and athletic activities. In 
the Homecoming festivities the Thetas won first 
place with their float entree. They also partici­
pated in the Snow Carnival and were honored to 
have their candidate, Margaret Lamb, on the Sno­
Queen's Court. Other activities included a Christ­
mas party for under-privileged children, which was 
given with Delta Zeta sorority, and Greek activi­
ties of the spring carnival. 
The founders of Theta Chi based beliefs in their 
fraternity by establishing their ideals in the prim­
acy of the Alma Mater, in the usefulness of their 
fraternity, and in its influence and accomplish­
ments. Through perpetuating the ideals of Theta 
Chi, members serve their community, nation and 
fellow man. 
After hours of construction, the Theta Chi's float is 
ready for the Homecoming parade. 
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C.S.R.0. members look over list of pro5rams they ,ave sponsored this year 
The Council of Student Religious Organizations, 
which is made up of two representatives from each 
religious group, has been very busy in sponsoring 
and promoting student activities this year. 
In the spring the Council presented "Kaleido­
scope," a program that was designed to acquaint 
new students with the rich cultural "goings on 
about campus". 
Continuing for the fifth year was the Concert­
Lecture Series with such well-known speakers as 
Vance Packard and Erwin Canham, editor-in-chief 
of the Christian Science Monitor. A photographic 
exhibition and presentation of Mozart's REQUI­
EM headline the balance of the series. 
C. S. R. 0. also sponsored the Fireside Chats, 
which were held every Sunday evening from No­
vember to March in the homes of Eastern's faculty 
members. The firesides provided an out-of-class 
opportunity for informal student-faculty meeting, 
as well as discussion of matters of recent interest 
and mutual concern. 
In the months ahead, the Council is planning 
for the eventual purchase of a camp site and de­
velopment of a workshop retreat center. C.S.R.O. 
has drawn plans for an experimental pre-orienta­
tion workshop for new students next September. 
C.S.R.O. Governs Religious Organizations 
COUNCIL OF STUDENT RELIGIOUS ORGANIZA­
TIONS - FRONT ROW: Jeannie REid, Mary Lang, 
Art Klute, Galen W. Mund..,i_der, Sue Grossman; SEC­
OND ROW: Mary Be-gsma, Roberta Jameen, Carol Gunn, 
Linda Arabat, Bob Peterson, Russ McREynolds, Marilyn 
Kl.3n, Beth Hartley, Ronald Hofsess, Chuck Minneman, 
THIRD ROW: Pat Wesley, Karen Locke, Bill Collins. 
FOURTH ROW: F'red Retzloff, Charlotte Tolonen, Lee 
DEtl offi, John Seidelman, Burt Fogelman, Tom Filip, 
Dcug Wieneke. 
The Lutheran Student Association encourages 
and develops Christian knowledge and fellowship 
among the students. This is accomplished through 
meetings, lectures, guest speakers, grol.4) meetings 
and activities with the Lutheran Org1¥1ization of 
the University of Michigan, and regula::- Thursday 
get-togethers. 
Some activities that it sponsors is a joint hay­
ride with the Newman Club, joint me�tings with 
Gamma Delta, carolling at Christmas ard a retreat 
in the Fall. 
Any member or prospective memt.er of the 
American Lutheran Church in Americc: is eligible 
to join. 
Gamma Delta Stimulates 
Christian Fait 
GAMMA DELTA-FRONT ROW: 
Karl Stuef, Roberta Jamsen, Linda 
Thompson, Elaine Schorling ( vice­
president), Doug Wienske (presi­
dent), Jaime Camacho (treasurer), 
Dottie Erzthaler (secretary), Mrs. 
Devonia Stein, Stephen Stein (Vi­
car); SECOND ROW: Melodie An­
sted, Lynn Gray, Karen Wagner, Gin­
nie Rondinella, Joan Rosentrater, Jess 
Sough, Karen Konkel, Carol Cramer, 
Bonnie Landt, Noel F'Geppert, Betty 
Givinsky; THIRD ROW: Marilyn 
Klann, Sharon Marshall, Kathy Waltz, 
Nana Paldi, H. Camilli, Aaron Brew­
er, Thomas Freitag, Ronald Sell, Car­
ole Fox, Cathy Meer, Kathy Mclner­
ney, Jan Brewer. 
LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIA­
TION-FRONT ROW: Karen Locke, 
Rev. Paul Pretzlaff (adviser), Lynn 
Brookins (vice-president), Fred Retz­
loff (president), Kay Volkmar ( sec­
retary), Dave Johnson (treasurer); 
SECOND ROW: Joan C. Aro, Kathy 
O'Brien, Cathy Kelly, Lois Tacia, 
Charlene Jarvela, Pat Luptak, Linda 
Ramlow; THIRD ROW: Barbara 
Piotter, Lynn Daniels, Linda Palo, 
Ruth Williamson, Carol Brooks, Galen 
W. Mundwiler. 
L.S.A. Encourages 
Christian Fellowship 
Through unity of a common religion and fellow­
ship and by participation in an international group, 
Gamma Delta stimulates Christian faith and good­
will on campus. 
At their weekly Wednesday night meetings vari­
ous topics are discussed by panels of students and 
speakers. In the fall, Gamma Delta conducted a 
workshop, Leadership conference, a picnic, square 
dances, and was active in Homecoming activities. 
In December, they sponsored a Christmas party 
for underprivileged children. In the spring semes­
ter, they held a winter camp. 
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WESLEY FOUNDATION-FRONT ROW: 
Pat Wesley, Kay Vander Eyk, Donna Hutch­
inson, Ron Hofsess (president), W. T. Browne 
(chaplain); SECOND ROW: Gerry Cross, 
Evelyn Cole, Ellen Strait, Joanne Weed, Lau-
Wesley Conducts 
Experiment 
The Wesley Foundation is the ministry for the 
national Methodist student program to provide for 
the religious needs of students on campus. 
Some of its activities include a weekly Sunday 
worship, Sunday evening supper and discussion, 
commuter students' lunch at Starkweather, publica­
tion of periodic newsletters, and a resident Chris­
tian community experiment where students reside 
in a Wesley House. 
rie La Vasseur, Nancy Howeth, Jacolyn Ostran­
der; THIRD ROW: Bill Phillips, Bill Drum­
mond, Judy Hutchinson, Pam Parry, Vonna 
VonRenner, Bill Strait. 
C. S. 0. Sponsored 
Lecture 
The Christian Science Organization provides the 
community with an opportunity for learning about 
Christian Scientists. In the fall it held a reception 
for all students interested in Christian Science and 
sponsored a lecture entitled "Where Are You Go­
ing" with speaker, Elbert Slaughter. During the 
year, students attended the weekly testimony meet­
ings, and the C.S.O. bi-annual meeting in Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION-FRONT ROW: Diane 
Wiles (treasurer), Beth Hartley (vice-president), Mary Lang (president), 
Donald Kleinsmith (advisor), SECOND ROW: John Camberlain, Jill 
Congdon, Annabelle Johnson, Viola Hargrave, Doug Craig. 
EASTERN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP, 
FRONT ROW: Joyce Gill, Dane Pope 
(treasurer) ,  Mary Alice Stutesman ( vice­
president) ,  John Seidelman (president) ,  
Charlotte Tolonen ( corresponding secre­
tary ) ,  Sue Fabsker ( recording secretary ) ,  
Growth Through 
Reverence 
The purpose of the Eastern Christian Fellowship 
is to encourage a reverance of the Lord Jesus Christ 
and growth in Christian discipleship through indi­
vidual and group Bible study, prayers, discussions, 
conferences, and speakers. Everyone is welcome to 
attend their meetings. 
EASTERN ORTHODOX STUDENT FELLOWSHIP -
SITTING: Carole Jury, Vicky McCreedy (secretary ) ,  
George Lambrinos (president) ,  Rev. John Kamelahi (ad­
visor) ,  John Arabatgis ( vice president) ,  Stella Athans 
Cathie Smith; SECOND ROW: Done Ald­
rich, Sandy Picklesimer, Larry Davenport, 
Peter Collins, Anne Berry, Barbara Rozelle, 
Merry Miller, Ruth Munro, Shirley Smith, 
Gail Neubauer, Jear: Ayes. 
First Year for E.O.S.F. 
This is the first year on campus for the Eastern 
Orthodox Student Fellowship. The purpose of this 
group is to bring together Orthodox students and 
to learn more about the Orthodox religion. 
Any Orthodox student is invited to attend the 
semi-monthly Wednesday night meetings which 
usualy end in an informal coffee hour. 
Several lecture-s and discussions have already 
been held and more are planned for in the future. 
(treasurer) ,  Cynthia Karay; ST ANDING : Spiros Espinel, 
Gerald Meszaros, Arxlrew George, Melinda Fotis, Dean J. 
Roopas, Eva Voltzixos, Abe Karam, Betty S. Marks, John 
Pari:;, Bonnie Smith Sotos Antoniades. 
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B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL FOUNDATION-FRONT ROW : Steve 
Young (publicity chairman), Alan Levine (co-religious chairman), 
Hirsche! Levine (treasurer), Burt Fogelman (president ) ,  Marilyn 
Nelson (vice-president ) ,  Elaine Kratze ( social chairman), Norm 
Slabosky ( membership chairman), Marv Davidson ( c:i-religious 
chairman); SECOND ROW : Marty Cohen, Jerome Weinrtein, Peg­
gy Feuer, Elliot Feldman, Francis Brogman , Steve Bayer, Sam 
Ninth Year For Hi l le l  
B'nai B'rith Hillel is a religious organization 
serving Jewish s;:udents on Eastern's campus. Its 
purposes are religious, cultural and social. Hillel 
has been a recognized organization since 1956 and 
this past year has been its most successful. The 
organization has worked to promote a better un­
derstanding between Jewish students and those of 
all other faiths on our campus. 
WESTMINSTER FELLOWSHIP-FRONT ROW: Bill 
Collins, William Coelius (vice-president), Bernice Adams 
(secreta�y), Richard Nisbet (advisor), Robert Peterson 
Leiter, Robin Schwartz, Sue Scdol, Glenn Sidder. Joel Marwil, Jeff 
Ingber, Barbara Rubin, Sue Greenberg, Vick Miller; '::':1IRD ROW: 
Carol Dunn, Marjorie Sobel, � ue Stanbury. Rosalie G�een, Sandra 
Sklar, Miriam Lu,chansky, Ar: Brand, Sharon Dor:i, 2aryl Myer­
son, Andrea Olstein, Anne Sills, Dennise Zamler, Marl�:1= Kraft, Mel 
Tur bow. 
W.P.F.  Held Ret reat 
The Westminster Fresbyterian Fellow;;hip was 
established on Eastern's campus in 1960 and has 
been growing steadily since that time. It provides 
an opportunity for students to reach a common un­
derstanding and knowledge of Presbyterian doc­
trine through united fellowship. Usually ir the fall, 
the group holds an off-campus retreat. Th_E year it 
was at Ca:np Holiday in Ortonville, Michigan. 
(president); SECOND ROW: Diane Reese, Jeanne Proven­
zano, Dale Cum�ings, Robert Hannah, Christine Hutch­
enson, Sue War:1er, Mary Bag:nalb. 
NEWMAN APOSTOLATE - FRONT ROW: Mike Knox, Mary 
Carol Brickman, Simone Cotag, Karen Corkins, Debbie Daniels, Elaine 
Pero, Janet Heil, Joanne Aylward, Mary Krull; SECOND ROW: Don­
na Gizybowski, Mary Bergsma (president), Tom Filip, Sharyl Dennis, 
Jim MacNamara, Kay Guitar, Karen Momenee, Wilma Knapp; THIRD 
ROW: Diane Sprague, Simonne Lada, Karen Keyser, Barbara Gritz, 
Kathy Hughi!s, :::arol Souva, Pat Riley, Kaye Johnson, Kathy Harvey, 
Marty Garety, Jnan Zavarise, Janet Lucas, Janet Wheeler, Mike Gillen­
birk, Tim Hone5; FOURTH ROW: Larry Rosso, John Carlton, Shir­
ley Collison, PEul Ricl:ards, Sharon Kaczor, Blair Ringree, l\Cary Jo 
Vloet, Henry l\lanor, Claudia Zeller, Gay Zi:nmer, Marge Poremba, 
Tim Cummings, Kathleen Memonee, Linda Sherwood. 
Pope John XXIII Student Center Built 
The Newman Club is the Catholic student organ­
ization. This will be the last year for the Newman 
Club on campus, as with the opening of the Pope 
John XXIII Student Center and the Holy Trinity 
Chapel the club will be disbanded and EMU Cath­
olic students will all be members of the Holy 
Trinity Chapel. 
The highlights of Newman activities were the 
annual Ski-Retreat during semester break and the 
series of lectures on Christian marriage during 
Lent. 
A closed retreat was held in October, and a 
forum of seven speakers provided for the educa­
tional aspect of the club. 
The year was climaxed with the dedication of 
the student center and chapel. 
Father Broderick, Mary Bergsma, and Mr. Frank Wawrzaszek visit the site of 
the Newman I Student Center during its construction. 
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UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST FELLOWSHIP-FRONT 
ROW: Ann McCallum, Rev. John Adams, Ruth Hall (advis­
or), Dr. and Mrs. Fitch (advisors), Art Klute; SECOND 
ROW: Joan LaRue, Janice Garland, Ann Berry, Sarah Fergu­
son, Kathy Chipman, Carol Gunn, Mike Fox. 
United Church of Christ Fellowship 
Sponsors Koinonia 
Candlelight at Koinonia Coffee House casts a warm 
glow on the faces of Guy Monroe and Rona Zenk as 
they pause over soft drinks. 
The purpose of the United Church of Christ Fel­
lowship is to develop and deepen Christian com­
mitments by various discussions and service proj­
ects. Fellowship and unity are the general tones of 
this group which helps to attract students to its 
goals anq purposes. 
The group's main activity is the sponsoring of 
Koinonia, a coffeehouse in Starkweather Hall. Its 
activities also include a Student-Faculty dinner, 
retreats, guest speakers, a potluck dinner, and a 
Christmas decoration party at the church. 
Brown Holds Diamond Dinner 
Brown Hall participates m many activities on Eastern'� campus, plus it 
creates others for its residents. Homecom.-ig Week always �ees the residence 
hall beautifully decorated, of which all residents and staff are proud. 
Other activities which Brown Hall sponsors are the Diamond Dinner for all 
girls who have become engaged during tl:e year, a semi-formal dance, Dad's 
Day, Mother's Day, and Little Sister's \Veek-end. The residents of Brown 
also participate in many of the inter-dorm activities such as vo[eyball, basket­
ball, and baseball. 
BROWN HALL COUNCIL - FRONT ROW: Charlene Jarvela, 
Pat Barker, Sasandra Berry, Diane Cannon, Cathy MacMichael, Joan 
Zimmer, Karen Rajczi; SECOND ROW: Jan Ostewski, Maureen 
Walsh, Kathy Adams, Bonnie Parker (vice-president), Monica Babik 
( resident assistant), Gail Palms ( resident assistant), Mrs. Stinson 
( head resident), Mitz,i Manning (president), Beverly Shafer ( resi-
dent assistant), Judy Davidson, Mary Ann Mead, Connie Wilson; 
THIRD ROW: Diare Pierce, Candy Cady, Joy Newcomer, Susan 
::..awrence, Pam Kolo�ick, Barbara Wingate, Rene Sc-ieible, Kathy 
Yeager, Sue Davidson, Barbara Rang, Pam LeBlanc, Jo Anne �chulz, 
Ann Travis, Loretta \\"illiams, Barbara Buchinger, Mar lyn Nahoum, 
Grace Perna. 
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EUELL HOUSE COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: Ernie Lixey, Don 
\,/ilson, Mr. David E. Leveille, Da'e Toler, Harold Dittenber. Larry 
Cinningham; BACK ROW: John Arabatgis, Marty Cohen, Jim 
Carey, Joe Jeannette, Ed Cibor. 
BUELL SPONSORS FUN FOR ALL 
The men of Buell Hall contribute much to East­
ern's campus, especially in leadership. Buell parti­
cipates in Homecoming each year by entering a 
float in the parade and also by decorating the 
dorm. It has an annual scholarship dinner and it 
also sponsors mixers. 
The main highlight for the dorm is Buell 
Week-end. Each spring the men of Buell sponsor 
a week-end of fun which includes contests, such as 
the pie eating contest, and other special activities. 
During this time the men choose a queen to reign 
over the festivities. The winner will then be en­
tered as their candidate the following fall for 
Homecoming Queen. 
Downing Strives For Community Relatio11s 
The women of Downmg Hall, numbering ap­
proximately three hundred, are proud of their ac­
complishments during the past year. Under the 
guidance of Miss Verna M. Carson the girls cap­
tured first rl.1ce in residence hall decorations for 
the fifth year in succession dunng the Homecoming 
celebrations. Their theme was "It's All Greek To 
Me" and it contrasted the old with the new and 
the commumty with the umvers1ty. 
Somethmg new was i:.dded this year in Down­
ing. Dunng the snow storm, when clac;ses were 
can elled, qn imp.omptu aucticn was held in the 
recreation room. Ht.rt lost articles from prev·ous 
years wert.. sold to residerts. The proceeds then 
were g·v n to t1-,e Ypsilanti Foundation for the 
Greek Theater. 
The mam goal of the Downing residents is to 
promote better relations between the community 
and the uni, Prs1ty. Other activities �nclude Dad's 
Day, Mom's WE�k-end, Little Sister's Week-end, 
corndo. d.nners, and adopting a family through the 
Campus Service Corps Lend-a-Hand Program. 
DOWNING HOUSE COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: Joanne Cau, Barb 
Lake, Jan Joseph, Dottie Boardman, Judy Teachworth, Bonnie 
Williams, Jackie Higgins; SECOND ROW: Judy Crouch, Natalie 
Hack, Jan Ebling, Judy Boyer, Nancy Squires, Jan Holvick, Ruth 
Peck, Sharon Baker, Barb Thompson; THIRD ROW: Merry Belson, 
Ann Kinsey, Karen Herman, Fran Lorant, Luree Burwitz, Miss Car-
"De· I :::ear a hii;;her hid?• 
son, Joyce St:'ite, Cooki� B:imar, Mary Warner, Jar.�t Fost:r, Fran 
Urbanek, Nancy Cutthterso::1; FOURTH lcOW: Ga:.-le Salo, METge 
Perimba, Jc, :Ell�n Peterso::1, Cynthia Sk:m,ron, Linda PilikuAki, 
Judy Kehler, Par.:i Smith, Donna Traylor-, Nancy Norberg, Billie 
Stevens, Sue Rol1cn:!L 
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GODDARD HALL HOUSE COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: Alice 
Hen-y, ::.:aren Perd.1e, Barbara Poplo.vski, Lois F3::ia, S.tella Athens; 
:':ECOND ROW: Judy B shop, Bev-erly Thurm3n. Arm Hitchman, 
Mrs_ C.:i�herin.e Hallowe:I, Gayle CJlgan, Lind.3 Baurer; THIRD 
ROW: Carol Meade, Linda Guy, Carole Stewart: FOURTH ROW: 
Pat Carleski, Pat Bowman, Sharon Hamilton, Mary Fo Vloet, Elea­
nor Boluk, Judith Pittel, Mila Morris, Rose Musch, Kay VanderEyk, 
Nancy Overly. 
Goddard Promotes Friendship 
"�ou'ce r.ot my little sister!" 
The girls of Goddard Hall enjoyed a year of fun 
and friendship with not a moment to spare in their 
busy social curriculum. 
Pixie Week, an annual affair, takes place in the 
fall. With Christmas approaching, the dorm saw a 
complete change of scene inside as well as out. 
The Jones-Goddard sing added to the festivities. 
Early spring afforded the girls an opportunity 
to honor their parents on Dad's Day and Mom's 
Day. Entertainment, refreshments, games, and fun 
occupied a major portion of each of these days. 
An entire week-end was also devoted to Goddard 
girls' younger sisters, giving them a peek at campus 
life. 
JONES HALL H:JUSE COUWCIL-F�ON':' ROW: Gail Trailor, 
:::arolyn Li�i"berma, Betsy Shaffer, Jooy Fit.:i:atr ck, Sandy Webb, 
Marlene S:,Jincla, Susan Hayfrar; SECOND RCW: Richie Sher­
:nan, Karer_ Ber.s01 Sandy �css, rJarga-et Eranc:, Annette Forbes, 
Norma Heneka, Fran Hoppingarden, Joan Powell, Barb Bowes; 
THIRD ROW: Charon Coston, Mary Ellen Fleming, Ros Erat, Pat 
VanAshe, Marg Twork, Helen Rowe, Ann Breitenwescher, Kathy 
Robinson, Pat Frantic, Joan Rupert, Carrie Foess. 
Joi e8 Presents Spring Fashions 
Marie Svitkovich modeJs a n,;:w sp-ing fashion. 
Pride in their residence hall marks the girls of Jones 
Hall. Named in honor of Lydia I. Jones, Dean of Wom­
en from 1924-1939, the residence hall was constructed 
in 1949. 
The year's activities began with the traditional "Pixie 
Week" which helps bring the residents closer together. 
Of course, Christmas always finds Jones Hall beautifully 
decorated in the true Christmas spirit. 
With spring comes the traditional Parents' Day, Little 
Sister's Week-end, and the formal dance held in May. 
This year for the first time, Jones sponsored a fashion 
show which proved to be a great success. 
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Before the J ack-o-lantern walk. 
The women of Goodison Hall strive for unity 
not only within the dorm but also among dorms. 
One way Goodison tries to achieve this unity is 
by decorating and distributing J ack-o-lanterns 
each Halloween. Each Halloween Eve the wom­
en of Goodison are seen serenading the dorms 
and leaving a Jack-a-lantern behind. 
Other activities of the dorm include the Sen­
ior breakfast, the dorm formal, and participation 
in Homecoming. 
GOODISON STRIVES FOR UNITY 
GOODISON HOUSE COUNCIL-Front Row: Liz Loy, 
Joyce Blaker, Judy Gibbs, Lynne Simon, Susann Mieden, 
Connie Mathews, Maryann Cannaert; Second Row: Mar­
cia Giles, Carolyn Wilk (Resident Assistant), Donna 
Yape (Social Chairman), Kathy Mark (Treasurer), 
Linda Foster (Vice-president), Chan Hart (President), 
Linda Jean Beasley (Secretary), Joanne Barkume (Resi­
dent Assistant), Grace Choy; Third Row: Sharon So­
lish, Marilyn Herkimer, Pammengel, Luvene Appling, 
Colby Hart, Sylvia Barge, Mary Jane Klepac, Ann 
Ridings, Sandy Cowan, Kathy Sutter. 
King Celebrates 
King Hall, Eastern's oldest dorm is celebrating i 
its twenty-fifth anniversary this year. The tradition 
which has developed in this dorm reaches its high­
est peak when the King girls celebrate Christmas 
in the spirit and customs of many different lands. 
The girls also sponsor a Christmas party for under­
privileged children. 
In October, the King girls devote a special day 
to their dads. This gives the fathers a chance to 
become acquainted with one another, the univer­
sity, and campus life. 
KING HALL HOUSE COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: Kathy Gambl,a, Pat 
Kutz, Jeri Berger, Joan Snyder, Jean Stesart, Carol Gaffney, Mary 
Ann Poluito, Diane St. Pierre, Kaye Lani Pflepson; SECOND ROW: 
Carol Kobane, Evy Brettschneider, Barb Brown, Pat Salata, Mrs. Ster­
ling, Sandie Saigh, Marilyn Hodges, Sally Fedus, Connie Harrison, 
ts Twenty-Fifth 
King's Homecaning cotton field. 
Bet;y Rushen; THIRD ROW: Jan ,lavko, Pat Brummoar, Mary Lou 
Ber.es, Peggy Muz.::arelli, Linda Barker, Linda Thompson, Connie 
Speo::k, Terry Spiker Elaine K anitz, Karen Milton, Rosie Bauer, Judi 
Nie d, Sue Gross:nan, _:-oan Waite, ],•an Simmons. 
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MUNSON HOUSE CC•UWC:L-FaON':" ROW: Har:k Plante, Jim 
Mair, Gary Kastel, F.a,y 3oiw:r:.ue SE(OND ROW Jim Barnes, 
Bill Thompson, Fred Kalsic, AI Kilby, Randy Kite, Bill Ebinger. 
M 11nson Sponsors Lectures and Movies 
Austrian consul speE.k,; t,J stllde:its in •r3 of tlte 
Foreign Affairs lect.Jres spons::rec b). J.iluns01 
198 Hall. 
A very necessary part of residence hall life is the 
opportunity to participate in activities. This is what 
Munson Hall offered to Eastern students this year. 
Munson sponsored both a lecture series and a series 
of the top movies. Both of these were free and open 
to all. 
Munson Hall also participated in intramural 
activities throughout the entire year. Among the 
formal activities held in the hall are the scholar­
ship dinner, which honors residents having a high 
scholastic average and a special dinner for the 
graduating seniors. 
Wise Begins Traditions 
Wise Hall, Eastern's newest dorm, opened in the 
spring of 1964. 
Traditions begun in Wise Hall include the 
beautiful Christmas decorations, both inside and 
out, the Christmas sing, and a Parent-Faculty Tea 
held in December to give the parents and faculty 
a chance to become acquainted. 
Other activities include "Pixie Week," a candle· 
light breakfast, a senior dinner, and a lend-a-hand 
program where the girls help underprivileged 
children. 
WISE HALL HOUSE COUNCIL-FRONT ROW: JoAnn Zelek, Su­
san Lebowitz, Bechy Shoup, Virginia Knight, Judy Heckathorn, Har­
riett Burton; SECOND ROW: Geri Stein, Mary Jo Weyher, Linda 
Robinson, Mrs. Burke, Christopher, Marcy Ryznar, Sharron Guthrie, 
Snow sce:1e, as seen from Wise's louni;e. 
Janet Thompson, Geri Ouchi; THIRD ROW: Carrol Simmons, An­
nette Gerlach, Judy Kyro, Danna Shirtliff, Chris Meloney, Sarah Clock, 
Kathy Williams, Teena Ford, Polly Myers, Donna Blossom, Rosemary 
Krajewski. 
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Pine Grove Offers oder"l Reusing Units. 
Picturesc111e Married Life 
"Wait for me!" 
Spacious Living At Corf1ell Courts. 
"['ti Ne� r G t Arywhcre At fhis Rate." 
"Look What I Fe i.:nd." 
• Serenity," as viewed from Pine Grove. 
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Martha Best Hall Now Under Construction 
Best as seeo betWa?E-n the Dining Commer.s ar:c. Do...,ninr;. 
Best Hall will be the fourth 
residence hall in the Downing, 
Wise, Buell complex. The new 
hall will be occupied in the fall 
of 1965. 
Holy Trinity • Chapel and Student 
The Pope John XXIII Catholic Student Center and Holy Trinity Chapel now under 
construction on West Forest. 
Center Built at EMU 
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Seniors 
It is the end and the beginning for Eastern's 
1965 graduating Seniors. 
Years of study and careful preparation are at 
an end as Eastern's newest graduates stand on 
the threshold of society. 
Though it has been a long, hard, and some­
times overwhelming educational process, it is 
always with mixed emotions that our Seniors 
prepare to leave the safe and familiar world of a 
college student for the unknown and strange 
world of adulthood. 
Four years and 124 credit hours ago, these 
same Seniors stood poised upon another thres­
hold. With high school behind and college before 
them, they were frightened, naive, and uncer­
tain about their future. 
Now, their fears have turned to self-confi­
dence, their naivete has become a quiet wisdom, 
and their uncertainties have been replaced by a 
more mature decisiveness. 
The greater part of their education is now 
complete and Eastern's Seniors are ready to dis­
band and live what they have spent so long in 
learning. 
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COMMENCEMENT 
. . an end and a beginning. 
MONICA A. ADDISON 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
CAROLE B. ADERHOLDT 
CARRIE J. ABERNATHY 
Education, B.S. 
Mentally Handicapped 
DAVID A. ACTON 
CONRAD J. AFFHOL TER 
Education, B.A. 
Junior-Senior High 
VIRGINIA A. ABRAM 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
DIANE F. ADAMS 
Liberal Arts, B.S. 
Secondary 
JONATHAN S. AGUTU 
Business, B.B.A. 
Business Administration 
RICHARD C ALBRECET 
Busines� Adm=aistration, B.S. 
Marketi,g 
RALPH S. ALLEN 
Educ.-ation, B.S. 
Spee<:h 
JOHN S. AR•.BATGIS 
Education 
Later Elemen:1ry 
MARION L. ALDER 
Educat:on, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
SHAKIR M. ALSAID 
Education, B.S. 
D·amati.c Arts 
GERALD A. ARMSTRCJ'.-G 
Business, B.B.A. 
Accou,ting 
JANET A. ALFORD 
Education, B.S 
Later Element..-y 
RICHARD L. AMBS 
B·.1siness Administra6on, B.B.A. 
Business Administrat on 
JOAN C. ARO 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementa-y 
LOIS E. ALLEN 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Prc,-Social Work 
MARIE T. ANGLIM 
Edocation, B.S. 
Me•tally Handicapped 
MARCARET A. ARYA! 
Education, B.A. 
Junior-:Senior High 
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MITRA ASHRAF! 
French, B.A. 
GERALD G. AUTHIER 
Education, B.S. 
Industrial Arts 
MARY C. BABIAN 
Education, B.S. 
Library Science 
ROBERT ASKEW 
Education, B.S. 
Junior-Senior High 
MAE AXELFO:)D 
MONICA 1\.1. BA.BIK 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Educat:.on 
JUDITHANN AUCUTT 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
DONALD R. AYLSWORTH 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
KA THERINE A. BALD RICA 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
WILLIAM D. AUTEN 
ARLENE V. AZNAVORIAN 
English Literature, B.S. 
Secondary 
SHIRLEY R. BALOW 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
JOANNE B. BARKUME 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elenwrtary 
TOMALEE BATTE 
Education, B.S. 
Business 
MARGARET E BEARDSLEE 
Education, B.S. 
Business Educat:on 
KENNETH K. BARNA 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
LYNDA K. BAUER 
s�condary Education, E.A. 
S-:,anish 
BRIAN J. BECK 
Biology, A.B. 
Pre-medicine 
W:LLIAM C. BARR 
LAUREL R. BAUMAN 
Edu:ation, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
CATHERINE J. BECKER 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
RUTH G. BASEORE 
EdLcation, B.S. 
Ear�y Elementar� 
SUZANNE BEAM 
Special Educaticn, B.S. 
M<31tally Handicapped 
RICHARD S. BECKER 
Educ:ation, B.A. 
Mathematics 
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CLIFFORD M. BELLERS 
Business Administration, B.S. 
Management 
ROBERT C. BENEDICT 
Arts and Science, B.S. 
Pre-Law 
PIERRETTE BERARD 
Education, B.A. 
High School 
PHYLLIS I. BELOW 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
DOROTHY L. BENNETT 
LOUISE I. BERGER 
Education, B.S. 
Occupational Therapy 
DIANE M. BENCIK 
Education, B.M.E. 
Music 
KAREN L. BENSON 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
MARY J. BERGSMA 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
CAMILLE E. BENDA 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education ( Deaf) 
CHARLES A. BENTLEY 
Education, B.A. 
Mathematics, Secondary 
RUDOLPH R. BERNICK 
Special Education, B.S. 
Mentally Handicapped 
CARL F. BIHLMEYER 
E,gineering:, B.S. 
Irdustrial Technology 
NANCY A. BLOM 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JOAN M. BOCKBRADEF 
3;ducation, B.S. 
?b.rsical Education 
JUDY M. BISHOP 
Education, S.S. 
Early Elementary 
DONNA L. BLOSSOM 
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
ELEANOR E. BOLUK 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
\'IRGINIA A. BLIED 
Ed11cation, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
THOMAS J. BLUE 
Busir.es; Administration, B.B.A. 
Marketing 
HO'NARD D. BOOTH 
Art� and Sciences, B.S. 
Pre-Med 
MARILY:r,.; J. BLO::JMFIELD 
Educat or., B.S. 
Occupaticrel Therapy 
LA�R':' H. BLl'GRIND 
JANICE E. BORKOWSKI 
Busi,ess. B.S. 
Busi,ess Educatio, 
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JO.e.N C. BOSCA 
Mu;ic, B.M.E. 
Mu3:c 3:ducation 
ANN L. 3REITEf-WISCHER 
VIRGIN!!. BRCKMAN 
Educat.on, B.S. 
Later E:ementar� 
ROSE M. BOUWMAN 
Education, B.A. 
Physical Education 
LOUISE BRESLER 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
DENNIS D. BRINKERHOFF 
Arts and Sciences, E..A. 
Junior-Senior High 
DCNi'LD R BR,'_::JLEY 
Ecuc.r ion1 A.B. 
Jur-.ic:r-Senior Hi&:, 
D:•UGLAS R. B�WER 
Arts :end S:ience,, B.S. 
Incustrial T-achn,.> •gy 
FRANK J BROILO 
Education, B.S 
S:,ci;al Science 
FLORENCE J. BRAZIL 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
JANET S. BREWER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
CAROL L. BROW 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
BONNE T. BJWWN PACLI. 0. BROV"''.11 E-HAKC:'-! M. BROWN LILLIAN C. BRUNSHACK 
EdLCat:on. B.S. Educaticn, B.S. 
Early =..1€I!len:ary Later E ementary 
PAUL A. Et:BACK 
Bu5iness � d"J1iniR.1.ation, 3. 3. 
Macketing 
Seniors; conves:sing- 0T1e:- coEee in McKenrry cafE�ria in::lude (left to right): 
Dia1e Healy, i...ta::-vin McKinney, Connie Redua-_is, and :..ar:-y Andrewes. 
Lil'DA M. BUDNJK MICHP_E:... BUDNICK 
Ar1s and Sciences, B.�. 
:M:.rthema:i:s and Phys:cs 
MAGGIE L. 3URTON 
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LUREE R. BURWITZ 
Education, 8.S. 
Early Elementary 
FRED W. BYRUM 
Liberal Arts, 8.S. 
Pre-Law 
DAVID A. CALDWELL 
Education, 8.S. 
Physical Education 
SHIRLEY A. BUSH 
Education, 8.A. 
Junior-Senior Hig 
WILLIAM C. CAELIUS 
ANNIS C. CALHDUN 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Educatio, 
MARY ELLEN S. BUTLER 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary 
SHERILYN A. CABLE 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
JAMES F. CAMBURN 
Arts and Science, 8.A. 
Applied Science 
GAIL M. BYRON 
Education, 8.S. 
Home Economics 
CANDACE CADY 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
BRUCE W. CAMPBELL 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
MARYANN CANNAEP.T 
Education, B.A. 
Library Science 
BURT L. CARP 
GRACE G. CHOY 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
English and Sociclogy 
JUDY L. CARBONE 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
-cIDNIE F. CARPMAN 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
LIHDA M. CHRISTENSEN 
Ed..1cation, B.S. 
Eccly Elementary 
l\JARY L. CAREVIC 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
MARION R. CARSON 
Ed .1cation, B.A. 
Ph:;sical Education 
URS-JLA R. CHRISTIAN 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
J. C. TIMOTf
f
i :::AROLAN 
Business B.B.A. 
Accounting 
WILLIAM S. CHIZMAR 
Education1 B.S. 
Physical Educatior: 
SHIRLEY R. CISLO 
Special Education, B.A. 
Accoustically Handicapped 
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CAROL A. CLARK 
Education, B.S. 
Junior-Senior High 
PATRICIA C. CLARKE 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
LARRY J. COHEN 
Dift_l'·E L. CL.aRK 
Education, B.S. 
Spe:i a Ed.icati::m 
GERALC C. CLEA VER 
H1stor�, B.A. 
SeconCa�y Education 
JOft_I\- M. ::OL=' 
Special Ed JCati Jn, B.S. 
Emc,tia1all:7 Di,turbed 
GARY V. CLARK 
Education, B.S. 
Junior-Senior High 
JOANNE M. CLELAND 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
GAYLE A. COLGAN 
Education, A.B. 
Biology 
SANDRA A. CLARK 
ROY A. COCHRAN 
Liberal Arts, B.S. 
HELEN L. COLLINS 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
GLOFI"' CONN 
Educaticn. RS. 
Physical Edccation 
JUDITH 4.. CORRY 
Educaticm B.S. 
Earl:, Ele-n�n:3ry 
WAL TEF'. W. COVERT 
Educatior, B.S. 
Secondar:, 
CORLISS L. CC·JPER 
Edu:at on, 3.S. 
Later Elementar� 
AU;:)REY C. COULON 
Ejucation, B.S. 
Secondary 
WLLIAM R CR.'.MER 
Art; .3nd Sciences, B.S. 
Gec,graphy 
JAW.EE R. COPP 
Educat :n, B.S. 
Phys:icE Education 
CYNTHI� C. COUTURE 
Arts ard E .::iences, B.S. 
J uni:,r-:3eoior High 
RUTH A. CRA WFORI:• 
Special Ecmcation, B.S. 
Mentall? E3ndicapped 
ROGEE W. CORNER 
Busines; Ad11in stration, B.S. 
Market:ng 
JACQU::!:LI!\E L. COUZENS 
Educatican, RS. 
Seconda:y, Pbysical Education 
GERALDH./E F. CROSS 
Education, B.S. 
Specia Education 
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ANN G. CROWL 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
NANCY-LEE CUTHBERTSON 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
LA WR ENCE B. DAVENPORT 
Education, A.B. 
Library Science 
CLAIRE J. CUMMINGS 
EdLcation, B.S. 
Lat,er Elementary 
TIM:::>THY S. :ZARNIAK 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
JUDITH A. D.\ VIDSON 
Education, B.S 
Secondary 
RONALD K. CUNNINGHAM 
Education, A.B. 
Spanish 
JAMES D'AMORE 
Arts and Sciences, A.B. 
Psychology 
FRED I. DAVIS 
Business, B.S. 
Business Administration 
GAIL J. CURRY 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JAMES H. DANCER 
Business Administration, B.S. 
Accounting 
JOHN K. DA VIS 
Education, B.S. 
Industrial Education 
PATRICIA V. DAVIS 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
MAYRIE L. DAWSON 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
MARCELENE J. DENNIS 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
\../ENDE.LL N. DA \"IS 
Social S:iences, B.S. 
Secordary 
R DAVID DeBOCM 
B11;ines-; .?.dministr..atioa. B.S. 
Ge,eral Eusiness 
G :::JRr:ou R. DE..�IOON 
Arts a11d -Sciences, E.1-
Pr.e-L= 
CHARLENE S. DA WES 
Education, B.S. 
Earl� Elementary 
JANET C. DeHAVEN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
DAI<.LENE A. DENMAN 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
CYNTHIA A. DAWSON 
Education, B.S. 
Si:ecial Education 
MARJORIE G. DENEAU 
Education, B.A. 
Spanish 
HUSSEIN K. DERIA 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
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_-ILL L DEUEL 
Ec.ucati«>r� B.S. 
Pt- ysica: 3:ducation 
BETTY JEAN DIEBALL 
Special E:ILcation, B.S. 
:vle�ally Ha::idicap:ied 
JE.E!E E. DOLPH 
Busoness, E..B.A. 
Bu9.ress P--d...""llinist:-ation 
ROBERT F. DEVENNEY 
Education, B.3. 
Junior-Senior Higl 
PHYLLIS P. DISABATINO 
MARY ANN DOl'.-AHUE 
Arts and Scie ,ces, B.A. 
Social Work 
ROBE.E!T W. DEVEREAUX 
Education, B.S. 
Library Science 
RONALD A. DOBIJA 
Liberal Art,, A.B. 
Cherristry 
LI:-./DA J. DORR 
Ed.Jcatior:, B.S. 
Ea-ly Elementary 
E. CAROL DICKERSON 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
DA YID A. DOLAN 
Business Administration, B.B.A. 
Marketing 
PATRICIA E. DRABANT 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
WLIA:.vI W DUMW.:E.I<. 
EdLcatinn A.B. 
His::o:-!" 
LA"JR.>. E. DYKSTRA 
ROBEi<T C. ENGLISH 
Edi.cation, B -S. 
Phy,ical Educatio:1 
JOANNE L. DUNJ\­
�cucation, B.S. 
Si:eech Correction 
:iUE A. EISENBEISER 
�dccation, B.S. 
:,Pee.al Education 
DAVID R. ENNIS 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
DWIGHT D,ROCHER 
Educa-ion, B.S. 
Seco::icary 
NA:WCY E. EL::::)ER 
Educa.tion, B.A. 
Ear y Elementary 
CHERYL A. ERTELL 
Educa-ion, B.S. 
Earl.!" :Elementary 
BOJ\-f\"IE DYKCSKI 
Ed11cajon, B.S. 
J ar:i,)r-Senior High 
DOU3:.AS D EMCH 
Busioe,s, B.S. 
Busine�3 Administration 
DOROTH? A. ERZTHALER 
Educ:oti:,:i, B.S. 
Special Education 
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SALLY M. EV ANS 
ELIZABETH L. FAW 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
KATHLEEN J. FERGUSON 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
ROBERT K. FAILING 
Business, B.B.A. 
Business AdminiHration 
SALLY FEDUS 
Education, B.S.. 
Secondary EdLcation 
NOELL. F'GEPPERT 
Education, B.S. 
Special Educati,,n 
MARILYN F. FANGBONER 
Education, A.B. 
Literature 
OLIVIA L. FANNING 
An ambitious senior -:, the lobby of McKenny Union studying 
hard in order to quali:y for June commencement. 
TOM M. FIGURSKI 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
SUSAN C. FINZEL 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary Education 
MICHAEL J. FITZPATRICK 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
JUDITH A. FJr:E 
CAROLYN E. F I3HER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
CAROL Yr7 M. FOES�. 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elenentary 
FRA1'-CINE V. FILLINGER 
Educal:ion, B.S. 
Speec 1 Correction 
D'\NIEL E. FISHER 
811.siness, B.S. 
Accounting 
ANNETTE T. FORBES 
EduC3tion, B.A. 
Earl), Elementary 
GARY L. FILL1\10RE 
Business, B.BA. 
Accounting 
MARY L. FITZH'I.RRIS 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
KAREN L. FOJ;TCNATE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Educatio:1 
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KATHRYN J. FOSTER 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
GAIL B. FRANK 
Business, B.S. 
Business Education 
CHARLES L. FRETWELL 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
CAROL L. FOTI'.'<ELLI 
Arts and Science,, B.S. 
Social Work 
PATRICIA h.. FRANTOM 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elemeatary 
BARBARA B. FRIEND 
UNDA LEE FOWLER 
Edu::ation, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
ARTHUR FREDERICK 
E:lucation, B.S. 
S:iecial Education 
VERLA E. FULLER 
Education, B.A. 
French 
MARY ANN FRALE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
GERALD H. FRIED 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
Pre-Law 
C. HELEN FUNKHOUffiR 
CAROLY� F. FURSTENAU 
Eci:cation, B.A. 
Secondary Education 
TERENCE F. GALLAGHER 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
MARY K. C·ASTE 
Education, B S. 
Later Eleme,tary 
SH.,!30N GABRIEL 
Edu :ation, B.S. 
Si>e::ial Education 
EE:Rt· �TA D. GALLE•:·O 
Art!- '1ld Sciences, B.S 
Folrtical Science 
ELEANOR D. GEISL=.R 
Educe..::,on, B.S. 
Lat .. r Elementary 
C:AROL M. GAFFNEY 
Art3 and Sciences, B.S. 
Ho-ne Economics 
KAT=-IRYN L. GAMBLE 
Educ.1tion, B.A. 
Special Education 
BE'IH ANN GERISCH 
Edu:ation, B.S. 
EarlJ Elementary 
DORI:, I. GALITZKI 
Educa:ioa, B.S. 
Special ::::ducation 
THOl\.l.'IS J. GANT 
Arts at ::1 Sciences, B.S. 
Bi:,log, 
KAY L. GEUDER 
EduC3:ion, B.S. 
Earl, Elementary 
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JUDY R. GIBBS 
Education, B.S. 
Occupational Therapy 
SUSAN L. GLEASON 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
JEANNINE E. GREER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
MARY B. GILSTRAP 
Education, B.S. 
Business Ejuca�ion 
JOYCE A. GO::..DING 
Education, A.B. 
English 
EDNA MAE GREGORY 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elen.antaty 
CAROL ANN GLASS 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
CAROL D. GRABNER 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
DAVID K. GRINDLE 
Education, A.B. 
Secondary Education 
BARBARA A. GLEASON 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
NANCY L. GRAY 
Education, S.S. 
Later Elementary 
SUSAN K. GROSSMAN 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
English Literature and Language 
JOHN R. GROVES 
Business, S.S. 
Management 
PAMELA L. HAAS 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
DOROTHY M. HAMEL 
Arts and Sciences, A.B. 
Library Science 
J:JHN M. GULBRkl.fSEN 
ATts and Sciences, B.A. 
Economic� 
3:ATHLEE:'.'< J. HALE 
Educatic:n, B.S. 
Early E em.entar:1-
FERRIS P. :-IAMWA Y 
B·Jsiness, B A. 
B·..1siness Education 
LINDA S. GUY 
Educatic:n, S.S. 
Later EBmentary 
LINDA S. HALL 
Educat:o,, B.S. 
Special Education 
LINDA V. H . .\RDENBURG 
Education, B.1-.. 
Early Element.iry 
CYNTHIA S. HAARER 
Education, 8.A. 
Later Elementacy 
SHIRLEY A. HALL 
Education, B.S.. 
Special Education 
MARGARET A. HARDER 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
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SUSAN J. HAP-MON 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementar�J 
MARY C. HJ.RT 
Education, B.3. 
Special EducEtion 
THOMAS K. EA Y 
Education, 8.A 
Biology 
ROSA L. HARPER 
Education, B.S. 
Home EcJnorr:ics 
JUDITH l\L. HATTER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementa1y 
SHERRY E. HAYS 
Educatior, B.S. 
Early ElEmen:ary 
JEAN A. HARRIS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JANICE T. HATTO 
Education, 8.A. 
Spanish 
JOHN ROLAN HAYWARD 
Education, B.S. 
Industrial Education 
COLBY A. HART 
Education, 8.S. 
Special Education 
LARRY R. HAWKINS 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Pre-law 
MARGARET A. HEDD:...E 
Education, B.S. 
DIANE G. HEir,s 
Arts arxi 3ciQnce:., B.I... 
Social N:,rk 
I•OUGLAS ;,.. HEL�JCK 
Education, E S. 
Secondary E.ducatior 
LOIS E. HENR-i 
Educatbn, B.S. 
Early Elementar:,. 
ANITA L. HE.Il\'TZ 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
SUSA!\ E. HEL3TEN 
Education1 B.S. 
Special Educaticm 
GiRISTINE E. HERBST 
Education, E.S. 
S;:,ecial Education 
K<\THY M. HELDT 
Ei!ucaticn, B.S. 
Lecter Elementary 
BARBARA J HENDERSON 
Educati·Jn, B.3. 
Early Elemen ary 
MA�ILYN K HERKIMER 
Educaticm, B.S. 
Early Elemen:ary 
CAROLE J HELSTE. 
Educaticn, B.S. 
Early Elemen:ary 
NORMA JEAN HE'-IEK.,,. 
Education, B.S. 
Business Education 
JACQUELINE A. HEiG:)l:,o 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
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ANN E. HITCHMAN 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
FRANCES J. HOOPINGARNER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
SYLVIA S. HORTON 
Education, B.A.E. 
Art Education 
MARILYN ,;,.. HODGES 
Education, E.S. 
Early Eleme,tary 
PATRICIA A. HOPKINS 
Education, ES. 
Early Eleme,tary 
JANICE F. HOWARD 
Education, 3.S. 
Business Educat.on 
RONALD E. HOFSESS 
Arts and Sciences, A.B. 
Sociology 
DONNA S. HOPP 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
PATRICIA E. HOWE 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JANET M. HOLVICK 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
Pre-Law 
JACKLYNN HORTON 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
ROBERT C. HUDSON 
Business, B.B.A. 
Accounting 
THEODORE E HUGHES 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Economics 
CONSTANCE J. HURD 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
JUDITH M. JACKSON 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
MARJORIE C. :l:UL:... 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary Educa::on 
JUDITH A. HUTCH[N�.ON 
Education, B.S. 
E8"'ly Elementary 
WILLIAM JACKSON 
Education, B.S. 
SAIL Y L. HUMBERT 
Education, B.S. 
Lat..- Elementary 
ETFEL J. ISHIBASHI 
Education, B.S. 
Occq:,ational Therapy 
ROBERTA L. JAMSEN 
Educ�ion, B.S. 
Specie.I Education 
GINGE:it J. HU!'•TER 
Busines� B.S 
Busines� E:lucatica 
]AVON A JACKSON 
Arts and Sc ern:es. B. 3. 
PATRIC!,. :.... :EFFEP.S 
Education, E.S. 
Special Educrtbn 
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CHARLOTTE A. JOHNSON 
Education, B.A. 
English 
WALTER R. KECK 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Social Work 
KAREN S. KELLY 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
MARY E. KAPNICK 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementar.1 
DONALD F. KELLEY 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementar / 
ERNEST B. KELM 
Business, B.B.A­
Business Administration 
,:::·iNTHIA M. KARA Y 
�tiucatic.n, B.S. 
�;arly EJementary 
R::::>BEF.T W. KELLEY 
E:lucaton, B.S. 
P.ysica_ Education 
I.1UJIAR£EM KEPCEOGLU 
ArtE and 3ciences, B.S. 
PATRICIA J. KEATING 
Education, B.A. 
Music 
SANDRA D. KELLEY 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
RONALD B. KEYS 
Arts and Sciences, B.P. 
Psychology 
ELIZABE:'E D. EILFOM 
Arts and Sci _nces, B.S. 
Medical Tedmolog, 
ALFRED C. KINTER 
Arts and_ Science;, B.S. 
Politica S:ience 
JOANNE M KLEIN3CHMIDT 
Education, B 3. 
Occupational Tiierapy 
N:=RA E. KILPATRI=� 
Etl".lcation, BA. 
SE<XJndary Ecacation 
PA.CL HAF.VEY KIN�EP. 
Ed_i.::ation, B.P_ .  
Seccndary EdL•:ation 
S:il'_:WN LAURA KLE:NJ:: 
Eju::ation, B S. 
S;,eci.31 EduC3tion 
DARYL�- KIM3ERLY 
NAN C. KISE 
Educati.:m, B.E. 
Secorxle:ry EdLCati:m 
SALLY :. KLI).lr:MAN 
Educatior:, 3.A. 
Secondary Education 
CONScTA�E A. KING 
Educa:icn, B.S. 
Earl; E errentary 
DO:S.AL:) C. KITCHEN 
EducEti::,o, B.S. 
Late- Eh-r:Jentary 
TEP..F.Al;CE E. KLUMP 
Arts aod Sciences, B.S. 
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CAROL F. KOBANE 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
ALICE C. KONICKI 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
WILLIAM KOSTICH 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary Education 
ELLIOTT M. KOLODIN 
Liberal Arts, B.S. 
Pre-Law 
MARGARET A. KONICKI 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
ILONA L. KOTYUK 
Arts and Scienc-as, B.A. 
Psychology 
BEYERL Y J. KOLHOFF 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
ROBERT T. KOOTSILLAS 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Political Science 
CHRIS A. KRAUTER 
Business, B.B.A. 
Business Administration 
RAYMOND M. KOMAR 
Lib�ral Arts, B.A. 
English 
STEPHEN W. KOSCIELEO<I 
Business, B.S. 
Accounting 
DALE H. KREGER 
Education, B.S. 
English Literature 
R03ERT D. KREGER 
Educat on, B.S. 
Special Education 
BILL L. KRUSE 
Educa:ion. B.A. 
Seconfary Education 
PATRICIA :I.I. KURETE 
Edu,:atior, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
Cf.RC•LE L. KREMEx 
Ecucation, B.S. 
Se:oi: :lary Education 
F�AJ.IK R. KUCMIERZ 
LLLLAN M. LaCLAIR 
Eciucation, B.A. 
3e:onciary Education 
HANCY C. KRESKO 
Education, B.S. 
Earl:; Elementary 
KAREN L. KUJALA 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
HARRIET L. LaFOILLE 
E:lucation, B.S. 
L brary Science 
HERMI::S.E A. =<RIKORIAN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
VICTORIA "'I. KULIS 
Education, BS. 
Physical Edtcation 
LINDA J. LAMPHIERE 
Education, B.& 
Later Ele:nentary 
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LINDA A. LARKIN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
BARBARA A. LEE 
Education, B.A. 
Special Education 
SHARON L. LEIM 
Education, B.A. 
Art Education 
R�GINA. F. LATOSKI 
Eti Jcatior, B.S. 
SE<ondar!" �ocation 
LINDA )II. L�E 
Educat·-0::1, B.S. 
Early EJ.,,men:ary 
MARLENE S. LEVINE 
E:l.JCation, B.S. 
Ea-ly Ele111er.tary 
LAURETA J. LaVASSEU� 
Education, E.S. 
S�·ecial EducatiOCl 
DARLENE R. LEECK 
Education, 
Business Ejucation 
MICHAEL J. LIC3TENSTEU1 
Ed-1cation, B.�. 
Socia Studies 
BEVERLY J. LAYTON 
E. J�A:'11 LEHTO 
Educat:on, B.S. 
Earl:- Elemertary 
SARAE J. LIDDLE 
Educati:,n, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
DAVID C. LIY.F..{ 
Education, 3.A. 
Secondary Educ t c,n 
PHILIP A. LOZO!'! 
Business, B.B.A. 
Marketing 
ANN L. LOZON 
Home Economics, B.S. 
Horr.e Economics 
SANI:RA S. LUCJ-DAU: 
Educa:ion B.S. 
Early Ele111entary 
PEil,IP S. L:•HN:EIER 
Erq; ish, B.S. 
Liberal Arts 
ELAINE A. L-wE:).SIK 
Education, B.a.. 
Art Education 
HAROLD E. LOUNSBERRY 
Educ£tior. B.S. 
Jndus-rial �ducation 
DAVID :.. LUTCHKA 
Busiress Administration, B.S. 
Accowntii:g 
Ch-is Krauter breaks into a rather unmilitEry s:-ia as Dais Hei;E pins on Ae b-3rs which r�pres:ent a 
::ommission in the U.S. Arrr.y. 
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RUSSELL V. LYKE 
LINDA D. McCOY 
Geography, B.A. 
Secondary Education 
PATRICIA C. McELLIOTT 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JANET A. McCALL 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
ROBERT W. McCUTCHEON 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Ecucation 
MADELil\_"'E C. McGRAW 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
ANN L. McCALLUM 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
CA THERINE E. McDIARMID 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
MARY JEAN McINNES 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
FREDERICK D. McCOR!l.lACK 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
RICHARD J. McDONOCGH 
MARVIN H. McKINNEY 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
J ACQUEL YI\ McPHERSOJ.I 
Education, B. 3. 
Early Elerr.entary 
JOAN R. MALLOY 
Education B.S. 
Early Ele:nentary 
JUDITH A. MANSELL 
Education, E.S. 
Early Elementary 
NARY A. McPHERSON 
£ji:cation, B.S. 
E ementary 
CA VID T. MALS3ED 
.A.rts and Sciences, E S. 
Physics 
: • .\NET MARINA•::ro 
E::lucation, B.S. 
&�iness 
VEF!,EVA R. McPIKE 
Educl::.:ion, B.S. 
Late- Elementary 
THOMI.S C. MANCHESTER 
Arts anc Sciences, B.S . 
Pre-:aw 
NOREERT H. MARSH 
Arts aod Sciences, B.S. 
Geogrqhy 
WILLIAM L. McSHANE 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
MICHELE MANNING 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
DAVID W. MARTIN 
Arts and Sciences, A.B. 
Pre-law 
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KELLEY L. MARTIN 
Education, 8.S. 
Industrial Education 
CAROLEE S. MATSUMOTO 
Arts and Scier-ces, B.S. 
Biology 
MARILYN J. MESSINA 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
NAHID MA5HAYEKHI 
Education, !\.I.A. 
TERESA G. MA':'TINGLY 
Education } B.3. 
Special Educ�tion 
CHARLE� J. MEYER 
Arts and Scien::es, B.A. 
J"'.NET M. !Vll'SON 
Erl·.1ca.ti::o, B.P.. 
Iv:a:h:rrail:ics 
JOH!'- W. MbXEY 
]E!\Nl'""E B. MEYERS 
E.d-'cat- an, 8.� .. 
��c al 3ducati:Jr: 
MICHAEL S. MATEVlA 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Biology 
GEANA MAYERS 
KATHLYN R. MEYEES 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
ELIZABET:-!: MICHEL 
Education, 3.A. 
Easly Elementary 
GUY R. MILLER 
BARBAR.a S. MOIR 
Education, B.S. 
Early Eleoentary 
BA.RBARA A. MIL3URN 
Efocation, 3.A. 
Secondary 3ducatioc 
TI-IEODOI,;E C. MJLOCH 
&siness, RB.A. 
Managemer t 
MARGA�ET K. MOON 
Educatioa, B.S. 
Library �cience 
KAREN E. MILLER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
KENNETH F. MIRER 
EC.ucation, B.S. 
: ndustrial Arts 
PEGGY A. MOORE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
GLEN T. MILLIGAN 
Business, B.S. 
Management 
MARY J. MOHR 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
GRACE A. MORGAN 
Education, B.S. 
Elementary 
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NORA M. MORGAN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
MARY L. MOUGANJS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
LYNNE R. NEJBAUER 
Education, B.S. 
Business Education 
CHARLIE M. MORRIS 
STEPHANIE M. YIOZOLA 
Education, B.S. 
Physical Education 
EDWARD D. NEWLIN 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Pre-dentistry 
NANCY J. MORRIS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
LINDA L. MUNDLE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
GARY W. NEWLIN 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
MARTHA F. MOTTS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JOHN W. NEEDHAM 
Education, B.A. 
Music Education 
MADELINE C. NIEMCZAK 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
SANDF � M. NORTH 
EducatiJ, 
Special :Education 
PATRIC:"' A. NOTTLE 
Educatior" B.A. 
Secondar::' Education 
HELErl' OBRIZOK 
Educaticn, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
GERP:.LD L. NORTON 
Bus nE� .A _dministration, B.S. 
Bus ne-es W.:anagement 
JUDITH L. NOW AK 
Ej-1cation, B.S. 
La-er 31ementary 
l\.lAP.GJ..RET L. OCKSTADT 
E.clucaLon, 
Earl� E em�ntary 
RONALr:: N. N::>SSAL 
Liberal A:rts, B.A. 
Pre-Law 
I\ ANCY c. �ow AK 
Ec:lucati•:1, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
JUDITH .\. O:..ENZEK 
Edocation, B.A 
Ear y Elenentary 
BARRY W. NOTARIUS 
Liberal Arts, B.A. 
Psychology 
ALICE M. NOWLAND 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
DOREEN C. OLIN 
Education, B.A. 
Art Education 
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ELIZABETH A. O'MARA 
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
NANCY L. OVERLY 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
GAIL A. PALMS 
RICHARD M. ONUFRAK 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Educatio, 
EILEEN S. OWEN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementar, 
ELAINE E. PANARETOS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
HERBERT K. OSTERL . .\LIC 
F:;:HMI OYV AT 
Ed.1cation, B.S. 
Secondary Educatior. 
ROr-ALD L. PARKER 
Education, B.S. 
Sec::ndary Education 
KEFA M. OTENG 
Business Administration, B.S. 
Business 
JEFFREY H PALMER 
WILLIAM L. PARKER 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Ed.1cation 
DORIS C. PARRIS:! 
ARDEN D. PATRICK 
Education, B.A. 
Special Education 
DAVID A. PENNINGTON 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
EUGENE PAR3•)NS 
Ed:ication, B.S. 
f,ee-0ndary Ede.cation 
DORIS R. PAULL 
£ju,:ation, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
MELYNDA J. PEl'JSYL 
\,\,ALTER PARSONS 
E:lucation, B.A 
Se:ondary Education 
r:ATEILEEN P. PEARSALL 
Educrtion, B.S. 
Matrematics 
SH.\RRON D. PERKmS 
EdLCation, B.S. 
Earl, Elementary 
NANCY LEE PARTRIDGE 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
LUCY J. PENDOLINO 
ELAINE L. PERO 
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
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JUDITH L. PERRY 
Education, B.M.E. 
Music 
ROBERT A. PETERSON 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
PAUL I. PESICK 
Education, B.S. 
Special EducatiOC1 
PRUDENCE E. PETRAK 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
THOMAS 'N. PETERMAN 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
MARIE L. PETRIE 
-l\fter graduation, what? Seniors makE' their final decisions on careers in the 
?lacement Office. 
GILMOUR M. PETERS 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
MARTHA J. PETROSKI 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
DIANA A. PH:LLIP3 
Education, B.S. 
Elementary 
LINDA S. PILAKOWSKI 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementar.r 
MARCELLA R. P::>DPEE<Kh 
GAIL PHILLIPS 
BLA:R W. PING�EE 
Busin'?ss, B.B.A. 
Marketing 
MAYE. POU{ 
GAIL A. PHILLIPS 
Education, B.S. 
Si:eciEI Education 
JOSEPH PITTMA[./ 
SANDI..-\ S. POLLOCI<. 
Educati ::io, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
DAVID � PICKETT 
Educatio•, B.S. 
Secondar J Edu::ation 
DIANN::-:. V. PIXLEY 
Educatiair, B.a. 
Seconda:! Ed.cation 
JEANNE :111. POMAZAL 
Education, 3.S. 
Secondary J:ducatJon 
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EDWARD :_. POPOWSK: 
Business, E.3.A. 
Business Ac.minis:rat _:m 
MARJORIE J. PORE:MBA 
Edu:at on, B.S. 
Iv:ARRIANr./E �- PORTER 
Education, B.S. 
MARY ANN PORTER 
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
NELLA PRIGUN 
Education, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
Early I:lemen tary 
Wlu.IA:A P. PORTER 
Ec!ucatio�, B.S. 
Secondar:1 Ed JIC'.at ion 
VERA. L. Pl<C,:PER 
Ed ;c3ti01 BS. 
Later EdLcati01 
S:,ecial Edu: at;.n 
LOWELL':'. POTR.A.TZ 
Education, 3.S. 
Physical Ec:ucation 
GREGORY E. PUC·H 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
JOAN E. POWELL 
Educati.:>n, B.A. 
Later Elementary 
THOMA::': D. PYPER 
Business, B.B.A. 
Accountin� 
JEAN C. RACNER 
Liberal Ar:s, BS. 
Liberal Ar:• 
MARLENE J. RATTR-"' '! 
Secondary Ed....::a1i:m., BA 
Social Science 
JOSEPH D. RE:D 
Arts and Scierce3l" B.A. 
Pre-Law 
IX)NNA RAKAY 
Ejucat on, B.M.E. 
�vi-usic 
l'-'P-NCY C RECING 
Ed.Jcaticn, B.S. 
Litrary Sci'3nce 
·:::AR::)L L. REIN EL T 
CHRI:sTINA M. RAKDO:::ZY 
Ed·acation., B.M.E. 
Mt:sic 
RIVAJ;"D E. RE:JIMG 
Educat:on., B.S. 
His:ory 
JANICE A. RENKO 
SUSAN J. RANDALL 
Education, B.S. 
Special Edu:ati:m 
THOMAS J. REDMOND 
Edu,:atK>n, B.A. 
English 
JC,AN E. REWALT 
EC:ucc.tion, B S. 
Special Educ:ation 
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SHIRLEY M. RICE 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
LEROY R. RILEY 
Business, B.S. 
Business Administration 
RONALD F. ROSE 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
JACQUELINE D. RICHARDSON 
Education, B.A. 
Special Education 
CAROL A. ROAN 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
SHERRYL L. R03ENBERG 
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementary 
DONNA W. RIECHMANN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
RUTHANNE M. ROGERS 
Education, B.S. 
Home Economics 
SANDRA K. ROSS 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
MARIA F. RIFAT 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
RITA D. ROSE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
BARBARA J. ROUNDS 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
HELEN ·;, ls.OWE 
Arts and 5cie:nces, B.A. 
Social Work 
JOAN E. RU?ERT 
Education, B..S. 
Early Elener tary 
JOSE A. !::ABORID 
Arts and Sciecces, B.S. 
Science 
HENRIETTA M. ROWLING 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
SANDRA J. RUSS 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
NETA A. SAGE 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary 
SLSAN E. ROY 
Education, B.S. 
Tocly Elementa-y 
MARCYANNA RYZNAR 
Educction, B.S. 
Special Education 
SAJ\'DRA P. SAIGH 
Edu,:ation, B.S. 
Later Elementary 
DORENE J. JWNSTROM 
Education, B.S.. 
Early Element:a:ry 
J. LOUISE £ACKETT 
Education, 
Business 
PATRICIA SANTORO 
Education, B.S 
Early Elementacy 
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INEZ R. SASSAMAN 
Education, B.S. 
Occupational Therapy 
LAUREL F. SCHELKE 
FRANCIS M. SCHOENHERR 
Business Administration, B.B.S. 
Accounting 
FRAN.:< E ::C,A YF:E 
Arts £:id S:-tnces, B.�. 
Biolo,:." 
CHAR�EN::C.. D. SCEL:'TT 
MARLENE J sc:--1R�PF 
Education, E_a. 
Early I:lerr-aa:ary 
GLYNN W. SCANLAN 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Education 
LEE SCHLORFF 
Business, B.S. 
Accounting 
DOTTIE SCHULER 
Education, B.M.E. 
Music 
PHILLIP D. SCHADE 
Bu;iress Administration, B.S. 
Acconnting 
DC,CGLAS P. SCHMITZ 
Education, B.S. 
Bu3iness 
CYNTHIA G. SCHUMACHER 
Ed�cation, B.S. 
Eacl
} 
Elementary 
SANDRA G. SCHULTZ 
Education B.S. 
Later Elementary 
MARK D. SCOTT 
Education, B S. 
Secondary Educaton 
CHARLES 8. SERGENT 
Education, E.S. 
Secondary EducHion 
CAROL A. SCHWEINS3.ERG 
E::l .JcS:ion, B.S. 
Ea1ly Elementa-y 
�c:BERT J. SEMAN 
3:d•cation, B S. 
: nckistrial Education 
EDMUNDO SEVERINO 
P r-::s and Sciences, B.A. 
EcJncmics 
NA1'3'IT3: F. SCI::LUNA 
Ecurati on, B.S. 
EHi). Ele111entary 
LOIS A. SEPE 
Educa:ion, B.S. 
Ear y Elementa:r,r 
JANl:T B SEVO:l\':'Y 
Educl'"ticn, B.A. 
E�!Eh 
SHAF or-- E. SCOFIELD 
Educatior, B.S. 
Home Eoncmics 
c<OSE A. SERA YDARIAN 
_-\rts 2rxl Sciences, B.S. 
:..ibrary Sc ence 
BEVERLEY SHAFER 
EducaLon, B.S. 
Physic,cl Education 
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KAREN M. SHAIN 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
LESLIE A. SHEEHAN 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
Chemistry 
PAUL M. SIANO 
DA YID J. SHAPIRO 
Arts and Science, B.A. 
Pre-Law 
MARY K. SHEHAN 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
CARROL A. SIMMONS 
SHEILA L. SHAW 
Education, B.S. 
Elementary 
DON D. SHONTA 
LOIS J. SIMONS 
Edc:cation, B.A. 
Art 
IONA F. SHEA 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
LEE F. SHOUGH 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
MARVYL M. SIMSON 
Education, B.M. 
Music 
RICHARD D. SISCO 
Educaticr, A.B. 
Seconda-y E,jucation 
DAN ::.,,. s.:..EE 
Educat en, E.S. 
Secondairy :'ducation 
EUGENE M. SMITH 
J:.ducation B.A. 
P-rt 
";S f.L:'ER T. SKIFF 
E:rl-:iC1..:ic,n, B.�. 
r,:atJ'" ...Erl1.3.t cs 
DO�hLD D. SLEEMAN 
�rt:. E11·1 Scie,ice�, B.A. 
Soc al �cie,c� 
ERKE::!' C. SMITH 
Ed-•ca.t.on EA. 
Se,:::,aclry 
SHIRLEY !.II. SLA=K 
Educat:on, E.S. 
Ea·Iy Eleme�t>rJ 
'FILLIAM H. SM.\R':' 
Arts and Seier ct:-s, B.S. 
Gec,graphy 
.\1. APRIL S.'.111 !TH 
3dLcation, BA. 
SEC·)ndary Ecrucation 
BARBARA A. SLAUGETER 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary 
LORAN W. SMITH 
Education, E.A. 
History 
RAY M. SMlTH 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Educat:on 
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SARAH SNYDER 
Education, B.S. 
Occupational Therapy 
SAM T. SPADAFORA 
Business, B.B.A. 
Business Administration 
SHARON K. SPRAGUE 
Education, B.M. 
Music Education 
SHERON V. Sl'.-YDER 
Education, B.S. 
Mathematics 
ROBERT L. SPANKE 
Education, B.S. 
Special Education 
NANCY L. SQUIRE 
Education, B.S. 
Later Elemenblry 
LILLIAN ':t SOBOCINSKI 
Education 3.3. 
Early Ele�ary 
GARY J. SPARKS 
Educat»r, B.A. 
Biology 
SUSAN J STANSFIELD 
ANNA J. SORRELL 
RUSSELL P. SPLETZER 
Education, B.S. 
Biology 
LINDA C. STATELER 
Education, B.S. 
Early Eleme:1tary 
LINDA J. S:-CINHOFF 
Educaticn E.S 
Special E:::lucct::ion 
LOIS J.,f 8CDDAR1' 
Educat-on, 3 S.. 
Early I:l�rne,c!3ry 
JOYCE A- :::TRITE: 
Educa!i()n, = S. 
Speci.al Ecucaticn 
ELEANORE ST3Rl­
Education, B.A. 
Early Elementar; 
JOANN S. STOI.,rPOR 
Education, B.S. 
Eacly Elementary 
DIANE SUMME3!IL:, 
Education, B.S. 
Secondary Edu:at on 
MARJOR:3 J. STIER 
Educaticn, B.S. 
OccLpEtiioral Therapy 
ELIZABETI-I A. STONE 
;\1YRTI.,C L. SURLS 
Arts ard 3ciences, B.S. 
Ho"TI� �a:,nomics 
KATHLEEN H. STOCK: 
ELLEN S. STRAIM 
Education, B.S. 
Specia I Education 
FRANCES M. SUTHERLft_ND 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
------------------------------------- --- --- --- ---- ---------------- ---
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JILL SUTHERLAND 
Arts and Sciences, B.A. 
Art 
ANDREA D. SZEWCZYK 
JEAN TANG 
Arts and Sciences, B.S. 
Chemistry 
CHARLEN L. SUTTON 
Business, B.S. 
Business Education 
JUDITH B. SZUHY 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementacy 
PATRICIA A. TAYLOR 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementar:, 
MILDRENE P. SWAN 
Education, B.S. 
Specia I Education 
LAWRENCE G. SZUHY 
Business Administration, B.B.A. 
Production Management 
BARBARA E. TENEBA UM 
Education, B.S. 
Early Elementary 
WILLIAM SWIFT 
JANET A. SZYMANSKI 
PATRICIA J. TERRY 
Education, B.A. 
Secondary Education 
JUANIT/> M. TESTER 
Educatio, E- S. 
Secondary E::ucation 
MARY E. TlNCKNELL 
Education, RS. 
Early El..!111e::itary 
PRATRIOA _! •• TROUT 
Education, B.S 
Early Elemeanlary 
FREDERJCK M. THOMAS 
E.:lucation, B.S. 
s�cc,:adary Education 
YVONNE TROCHET 
Ed·..1cation, M.A. 
Secondary Education 
JANET L. TROY 
Education, B.S. 
-pecial Education 
BE\"ERL Y I. TH-:.JRMAt, 
E�·:ation, B.A. 
Ea-I!" Ele111entacy 
S:\:;JDRA K. TROLZ 
E.:l·_cation B.S. 
Ear.y Ele:nentH} 
Mb.CREEM E. T':'NAN 
JUDITH M. TIERNEY 
Education, E.S. 
Later Elemer tary 
ROBERT G. TROMBLEY 
Education, B.A 
Secondary Edu::ation 
YVONN3: M. ULBIN 
Educatio,, B.S. 
Later Elemen:ary 
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3nIRL3Y J. UMPHREY 
3:rlucati.:m, B.S. 
3:arly EJementacy 
FRADK E. VALENTI 
EducEtion, S.S. 
Mathematics 
::JALE L. VanHOUZEN 
Educa:ion, S.S. 
HLSEYIN UYSALOC:LC 
Ed-:ication, S.S. 
Special Education 
LOUISE A. VanDA::llME 
Ecucation, B.S. 
Early Eiementary 
::.,ors M. VASICEK 
3ducation, S.S. 
3econdary Education 
CATHERINE M. VAFAKAS 
Education, S.S. 
Special Education 
KAROL L. VanDerWERF 
Education, S.S. 
Special Education 
GLORIA M. \'ERDON 
Education, A.8. 
Mathematics 
JUDY A. VALADE 
Education, S.S. 
Special Education 
WILLIAM E. VanFLEET 
Education, S.S. 
Biology 
PATRICIA A. VITEK 
Education, S.S. 
Special Education 
K'-'{ E. vo::..�MAR 
Edu::ation, 3.S. 
E,:ly 3:lem-antary 
SUS.O.N L. W.alr.JSTOCK 
Arts a:id Seier ce3, B.S. 
Socia: Ps,ychc log_; 
RUT:! A. \..I.P.LLACE 
EdLCaticn, B S. 
Ph:,,;i:al Edc,:ation 
!«:ATHY A. VO::.L::CK 
Education, :E.S. 
Early Elerrentary 
JANET E. WAL:::>�::)N 
Education} E.A. 
S:,anish 
KATHLEEN W�LTZ 
Education, RS. 
S:,ecial Ed:icatia-
VONNA R. VonRENNER 
Edu,:aticn, B.S. 
Later :3:lementary 
MURL J. WALDRON 
J. MICB,.,EL WASHBURN 
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E<l==•)O, BS 
Earfy 3Ienent:ary 
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Ec.tcllio•1 E.S. 
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PAT�:CIA A. ,NASVI\RY 
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Earl:, E ement:a-y 
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Ar:: �nd .Sci.ences, B.A. 
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P ,y,;i.c;s1 E:iucalion 
T�"e ti;( day arrives and graduates are all smiles a, they :omplete commencement €Xercis<cs. 
LA WR ENCE S. ZA TKIN 
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Psychol,ogy 
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Early Elementary 
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Special Education 
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